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It is the purpose of this dissertation to show 
how Forrest Reid's preoccupation with various aspects 
of Greek antiquity influenced, shaped, and colored 
the vision of his novels. By affinity, temp erament, 
and interest Reid was attracted to Greece from his 
early school days. Later he re-discovered Greece 
through his reading in the works of the major Hellenists, 
more particularly in Anatole France, who influenced him 
stylistically to write in a "more naked and Grecian 
manner." His is a conscious pursuit of the "Greek 
ideal" as he understood it, and a blending, fusing , 
and re-creation of this ideal in his works. That he 
is a Hellenist in his en thusiasm for ancient Greece, 
a romantic and a visionary, is evident from his novels 
as well as from hi s prose translation of selections 
from the Greek Anthology. 
My interest in the novels of Forrest Reid grew 
out of a statement in Professor Edward Wagenknecht's 
Cavalcade of the English Novel that "Forrest Reid is 
one of the most outstanding individualists among 
contemporary Brit i sh novelists, and, in America at least, 
iv 
1 
one of the most unjustly neglected." Although a 
minor Anglo-Irish writer, Forrest Reid is sufficiently 
significant in the tradition of the modern novel to 
warrant serious study. One of his own countrymen writes 
v 
that "he is a stylist with a great, if limited, reputation 
2 
as a craftsman." A contemporary critic, Ernest Boyd, 
refers to Reid as "one of the most distinguished Irish 
writers in modern English literature." 3 
Several writers have noted Reid's affinity for 
Greece and Greek antiquity but no single study has been 
made of this aspect of Reid. To my knowledge, the first 
American critic to call attention to Reid in relation 
to Greek antiquity was Professor Edward Wagenknecht when 
he writes that "Reid looks at nature essentially from 
the animist's point of view; he believes that human 
beings can love only the good, but he takes Greeks rather 
than Christians as his guides back to the 'friendly and 
benevolent' world he is sure he must once have known, 
and to which he desires to return" (Cavalcade of the English 
Novel, p. 569). Two years later, writing in the Dublin 
1Edward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade of the English Novel 
(New York, 1943), p. 568. 
2 P. s. O'Hegarty, "About Ulster Novelists," The Bell, 
IV (July 1942), 293. 
3Ernest Boyd, "Pipes of Pan in Belfast," New York 
Sunday Tribune, June 11, 1922, p. 4. 
Magazine, John Boyd stated that "the influence of 
Greek tho ugh t is perceptible throughout his writings. 
This Greek influence, however, does not invalidate 
4 
Reid's essential romanticism." In a more recent 
scholarly study of Reid, Mr. Russell Burlingham writes: 
"Developing steadily in his work until it finally 
ousted everything else was the Greek p assion for the 
concrete, for life seen by the steady light of noon, 
for all young growing things, and for the sadness and 
5 
transiency of their beauty." And again Burlingham 
notes that ''Greece represented for him all he admired 
and everything on which he had most set his heart" 
(Forrest Reid, p. 174). 
vi 
An analysis and interp retation of the individual 
novels of Reid, each tak en in turn, after his biography , 
his age, his tradition, and the concept of Hellenism 
have been developed, forms the substance of t his study 
and of necessity includes much narrative matter. Because 
the novels of Reid are difficult to procure and relatively 
unknown, it was felt that such material was basic to an 
4 John Boyd, "The Achievement of Forrest Reid," 
Dublin Magazine, XIX-XX (July-Sep t. 1945), 19. 
5 
Russell Burlingham, Forrest Reid: A Portrait and 
a Study (London, 1953), p. 144. 
understanding of them. Moreover, since Reid's mind 
is subtle, elusive, and poetic and his ideas and beliefs 
so interwoven into his novels, to examine his ideas in 
detachment from their sensuous embodiment or their 
text would be to empty them of t heir essential meaning. 
The novels have been discussed in chronological 
order because Reid himself suggested that they might 
best be read that way. In Brian Westby, a novel about 
vii 
the problem of writing a novel, Linton (who is in reality 
Reid) tells Brian that it mi ght be well "to read the books 
in the order in which the author wrote them in order to 
see the ideal which each of his books is an attemp t to 
express" (pp. 24-25). 
The novels have been divided into three periods: 
the early novels (1904-1912) from The Kingdom ~f Twilight 
to Following Darkness, which show Reid's extensive use 
of Greek antiquity; the middle period (1913-1922) from 
The Gentle Lover, a conscious attempt on the part of 
Reid to write a novel which would have public appeal, 
t h rough Pender Among the Residents; and the later novels 
from Demophon (1927) to Denis Brackne1 (1947) which best 
represent his love of Greek antiquity and show the values 
whic h he set down in his autobiographies, Apostate (1926), 
and Private Road (1940). The .novels of the last period 
----
reveal his power and stature as novelist. 
A study of the uses of Greek antiquity in the 
novels of Forrest Reid and an examin a tion of his life 
and background reveal that his use of Greece as a 
viii 
symbol serves several literary purp oses. By temperament 
Reid was artistic and his love of art and of the 
beautiful took him back to the past of Greece for forms 
of beauty p ermanent and unchanging . Furthermore, 
Hellenism is more than a literary convention for him; 
it has the force of a personal conviction which can be 
seen in his rejection of Christianity and the adoption 
of the religion of Pan and Greek idealism. From a 
study of his novels there emerges a private world of 
the imagination, identified as Greece, which becomes 
his symbol of a state of perfection, innocence, and 
happiness; an animistic reli g ion in o pposition to 
Chr i stianity, and an aesthetic of ideal beauty based 
on the apprehension of beauty by sense experience. 
Within this structure other ideas and values also appear: 
a belief in fate as opposed to free will, a belief in the 
reality of the supernatural or psychic exp erience, a 
belief that good and evil s pirits inhabit the world and 
influence man, a belief in the significance of dreams, 
a belief in natural goodness as o pposed to the doctrine 
of original sin, a belief in friendship as represented 
. 
6 f f by the Greek 1deal, a belie in humanism, and a belie 
in the natural virtues of "faithfulness, innocence, 
integrity, and 'moral fragrance'" (Burlingham, p. 60). 
Forrest Reid's novels have never reached a wide 
reading public in America, although in England, Ireland, 
and on the Continent he has been appreciated by a small 
but discriminating audience. The only full-length 
critical biography and study, Forrest Reid: A Portrait 
and A Study, by Russell Burlingham, was published in 
1953, six years after Reid's death. By making use of 
manuscript material, letters, and first-hand accounts 
of the novelist as he was known to his friends, Mr. 
Burlingham made a significant contribution to scholarship. 
Previous to this study, scholarship on Reid consisted of 
articles i n periodicals for the most part. Among the 
most important are two articles on Forrest Reid by his 
6 It is evident that Reid drew on Plato for his 
concept of friendshi p , especially as it was treated by 
ix 
Plato in the Lysis, the Phaedrus, and The Symposium. Ther~ 
are echoes of Cicero's "De Amicitia, 11 a synthesis of the 
classical ideal of friendship, in Reid's writings. In this 
tradition, friendship was regarded as a virtue; it was the 
strongest and deepest of all human affections; it led to 
the pursuit of knowledge; and it was founded on virtue. 
To Socrates, Cicero, and Reid, "A life without friendship 
was like a world without sun" (Cicero's Essays on Friendship 
and On Old Age, trans. Cyrus R. Edmonds ( New York, 1922), 
p. 28. 
friend, E. M. Forster; 7 an article by S. M. Ellis; 8 
9 
one by Ernest Boyd entitled "Pipes of Pan in Belfast"; 
another i n Time and Tide; 10 and one in Irish Writing 
by John Boyd11 as well as an estimate of Reid's work 
by the same author in a chapter called nulster Prose1 ' 
in The Arts in Ulster. 
My deepest gratitude is extended to Professor 
Edward Wagenknecht whose unfailing kindness, courtesy, 
and critical wisdom helped me to bring this work to 
fruition. To him I am also indebted for the loan of his 
personal copy of The Kingdom of Twilight, Forrest Reid's 
first novel, and one which is almost completely in-
X 
accessible. To Professor Gerald w. Brace for his valuable 
suggestions and guidance I am most grateful. 
7E. M. Forster, nForrest Reid," Abinger Harvest 
( New York, 1936, pp. 77-83; see also 11 Forrest Reid," 
Two Cheers for Democracy (New York, 1938), pp . 269-272. 
8s . M. Ellis, "Forrest Reid,fl Bookman (London), 
LVIII (May 1920), 65-66; reprinted in Mainly Victorian 
(London, 1924), pp . 343-346. 
9 New York Sunday Tribune, June 11, 1922, p. 4. 
1
°F. M. Godfrey, 1'Forrest Reid, 11 Time and Tide 
XXVIII (Jan. 18, 1947), 78-79. 
ll"Forrest Reid: An Introduction to His Work," 
Irish Writing, No, 4 (April 1, 1948), 72-77; see also 
"Ulster Prose," Th e Arts in Ulster, ed. Sam Hanna Bell, 
(London, 1951), pp. 111-116. 
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CHAPTER I 
A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTI ST 
"I am a little world made cunningly." 
When Russell Burlingham wrote his biographical 
chapter in his study of Forrest Reid, he maintained 
that Reid the man was "as unusual, as idiosyncratic, 
as his books" (Forrest Reid, p. 17). Certainly no 
one would deny that Reid was one of the most 
"outstanding individualists 11 of his age. Therefore 
his life and the events in his life are most signifi-
cant for an understanding of his novels which interpret, 
reflect, and symbolize his values. 
Forrest Reid has left us two intensely personal 
and intimate records--a spiritual autobiography, 
Apostate (1926), which portrays his life through the 
age of seventeen, and Private Road (1940), published 
seven years before his death in 1947 which continues 
his life in terms of the "intention and aspiration" 
of his novels. Apostate is less an autobiography in 
the sense of a series of events than a self-portrait 
of an artistic temperament as it appeared to its 
1 
author in retrospect. F~s intention was, he tells 
us, "to indicate a state of mind, not a person--
the state of mind in question being for the most part 
nothing more alarming than the reluctance of a small 
boy to go to church, and his 'passion for humanizing 
things,' his pleasure in discovering river-gods, 
tree-spirits, and the divinities of sun and moon" 
(Private Road, p. 11). While rebellion against formal 
religion and the acceptance of animism do emerge from 
the pages of Apostate, there is also apparent a deep 
undercurrent of loneliness. 
Since a novelist's autobiography, though well-
intentioned, may not always be either complete or 
exact, the course of Reid's life may be followed as 
he set it down, and verified by additional facts drawn 
from sources outside himself. 
Forrest Reid was born on june 24, 1875, 1 in 
Belfast, Ireland, the youngest of twelve children. 
His father, Robert Reid, was descended from stolid 
1The error in the year of Reid's birth, which 
appears as June 24, 18 7 6 in reference books , \~as no ted 
by Burlingham, p. 37, n. 1. He reports that Mr. Knox 
Cunningham wrote to him that "the mystery of the year 
of Forrest Reid's birth only came to light after his 
death." The correct date of his birth was known prior 
to this, however, since it is to be found in the records 
of Christ's College, Cambridge. See Biographical 
Register of Christ's College, compiled by john Peile 
(Cambridge, 1913), II, 886. 
2 
Presbyterian middle-class stock. He had been a 
shipowner in Liverpool, but in an attempt to run the 
blockade during the American Civil War had lost his 
business and was forced to take "a subordinate position 
2 
as manager of Anderson's Felt Works''' (Apostate, p. 9). 
Since he died when Reid was about five or six years old 
he left only a shadowy impression on the boy. Reid's 
mother, descended from one of Henry VIII's Catholic 
queens, Katherine Parr, was his father's second wife. 3 
The fact that his mother's family never visited the 
Reid home, and the knowledge that some of them were 
Roman Catholics, fascinated Reid as a boy; he thought 
it very romantic to know that "they were going to 
hell'' (p. 41). 
A significant aspect of Reid's early development 
can be seen in his relationship to and attitude toward 
his aristocratic mother. Aloof and withdrawn, she 
failed to give him the warmth and love he craved as 
a very small boy. She discouraged his fondness for 
animals and refused to allow him to play with other 
boys until he was almost nine years old. She hurt 
2
unless stated otherwise, all references in this 
chapter are to Apostat~. 
3
"Forrest Reid," Twentieth Centur~ Authors, ed. 
Stanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycraft ( ew York, 1942), 
p. 1158. 
3 
him, too, by her seeming indifference and her insensi-
bility to his need for affection. Although there was 
never any estrangement between them nor any open 
antagonism, there appears to have been a deeply-rooted 
resentment on Reid's part. In an effort to be just to 
her he writes: "I had a real admiration for my mother, 
queer and detached as the word may sound ••• " (p. 41). 
Until he was six years old Reid was cared for by 
an English nurse, Emma Holmes. This woman exerted a 
deeply formative influence on his character and emotions 
which lasted throughout his adult life. For Reid, 
Emma symbolized the love and security he had not found 
in his real mother. In retrospect she became the symbol 
of the Greek goddess, Demeter the earth mother, in all 
her natural warmth and loveliness. She was, he tells 
us, closer and more real to him than "the deity more 
drowsy than myself" (p. 12) to whom he nightly offered 
up his childhood prayers. For Reid, the word ''bosom" 
becomes a symbol of the warmth and security of his 
childhood nurse; its "tenderness, its strong, protective, 
life-giving quality" is associated with ·"the old Greek 
tale of the wandering Demeteru (p. 37). Thus Reid 
interprets and elaborates on Greek myth to explain the 
relationship of Emma to the boy he once was. Moreover, 
4 
he tells us, his Emma was deeply religious. On 
Sunday afternoons, as Emma read Good Words or 
The quiver or marked her Wesley Bible, Reid sat at 
her feet and built his "towered cities" with bricks 
or played with his toys. 
Interestingly enough, in the light of his later 
development, Reid's cities were those of Greece, of 
Athens, and the Peloponnesian states, peopled by armies 
of leaden soldiers constantly at war (p. 21). The image 
of the "lonely conqueror" amid the spoils serves to 
emphasize the solitude of young Forrest at play. 
Emma left the Reid household when Forrest was 
six years old. Her departure had been kept secret from 
him; he remembered being awakened from sleep when she 
came to say good-by, and clinging to her at the moment 
of parting. He tells us that for months and years 
afterward a ''cloud" settled over his life. The "transition 
from childhood to boyhood" had been accomplished, usome-
how, somewhere, in the darkness ••• " (pp . 29-30). 
From this time forward he built a wall of reserve around 
his soul. His mother showed no affection for him at 
this most crucial period in his life. 
Previous to this time, and as far back as he 
could remember, Reid tells us, his life "was never lived 
5 
wholly in the open. I mean it had its private side, 
that there were things I saw, felt, heard, and kept 
to myself. There were thoughts I kept to myself 
too; and above all dreams" (p. 7). These dreams, 
prior to Emma's departure, had been beautiful and 
happy, but later were to become terrifying. They left 
a deep imprint on his mind and were utilized by him in 
many of his later novels. One dream of beauty came to 
him repeatedly and ultimately became transformed into 
the world of Greece which he adopted as his ideal 
country. The dream was of "the dark summer sea widening 
out and out till it melted into a golden haze that hid 
yet suggested an enchanted land beyond'' (p. 27). The 
light shone on a "remote mountain; nearby a green lawn 
stretched down to a sandy beach where waves gave forth 
their music." He saw in the dream ''a bright delicate 
company, young, beautiful, gay, yet 'sad with the whole 
of pleasure.' Here were the brown faces, the pouting 
lips, and naked unspoiled bodies, the slim Pan pipes, 
the shadowed grass. . .. . 'My world! My w·orld I' I 
could have shouted. It was the only heaven I 
wanted, or ever was to want • II ( • • p. 2:8). 
This was a recurrent dream and upon awakening, 
the boy was ''desolate and sick with longing" (p. 28). 
6 
As Reid looks back in retrospect to the boy he was at 
the age of about six, it would appear that he imposes 
a pattern and an image on his early life to explain 
his affinity with the Greek world as symbolized by Pan. 
From this secret world he never deviated. At the age 
of nineteen his kinship with it was established when 
he saw Watteau's nEmbarquement pour Cythere," and 
Giorgione's "F~te . Champ~tre,n for in both of these 
paintings he recognized the landscape of his dream. 
They were for him "an augury" of his own "nocturnal 
voyage" not yet begun (p. 2,7). 
After Emma left him, a change came upon the 
young Forrest. He became rebellious toward church 
services. He writes: "I hated Sunday, I hated church, 
I hated Sunday School, I hated Bible stories, I hated 
everybody mentioned in both the Old and New Testaments, 
except perhaps the impenitent thief, Eve's snake, and 
a few similar characters" (p. 19). As time went on 
his "instinctive distaste11 for the religion into which 
he had been born increased when, Sunday after Sunday, 
no books could be read, no amusement indulged in, no 
joy in living felt. In his rebellion he turned to 
nature where, he recalls, ''the beauty of the tree 
pleased me, stirred in me some consoling feeling of 
7 
fellowshi p . If only I had been asked to worship and 
to love the earth I could have done it so easily! If 
only the earth had been God. The tender green on the 
trees, the mossy lawns, the yellow daffodils--all these 
were lovely, and Sunday made no difference to themn 
(p. 148). He saw the natural world about him as 
essentially happy; "everything seemed to live a natural 
life on Sundays except people. Cows, birds, cats, dogs, 
all lived exactly as cows, birds, cats, and dogs had 
lived from the beginning of the world. It was only 
people who made difficulties, and thought this was 
wrong and tha t was wrong, and did what they didn't 
enjoy doing. For they didn't enjoy it. I had noticed 
that on Sundays there was an increased irritability 
even among the most saintly" (p. 148). 
Looking back upon his childhood Reid seeks 
intellectual sanction for the world of Greek antiquity 
whic h he had subsequently accepted as the symbol of his 
private world. Although he does not discuss his reasons 
for his rejection of Episcopacy, he does state that this 
8 
definite revolt occurred on the very day of his confirmation 
4 in St. Thomas's Church (p. 204). There is a deep irony 
4 . See Robert Esler, Gu1de to Belfast (Belfast, 1884), 
p. 44; here St. Thomas's church is listed as one of the 
twenty-six churches of the Church of Ireland. That Forrest 
Reid was a member of this parish is confirmed in a letter 
from Canon R. A. Deane, St. Thomas's Rectory, Belfast, 
Ireland, dated April 3, 1959. 
here, in view of the fact that in Christian churches 
confirmation is one of the most significant ceremonies 
for the renewal of one's early beliefs in that tradition. 
Such a rejection of religion just at the moment of 
initiation seems to be more emotional than intellectual. 
To Reid this repudiation appears as a great moment of 
revelation. He associates the feeling of emancipation 
which followed with the first dreams he had ever ex-
perienced, with his attitude toward nature, with his 
reading in Greek literature, and particularly with his 
deeply-rooted need for freedom to pursue his own quest 
for spiritual reality. "It was not ••• so much that 
I disbelieved in the Christian creed (though I did now 
disbelieve in it),''he writes, "as that temperamentally 
I was antagonistic to this religion, to its doctrines, 
its theory of life, the shadow it cast across the 
earth"' (p. 204). 
In his very real loneliness and longing for Emma 
after she had left the family, the young Forrest became 
afraid of the dark. A recurrent fear of darkness which 
was as real as a physical presence, took possession of 
him at bedtime, making sleep impossible. Since he slept 
at the top of the house, alone and deprived of human 
companionship, strange shapes and nocturnal terrors 
9 
seemed to fonn in the darkness, and even pursued him 
in his sleep. He tells us that the darkness which 
enveloped him had "become like a vast rotting body 
swarming with obscene life" (p. 45). His vivid 
imagination conjured up horrid shades as if from some 
Limbo, and for several hours he would be unable to 
sleep. When sleep finally came, it was not the usweet 
healthy sleep11 of his earlier years but a disturbed 
slumber full of strange shapes and fearful visions. 
Such a strain on the child's nervous system was, of 
course, appalling. These terrifying dreams ceased, 
however, when he was about ten years old, and for a 
period of some years we see him outwardly a normal, 
active boy engaged in playing the noisy games of 
childhood. 
At the age of about nine or ten Reid was a 
"broad-nosed, wide-mouthed youngster of a distinct 
and somewhat Socratic ugliness" (p. 58). He attended 
Miss Hardy's school of eighty or ninety students, most 
of whom were boys, and he proved a promising pupil. 
At school, he tells us, he was nurtured on Greek 
mythology although he uhad to content himself with 
a very dry and inadequate history of pagan mythology, 
which, nevertheless, a.t the age of nine he knew 
10 
practically by heart" (Private Road, p. 11). 
At the Royal Belfast Academical Institution which 
he subsequently attended from September 1, 1888 to 
5 November 15, 1891, Greek as well as Latin formed a 
basic part of the curriculum. In memory of his love of 
11 
Greek and the classics, Reid often makes his heroes, such 
as Tom, or Grif, or Peter, students in this same tradition. 
About this time he discovered the Linen Hall library 
in Belfast where he spent long hours readi ng extensively 
in romances, philosophy, and the classics. After Reid 
died, a fellow student who had known him since the days 
at ~liss Hardy's, recalling their schooldays together, 
tells us that at this time if one met him on the street 
"you would have thought ••• that he was a solitary, 
engrossed in his own thoughts and indifferent to the 
world immediately about him. He was more observant than 
he seemed, however, and , if we nodded to him, his eyes 
lost their misty expression and his face lit up with a 
charming smile of apparent recognition •••• " 6 
5 f . . In ormat1on 1n 
Washbrook, Registrar, 
Institution, Jan. 19, 
a letter to the author from L. F. 
the Royal Belfast Academical 
1959. 
6Robert Lynd, "Forrest Reid," School News, Royal 
Belfast Acad emical Institution, LV (Easter, 1947), 57. 
During these school years Reid had begun to 
dream again, and one particular dream of happiness 
was constant. Always the setting, time, and season 
in the dream were the same--that of a sunny noon in 
summer. He seemed to be in a garden where a grassy 
hill sloped down to the shore of a deep calm blue 
sea. Always he appeared to be waiting for a companion 
who never failed · to materialize, for as he waited, 
presently "out from the leafy shadow he bounded into 
the sunlight. I saw him standing for a moment, his 
naked body the colour of pale amber against the dark 
background--a boy of about my own age, with eager 
parted lips and bright eyes. But he was more beautiful 
than anything else in the whole world , or in my 
imagination" (pp. 73-74). 
In this garden alone did Reid seem to find happi-
ness. Gradually the dream life became more real for 
him than his waking moments: "I had a sense of 
security," he writes, "as if no doubt or trouble or 
fear could ever again reach me. It was as if I had 
come home; as if I were, after a long absence among 
strangers, once more among my own people. But the 
deepest well of happiness sprang from a sense of 
perfect communion with another being. It was this I 
looked forward to, this that I still longed for when 
12 
I awoke. Having tasted it, no earthly love could 
ever fill its place, and the memory of it was in 
my waking hours like a Fata Morgana, leading me 
hither and thither, wherever some faint reflection 
of it seemed for a moment to shine" (p. 74). 
Symbolically this dream life represents his 
13 
awakening to sex and the particular form it would have 
followed had he penetrated "into the heart of the country." 
Only one thing marred the beauty of the dream garden--
a "crouching beast in black marble," with_ a "panther's 
smooth body and a human face" (p:. 76). Although 
sleeping, it seemed to be alive, and the dreamer dared 
not waken it. This dream remain ed wit h Reid until he 
was almost seventeen, and "the boy in it grew older" as 
Reid himself grew older (p. 76). This garden, the boy, 
and the emotional vitality of the dream appear repeatedly 
in Reid's novels, and give to them a distinctive quality--
the fusion of dream and reality. Most of Reid's ad-
olescent life was characterized by dissatisfaction with 
the real world, and a desire to bring his two worlds 
together. They seemed to f use only during brief periods 
of mystical communion with nature, when he could hear 
"the breaking of the waves on the shoi'es of that remote 
Atlantis" (p. 78). 
When Reid completed school he was not yet 
seventeen years old, but it was necessary that he 
should earn his living. Because his mot her was un-
willing that he leave home for London, he went to 
work as an apprentice in the tea trade at Musgrave's 
in Belfast, although a position in the Print Room of 
the British Museum would have been mor ·e pleasing to 
him. The period between leaving school and his entrance 
in the tea trade was the 11gloomiest" of his life. 
Depressed in spirit, he "became obsessed by the morbid 
idea" that he was different from every·body else (p. 218). 
Dejected and unhappy, he attempted suicide by taking 
a mixture of laudanum and water; the attempt failed 
and he realized that he did not really wish to 
die (p. 219). 
Reid's work-a-day world at Musgrave's is portrayed 
in Apostate and fictionalized in At the Door of the Gate. 
While working here Reid entered upon an extensive reading 
program in Greek philosophy from the three volume study 
of Zeller. Here, too, he met James Quigley, whose 
role became that of Mentor to Telemachus. An old man 
of seventy, Quigley was "a pagan who had never heard of 
paganism" (p. 226). His mind was simple and earthy, 
unspiritual and yet entirely free from corruption. The 
14 
Greek pastoral world of Homer and Theoc:ri tus seemed 
to come alive for Reid as he listened to the tales 
and stories Quigley told. "Long befor 'e this, indepen-
dently,'' Reid tells us, he had ''arrived at the Greek 
view of nature" for 
in wood and river and plant and animal and bird 
and insect it had seemed to me there was a spirit 
which was the same as my spirit. And here, in this 
poetry, every aspect of nature seemed to be 
perpetually passing into divinity, into the form 
and radiance of a god, while the human passed no 
less easily into tree or reed or flower. Adonis, 
Narcissus, Syrinx, Daphne--could I not see them 
with my own eyes? Gould I not see Philomela 
flying low above the earth? Had I not, even in 
this land once blessed by Saint Patrick, caught 
a glimpse of that ill-mannered boy who, mocking 
the great Demeter while she drank, was straightway 
transformed into a lizard? The landscape was the 
landscape I loved best, a landscape proclaiming 
the v i cinity of man, a landscape imbued with a 
human spirit that was yet somehow divine (p. 207). 
This feeling for the spirit in nature was in-
tensified by his reading in the Homeric hymns: 
''At the birth of the nymphs," I read in the Hymn to 
Aphrodite, "there sprang up pine-trees or tall-
crested oaks on the fruitful earth, flourishing and 
fair. • • • But when the fate of death approaches, 
first do the trees wither on the ground, and the 
bark about them moulders, and the twigs fall down, 
and even as the trees perish so the: soul of the 
nymph leaves the light of the sun." It was a world 
in which either everything was spirit or nothing was: 
and it was young, there was a freshness even in the 
hottest sunshine (pp. 207-208). 
Reid felt a spiritual kinship with the Greek people and 
their past. He· saw that in the Greek world "one spirit, 
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one fate, bound together all mortal children of the old 
Earth Mother; the lives of all were brief and perilous, 
their end sad and obscure. And when a voice passed into 
tree or plant, when the vine spoke, as in the poem of 
Evenus, it seemed to me in no way unnatural 11 (p. 210). 
The mystic and mysterious bond between man and nature, 
communicated to Reid through his reading in Greek litera-
ture, becomes linked with his own sensitivity to nature 
and appears as animism in his later works. 
About this time Reid discovered the gods and 
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goddesses of Greek mythology through poetry and sculpture 
and became attracted to them because of their warmth and 
humanity. He writes: 
Certainly the Gree·k religions and cults and myths, 
of which I had so s.canty and superficial a knowledge, 
probably misunderstanding a large part even of what 
I had read, were like a floating golden web that 
caught and held and coloured my imagination, though 
they had not ••• really awakened what might 
positively be called faith. My deities were the 
Arcadian gods, the lesser gods, Pan and Hermes. The 
darker, more mystic element interwoven with the 
worship of Dionysus (the truly religious element, 
doubtless, with its blood-sacrifices and ecstasy, 
and mingled lust and madness), this was repellent to 
me because of the cruelty bound up with it. The 
deities I invoked, or evoked, were friendly, and 
more than half human; they were the deities of the 
poet and the sculptor (pp. 210-211). 
Thus his response to Greek religion at this time was 
emotional rather than intellectual. 
From an interest in Greek religion to the dis-
covery of Socrates was a relatively short distance. 
After Reid had rejected Christianity he turned to 
Greek philosophy, and Socrates became his ideal: 
I hung a print of a bust of Socrates on the wall 
of my bedroom, with another of the Hermes of 
Praxiteles; and these were to be my guardians, 
human and divine. • • • In my reading of Greek 
poetry and philosophy I was principally busy to 
find a confirmat i on of my private point of 
view. Certainly I seemed to find it--found an 
expression of thoughts and emotions and dreams 
that had haunted me from childhood. • • • It 
was a paganism softened, orientalized, ••• to 
bring it into accord with what I desired; never-
theless, what appealed to me was to be found in 
the literature of Greece, and not elsewhere 
(pp. 205-206). 
He pictures Socrates as a part of the Greek 
landscape, with na ring of embryo philosophersn about 
him--a very vital figure who never loses touch with 
humanity ev·en when contemplating eternity. "If I 
myself," he ' writes, "after more than two thousand years, 
could come under the influence of his charm and wisdom, 
it was easy to understand the affection and devotion 
that direct personal contact with him must have 
inspired'' (Private Road, pp. 89-90). 
The most salient point in Reid's account of 
himself occurs in the following lines and explains in 
part at least his affinity for Greece and the Greek 
world: "I could imagine nobody wiser or better than 
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Socrates, but none the less he belonged to, was in my 
world. All the dangers that encompassed me were dangers 
he himself had felt and understood and conquered" (Private 
Road , p • 9 2) • 
While working at Musgrave's Reid formed a friend-
ship with Andrew Rutherford, a fellow a pprentice. Such 
a fri~ndship, lyrical and deeply moving--"the deeper for 
being unexpressed" (Burlingham, p. 64)--seemed to Reid 
(even in retrospect) to be one of the most formative 
phases of his life: 
When I was with this boy I was happy, and I could 
conceive of no greater happiness than to be with 
him always. He was an odd enough youngster in his 
ways, not a bit like any other boy I had known; 
but he was extraordinarily lovable. Sometimes, 
indeed, the sunshine, filled with little dancing 
golden dust specks, touching his hair or his cheek, 
would set me dreaming of him as a kind of angel who 
had strayed into this world by chance, or perhaps 
not quite by chance. The pleasantness of his 
manner, of his temper; his kindness, his intelligence, 
a sort of childish quality there was in his gaiety--
all helped to deepen the affection I had for him. 
The future lay before us like a wide green plain. 
There were plans and day-dreams--plans that involved 
leaving our present employment ru1d going to a 
university. Life in this humdrum old warehouse, 
amid its simple daily tasks, amid its comings and 
goings, its working hours and hours of leisure, 
became a wonderful voyage of discovery to be under-
taken no longer alone (p. 232). 
For some time Reid had been keeping a journal into which 
he had written his most secret thoughts and in which he 
poured forth his feelings for his friend. When he 
finally yielded to an overpowering desire to show this 
to Andrew, the result was disappointing, for when the 
reading was finished there was a deep silence, and Reid 
knew that his friend was displeased (p. 235). 
Meanwhile, Reid had been working on a novel which 
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he intended to call The River. The river was the Lagan 
which he lrnew so well, and the characters were boys from 
his own school. When he read it over, however, "certain 
passages and scenes stood out like lyrics scattered through 
a play in prose11 (Private Road, p. 28). He knew that it 
was not successful and that he would have to rewrite it. 
In its revised form, some years later this became his 
second novel, The Garden God. Reid published his first 
novel, The Kingdom of Twilight, in 1904, toward the end 
of .his career at .Musgrave's. 
During this same year Reid learned about the Ulster 
renaissance, a movement designed to encourage young 
writers of promise to accomplish for Northern Ireland 
what was already being done successfully by the Irish 
Literary Theatre in Dublin. Moreover, inspired by 
Yeats's magazine S.amhain, a new literary quarterly called 
Ulad had been founded in Ulster. w. B. Reynolds, one of 
the editors, invited Reid to contribute an 11 essay on 
'The Future of Irish Operatt' (Private Road, p. 36). 
Reid, however, recogniz.ed the movement as Ulster 
propaganda against the South. Since he felt that 
there was nothing very much to be hoped for Irish 
opera anyway, and that there was no such thing as 
uulster genius, 11 he declined. Subsequently, however, 
he did contribute three pieces to the magazine, none of 
which found particular favor with the editors or the 
reading public. 
After the death of his mother, Reid, now thirty 
7 years of age, entered Christ's College, Cambridge, 
8 
which he attended from October 1905 to June 1908. 
Mr. Burlingham describes Reid in a way which helps the 
reader to visualize him as a person. He writes: 
"Forrest Reid was of middle height and rather stockily 
built, his movements emphatic rather than graceful. But 
it was his face which attracted your attention: not 
handsome indeed, even perhaps rather ugly, but ugly in 
a friendly, blunt-featured, attractive fashion. Square 
high forehead, kindly, ironical eyes, the nose rather 
broad, and the Ulsterman's long sardonic upper lip--
these were the characteristics which first struck those 
7
see Burlingham, p. 50; he places Reid's age at 
twenty-seven years on entrance to the University. Since 
Reid was born in 1875, however, Reid was thirty years old 
at this time. 
8Information in a letter from ~tt. D. Webster, Clerk 
of the Tutors, Christ's College, Cambridge, dated January 
19, 1959. See also Biographical Register of Christ's 
College, II, 886. 
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who met him" (Forrest Reid, p. 19). 
At Cambridge his experience was intensely dis-
appointing and so unchallenging that he never again 
returned to his alma mater. He himself attributes this 
to the fact that he was too old when he entered and had 
brought with him, therefore, an already established way 
of life. He also felt that there was "an almost total 
absence of any genuine interest in literature either 
early or contemporary'' at the University (Private Road, 
p. 154). He found that English and French were 
particular objects of study, rather than living things, 
although he felt that classical literature was taught 
with more sensitivity. He gives an unflattering picture 
of life at Cambridge, but he does reveal interesting 
glimpses of Rupert Brooke at King's College and Ronald 
Firbank whom he liked "up to a point." He describes a 
dinner to which he had been invited by Firbank, the 
aesthete. The dinner was an elaborate affair with its 
"drugged cigarettes," orchids, and evening dress. 
Firbank monopolized the conversation with his talk of 
' u M. de Max, Catulle Mendes, and Pierre Louys, and the 
whole evening made Reid feel as if he were an 
outsider (Private Road, pp. 56-57). 
While at Cambridge Reid joined the Irish Society 
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and attended two or three meetings, at one of which he 
read a paper on Yeats, an author hitherto unknown to 
the members. He also joined the Mermaid Society, a 
small coterie of students in the literary tripes. Since 
they approached literature with a utilitarian purpose 
simply because they were enrolled in that tripes, he 
dropped out of the society. 
The most memorable picture in Reid's account of 
-
his life at Cambridge is his sketch of W. W. Skeat, 
Professor of Anglo-Saxon, whose lectures no one went to 
hear because his subject was considered to be so dull, 
although Skeat himself was very much alive. Reid speaks 
of Skeat's remarkable memory, of his boyishness and 
vitality as he lectured, "tracing the origin of some 
word, and covering the blackboard with specimens from 
every language that has ever been spoken" (Private Road, 
p. 59). Reid later memorialized Skeat as Professor 
Heron in Pender Among the Residents. 
Reid found that the lectures of Professor Israel 
Gollancz in Middle English were 11 lively and punctuated 
with jokes" (Private Road, p. 62). He gavea copy of 
The Garden God, which had just been published, to 
Professor Gollancz, but from his chilly and constrained 
manner at their next meeting, Reid was aware of his 
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displeasure and knew that the eminent professor dis-
approved of his book. 
In Reid's last year at Christ's College, G. C. 
Macaulay (the father of Rose Macaulay) came to lecture 
at Cambridge. For the first time Reid began to enjoy 
his classes in Shakesperian studies because he felt 
that Macaulay had a sensitive and deep understanding of 
the poet which he, in turn, communicated to his students. 
During the holidays from the university Reid 
travelled on the continent making notes and recording 
his impressions of paintings which he saw in numerous 
museums and galleries. Many of these were later in-
corporated into his various works. 
In June, 1908 Reid took a B. A. degree from 
Cambridge, after reading for the medieval and modern 
language tripos in which he obtained second class 
honors. G. C. Macaulay of Trinity was one of the members 
9 
of his examining board. 
After Reid had left Cambridge he went to visit 
A. E. in Dublin because he was interested in comparative 
religions and the problem of finding a unifying principle 
in all religions. He hoped to find some "way" for 
9 Historical Register of the University of Cambridge 
to the Year 1910, ed. J. H. Tanner (Cambridge, 1917), 
p. 968. 
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himself as A. E. had found his in oriental mysticism. 
Reid's search for some affirmation in religion was 
based upon his feeling that 0 behind the world I was 
actually gazing upon there existed another world, 
friendly and benevolent, which I had at one time known, 
and to which I very much desired to return° (Private 
Road, pp. 125-126). For these "irrational glimpses and 
intuitions" which he had felt from childhood he sought 
some explanation which "might be intellectually 
acceptable" (Private Road, p. 126). When A. E. talked 
of his "psychical experiences," symbolism, telepathy, 
and the experiments of the Society for Psychical 
Research, however, and finally gave Reid instructions 
on how to concentrate on a triangle to approach the 
mystic "way," Reid terminated his visit, realizing that 
"the Eastern mysticism of A. E. was as alien from my 
way of thinking and feeling as was Christianity. In 
fact, it produced upon me much the same effect. It 
did not attract me; I did not really like it; I was 
outside the pal~' (Private Road, p. 133). Of this 
visit, Reid wrote: "A pagan I went to A. E., and a 
pagan, ••• at heart and in spirit, I bade farewell 
to him" (Private Road, p. 141). Instead, Reid returned 
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to Greek antiquity and Greek religion to which he remained 
faithful during the remainder of his life. 
From the time Forrest Rei d left Cambridge until 
his death in 1947, his life was spent in extensive 
reading and in writing his short stories, novels, 
literary criticism, and book reviews. He was a frequent 
contributor to The Westminster Review, The Irish Statesman, 
The Northern Whig, The Nation and Athenaeum, The Spectator, 
10 
The Manchester Guardian, and The Bookman (London). 
Most of these contributions consist of reviews of current 
books, a kind of literary "hack work" which enabled him 
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to earn a living. One of his good friends was a co-reviewer 
on The Irish Statesman, Susan Mitchell, who gave his 
Pirates of the Spring "an extraordinarily sympathetic 
and understanding review--one of the best I have ever 
received for anything," he writes (Private Road, p. 190). 
Of her he says, " Susan was very much my kind of person; 
••• without any preliminaries we became friends. True, 
we quarrelled perpetually about proofs •••• " (Private 
Road, pp. 190-191). Susan, he writes, "had charm, she 
had intelligence, she had wit, she was a very loyal and 
delightful friend" (Private Road, p. 192). 
Except for one or two journeys to London annually 
1 fi>'Burlingham, pp. 241-248. 
to see the opera, of which he was a devot~e or to 
visit with friends, Reid spent most of his days in 
Belfast. For many years before his death he "lived 
in a small house in Ormiston Crescent, on the outskirts 
of Belfast"· (Burlingham, p. 19). Since he felt his 
roots were in Belfast (and to Reid a writer needed 
roots), he remained there all his life although Walter 
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de la Mare urged him constantly to move to England. Because 
Rei d never married, his life centered around his books, 
his writing, and his friends. Reid had many good friends, 
among whom are included Andrew and James Rutherford, 
Walter de la Mare, E. M. Forster, John Gilbert, S. Knox 
Cunningham, J. N. Hart, Georg e Buchanan, J. N. Bryson, 
Mrs. Workman, and Stephen Gilbert, his literary executor, 
and a promising Irish writer in his own right. 11 
Mr. Burlingham describes Reid's work habits, his 
daily routine, and his generosity to young aspiring 
writers. We learn that it was Reid's practice to write 
during the mornings and evenings and to take walks in 
the country or visit friends during the afternoons (Forrest 
Reid, p. 20). 
From Stephen Gilbert a picture of Reid the man 
11Gilbert's first novel, a fantasy entitled The 
Landslide, was dedicated to Reid from "his friend and 
pupil." 
emerges more fully than from any other source: 
People who lived near him knew that he was an 
author, but most of them had not read his books. 
They regarded a man who did not go into business 
every day as something of a phenomenon; they 
laughed when he played cricket on the street with 
their children, but they liked him, and knowing 
the difficulties of a solitary bachelor, some of 
them--particularly Mr. Harvey and Mrs. Crawford--
helped him in many small matters. The children 
liked him even more. He played games with them 
as one of themselves. More than once, arriving 
in Ormiston Crescent to go for a walk with him, 
I have found him in the middle of a hot argument 
as to whose turn it was to bat next--the wicket 
was usually the lamp-post outside his gate. I 
felt a hundred years older at nineteen.l2 
Reid became a charter member of the Irish Academy 
of Letters in 1932~3 and in 1933 was given an honorary 
Doctorate of Literature from Queen's University, 
Belfast. 14 In 1944 his novel Young Tom was awarded the 
james Tait Black Memorial Prize for the best work of 
fiction published during that year. 15 
Forrest Reid was no mere dreamer. He purposely 
lived in his own limited world and occupied his time 
with his hobbies and his writing. An avid collector, 
12
"Forrest Reid--the Man," School News, Royal 
Belfast Academical Institution (Easter, 1947), 55. 
13stephen Gwynn, Irish Literature and Drama in the 
English Language (New York, 1936), p. -206. 
14Twentieth Century Authors, p. 1159. 
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15Literary Prizes and Their Winners, ed. Anne j. 
Richter (New York, 1946), pp. 81-83. Re1d's friends who 
had already been awarded this prize were Walter de la Mare 
for Memoirs of a Midget in 1921; David Garnett, LaCy into 
Fox (1922); and E. M. Forster, A Passage to India 1924). 
his interests includ ed such unduly disparate items as 
puzzles, stamps, wallp ap ers, butterflies. He mad e a 
valuable collecti6n of th e bl ack and white art of the 
1860's; one of hi s i mport ant works, Illustr a tors of the 
Sixties (1928 ) stemmed from this hobby, and h e became 
a recognized authority in the field. 
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Mr. Burlingham tells us tha t Reid was an enthusiastic 
collector of books; he had books "all ov e r t he house--
bo oks on t h e stai rs, books in t h e bedrooms, ev en book s 
in t h e kitchen ; books ev e rywhere, in fact, excep t 
the bathroom" (Forrest Reid, p . 26). A complete individual-
ist, his t a ste is reflected in each of his collections. 
We are told th a t "he possessed a grea t deal of French 
litera ture, and a larg e collection of t he clas sics, 
esp ec i all y the Greek ones 11 ( Burlingham, p . 27). Th e b est 
o f h is collections are considered to be those of t h e work s 
of Henry James, w. B. Yeats, and Walter de la Mare. Of 
Reid, his friend Walter de l a Mare has written: 
He was in ev erything tha t he cared f or mo s t (and he 
cared for much) an unflagging devotee--from old 
wo odcuts to Ch a mpionship croquet, to street cricket, 
bul l -dogs, story -techniqu e, and vi a Wag n er, to 
Itali an Op er a . He exulted in the rigour o f t h e 
g ame, wheth er it was Bridg e or p rosody. In t h e 
work s o f ot hers, a s, wit h i n its -c hosen r a ng e , of 
his own, h e was a zealo t --an e aa e r a nd therefore 
exac t i ng zealot. He loved t his e ar t h l y li f e, and 
no less ful ly a nd f erv ently t hat o f the i ma gi n a tion 
a nd t h e s pi rit. • And, no less, h ow devotedly 
he loved his friends, and they him; and how 
honestly and openly he detested--what he 
detested • (T'Introduction," Burlingham, p. 9). 
The Second World War came as a disturbing force to 
Reid but he wrote to his friend, S. Knox Cunningham, 
"Hitler or no Hitler, I'm going to lead my own life in 
my own way till it ends" (Burlingham, p. 26). It was 
only at the importunity of his friends that he was made 
to take safety measures during the black-out; in 1942, 
with the aid of his friend Stephen Gilbert, he wrote 
that they "spent a couple of evenings rigging up a • . . 
shelter in the kitchen. • • • I've even a few books 
there, so if I perish my remai ns will be found among 
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first editions and 'association copies'" (Burlingham, p. 25). 
Forrest Reid died in Warrenport, Northern Ireland 
on January 6, 1947. Tributes paid to his memory portray 
him as an excellent conversationalist and a generous 
friend. He was always unusually pleased when he dis-
covered a good book or was able to give encouragement 
to a new and aspiring writer. Since his death a 
Forrest Reid Memorial Prize has been established at the 
Royal Belfast Academical Institution for the "best short 
. 16 
story of poem" submitted by the boys of the School. 
16 
Information in a letter from L. F. Washbrook, 
Registrar, Royal Belfast Academical Institution, Oct. 
22, 1958. 
Robert Lynd, who had been a schoolmate of Reid's 
at Miss Hardy's, wrote that though he had lost touch 
with Reid in later years, he had ''constantly heard of 
him ••• as an enthusiastic lover of Plato and Anatole 
France, and a collector of every scrap that Henry James 
17 had ever written." Of Reid's association with \~alter 
de la Mare and E. M. Forster, Lynd writes~ "These were 
his natural affinities, for it is as a sensitive and 
delicate artist--the most sensitive and delicate artist 
that has yet appeared in our Province--that he humself 
was to make his marl{ in literature" (School News, p. 57). 
w. Stephen Gilbert also wrote of Reid after his 
death: "He had an extraordinarily clear comprehension 
of human character. He understood people's motives 
when they did not understand them themselves. He looked 
straight into one's subconscious. He hated half-truths 
3o 
and white lies; he preferred complete lies: he -thought 
them more straightforward. He had the most utter contempt 
for people who compromised with their consciences •••• 
Ulster has lost a great novelist. In my opinion he was 
the only Ulsterman who ever made a considerable contri-
bution to British literature •••• " 18 
17
"Forrest Reid," SchooLI::Je~ (Easter, 1947), p. 57. 
18
"Forrest Reid--the Man," School News, pp. 56-57. 
Walter de la Mare has captured the spirit of 
Reid the man and artist when he writes: "You had 
to take him or leave him as he was in himself; he 
could no other. Endlessly active, he was yet a Dreamer; 
unflinchingly matter-of-fact, he had drunk 'the milk 
of Paradise'; and the Greek Anthology was in his 
bones" ("Introduction," Burlingham, p. 10). 
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CHAPTER II 
HIS LITERARY BACKGROU:NTI 
Among twentieth century novelists Forrest Reid 
belongs definitely to a race, a country, and a tra-
dition. Despite his nostalgic yearning for Greece, 
he is Celtic in many ways. With a true Celt's sense 
of mystery and a feeling for the remote and distant, 
he has a keen sensibility, a deep interest in dreams 
and the supernatural, and an affinity for the twilight 
boundary between the real and the unreal. The longing 
for rra great invisible past of impossible magnificence'' 
which has been observed as a characteristic of the 
Celtic mind1 may be seen in all of Reid's works. 
Although the land of heart's desire becomes the Greel( · 
world, the psychic quality of his imaginative vision 
is Celtic. This "Celtic realization of the unseen 
world as near at hand, and the Greek belief in in-
2 
evitable fate" are fused and blended to become the 
1 Haveloclc Ellis, A Study of British Genius (Boston, 
1926), p. 218. 
2s. M. Ellis, ''Forrest Reid," Bookman (London), 
LVIII ( May 1920), 65. 
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pervading aspects of Reid's particular genius. 
Although Ireland is Reid's country by birth and 
he always had a great love for it, he is not as intensely 
Irish or partisan as some of his contemporaries such as 
w. B. Yeats, Padraic Colum, James Stephens, Sean O'Casey, 
A. E., James Joyce, Sean O'Faoliin or Frank O'Connor 
(Michael O'Donovan). Reid knew Yeats personally, 
admired his writings, and wrote a perceptive study of 
his early poems. But he believed Yeats to be a genius 
because of the aesthetic qualities of his writings, not 
because he was Irish. When the Abbey Theatre group 
visited Cambridge while Reid was a student there, he 
took them on a tour of the most memorable places and 
renewed his friendship with Padraic Colum whose ability 
to read poetry rhythmically he never forgot. 
The attempt of the Irish Renaissance group to 
develop a national literature did not interest Reid to 
the extent of becoming involved or associated with it. 
He was just as unconcerned with the politico-religious 
struggles of his country, with the attitude of the clergy 
toward literature and art, with regionalism, and with 
the attempt to start an "Ulster Renaissance" modelled 
upon that of the South. Since he did not believe in 
"movements" as such, he refused to become associated with 
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the group. Asked to contribute an article for the 
new magazine Ulad whose purpose was "to boost the 
Ulster movement," he was amazed and obstinate, for, 
he wrote: "I did not see how writing could ever be 
anything but the expression of an individuality" 
(Private Road, p. 37). He did relent, however, and 
wrote a paper on the Lane collection of pictures in the 
Harcourt Street Gallery in Dublin which he prefaced with 
a typical sentiment: I A 3 "Tout paysage est un etat d'ame." 
When he wrote a short story for the May issue of Ulad 
entitled "Pan's Pupil" (May 1905, III, 17-19), the 
editors were displeased because "Pan was not an Irish 
god and did not speak in the Ulster dialect'' (Private 
Road, p. 37). Again, when he submitted prose renderings 
from the Greek Anthology for the August issue, these 
were rejected; whereupon Reid's contributions ended, 
as did the magazine soon afterward. 
Although Reid did not believe in a national 
literature as such, and was not affected by world problems 
to any extent, nevertheless he is a product of his age 
in many ways and may be seen as a symbol of the artist 
3
"The Exhibition at the Royal Hibernian Academy, 
Dublin," Ulad, I (Feb. 1905), 20-23. 
against society. Ilis is a self-imposed exile from 
middle-class mores and Philistine values. Against 
the mechanistic and complacent materialism which his 
age inherited from the Victorians4 he is in constant 
revolt by his assertion of spiritual values in his 
writings. For many aspects of mo dern life Reid had 
nothing but aversion. "He disdained politicians and 
the wars they seemed unable to avoid; he disdained the 
ostentation of the rich and t h e vulgarity of the poor. 
So his world was a very limited one: he excluded from 
it what he considered irrelevant to his purposes. He 
was, therefore, a very subjective writer, and in the 
depth of his subjectivity lay the source of his 
5 
strength." It is as if he believed that modernism was 
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a disease, and technical advancement a curse. In writing 
about a laclc of leisure for reading and the arts, Reid 
comments: "If I could I would sweep away nearly every 
invention of the intervening years [i. e. 1880-1916] --
motor-cars, aeroplanes, wireless, movies, talkies, and 
gramophones. Most of these are intrusions on privacy, 
4The 
ed. Joseph 
5John Boyd, "Forrest Reid: An Introduction to 
His Work," Irish Writing, No. 4 (Cork, April 1948), 74. 
on the liberty of the individual choice, since, if 
they are to exist at all, everybody must put up with 
them" (Retrospective Adventures, p. 60). Yet with the 
advances in modern psychology as well as with the 
explorations of varied aspects of psychic phenomena he 
was most concerned, for "though he had no time for the 
findings of Freud, he was deeply interested in the 
theories of a psychoanalyst who told him that the source 
of his writing lay deep in his early childhood, and 
was connected with his love for his nurse Emma."6 
Reid was likewise a part of his age in its re-
jection of discursive intellect as a means of arriving 
at truth with a corresponding acceptance of feeling and 
instinct as surer guides to an understanding of reality. 
Like Keats, he believed not so much in "consequitive 
reasoning" as in intuition and imagination. 7 In his 
belief in the importance of art and the artistic process 
he is in accord with other writers of his age. The 
creative process, the artistic temperament, and the 
artist's private world are analyzed by Reid not only 
6 Boyd, "Forrest Reid," Irish Writing, p. 76. 
7The Letters of John Keats, ed. Maurice B. Forman, 
(Oxford, 1948), p. 6:8. 
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in his novels, but also in Private Road. At times he 
explains literary creation by a self below conscious-
ness, or explains his own creative process as directly 
related to dream activity. 
With the decay of institutional religion many 
writers sought for spiritual affirmation in Oriental 
philosophy or Theosophy as did A. E. and w. B. Yeats, 
or in Greek antiquity as did Oscar Wilde for a time. 
Otherwise culture seems to have replaced religion as 
8 Matthew Arnold had predicted it would. The displace-
ment of religion by art was commented on by Reid in his 
critical study of Yeats: "Art is coming to take the 
place of religion, or itself becomes a kind of religion 
in being the medium by which we pass from the material 
to the spiritual world •• . . The artist, therefore, 
will do well to return to a spirit of the past when men 
119 
worshipped nature. • • • 
In 1934 The Bookman of London sponsored a symposium 
on "The Artist and the World Today" in which a series 
of modern writers, among them Forrest Reid, were asked 
to define their position in relation to the life and 
8 
"The Study of Poetry," Essays in Criticism, 
2nd Ser. (London, 1903), p. 1. 
9w. B Y t • ea s: 
p. 221. 
A Critical Study (New York, 1915), 
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conditions of their own time. When Reid was _asked, 
11Can you as an artist disregard the state of things?" 
Reid replied: nin the sense that the question is 
meant--Yes. 'La litterature n'a et ne peut avoir 
d'object que lebeau.' But that leaves it less 
open to the artist to express his views of an ex-
plicitly didactic or critical nature." To the next 
question, "How can you define the relevance of your 
art to existing conditions?" he replied, "It has no 
more and no less relevance to them than the _Odyssey 
has to 'existing conditions' of the age of Homer, or 
than 'A Mid-Summer Night's Dream' has to those of the 
10 Elizabethan Age.n 
Although Reid appears to be spiritually akin to 
the Russian novelist Aksakoff, he may be seen in the 
tradition of the British novel of adolescence. William 
York Tindall writes that "from 1903 onwards almost every 
first novel by a serious novelist was a novel of 
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. . 11 
adolescence," and t hat each was "commonly autob~ograph~cal. 
Reid's first two novels, The Kingdom of Twilight (1904), 
and The Garden God (1905), fall into this category~ 
lO"The Artist and the World Today," a symposium 
ed. Geoffrey West, Bookman (London), LXXXVI (May 1934), 93. 
11see Forces in Modern British Literature ( New York, 
1956), p. 146. 
He himself sees The Garden God as "spiritually and 
morally'' on the same level as Howard Sturgis' Tim 
(1891). It is interesting to note that Reid's 
Following Darkness (1912) precedes Compton Mackenzie's 
Sinister Street (1913) by a year, and james joyce's 
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916) by 
four years. But of Sinister Street and its numerous 
successors Reid writes that they "are certainly in a 
different tradition, at any rate are placed in a different 
world. My world was narrow and provincial on one side, 
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and extending unto the eighth sphere on the other: their's 
was infinitely more civilized, a world ·which everybody 
could recognize and check from memory and observation" 
(Private Road, p. 117). From 1920 onward the novels 
of adolescence developed in various directions and became 
more symbolic and individual, more concerned· with analyses 
of states of mind and feeling, more deeply introspective 
than their predecessors. Reid's later novels may be 
classed with this group. 
Reid has also been recognized as a novelist of 
the supernatural and the occult. Cornelius Weygandt 
places him with the Nee-Georgians in the modern story 
of terror owing somet hing to Stevenson's Dr. jekyll and 
12 Mr. Hyde. He may also be associated with 
1 2 A Century of t he English Novel (New York, 1925), 
pp. 437-438. 
Arthur Machen13 insofar as both use the figure of Pan 
as the symbol of their vision. But Reid's Pan for the 
most part is a beneficient boy god who appears to young 
boys in the Spring, seducing them to his pleasurable 
ways, whereas Machen's Pan is a malignant god whose 
realization in living form brings terror and death. 
Reid may also be compared with E. M. Forster--his 
friend--whose story, "The Other Kingdom," treats of a 
boy touched by Pan as the symbol of the author's attitude 
toward nature. In spirit and values, however, Reid is 
far closer to his personal friend, Walter de la Mare, 
whose unfailing interest in Reid's writing problems 
established an invaluable literary relationship. Both 
de la Mare and Reid are vitally concerned with dreams 
and the supernatural which are inseparable from their 
"conception of reality." Both writers employ "haunted" 
characters who respond to the call of invisible forces. 
Because Reid is concerned with the life of the 
spirit and with psychical states, he uses fantasy at 
times to make his vision apparent. The popularity of 
such novels, particularly after 1945, has been discussed 
by Professor Edward Wagenknecht who sees in the resurgence 
1 3s. M. Ellis, "Forrest Reid," Bookman (London), 
LVIII (May 1920), 65-66. 
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of this type of novel since World War II the 11march 
of the human spiri t 1' in its attempt to survive in a 
14 
world of crumbling values. Reid wrote his novels in 
a completely imaginative mode because he felt that 
naturalism was obsolete as an approach to reality. 
Through fantasy Reid was able to say "something about 
life which could not be said with in the naturalistic 
frame of reference" ( Wagenknecht, op. cit., p. 434). 
Reid's glorification of c h ildren and animals is an 
asp ect of his mythopoeic imagination. He app eals to 
an audience who is capable of realizing that "the 
countries of the mind are real countries, legitimate 
to build, legitimate to inhabit" (Wagenknecht, op. cit., 
p. 437). Reid's use of fantasy, therefore, is not 
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so much escape from reality, as it is escape to a different 
reality of a more important kind--an escape into a 
world of Platonic values. 
Reid's novels assume the existence of a world of 
spirit, a psychic realm, and sup ernatural experiences 
which are more real and indeed more vital than the 
everyday mechanistic world of his native Belfast. His 
14Edward Wagenknecht, "The Little Prince Rides 
the Wh i te Deer: Fantasy and Symbolism in Recent 
Literature," College English, VII (May 1946), 437. 
novels are conscious literary protests against the 
naturalistic tradition; they are also protests against 
the moderate realism of such writers as Thackeray and 
Jane Austen whose works, he maintains, bear "witness 
to a complete acquiescence in the world and in life 
as it is. 'Fuir1 llt-bas fuir!'" (Apostate, p. 3) 
In explanation of his own position as a writer, 
and in order to emphasize the difference between his 
approach to reality and that of the realists, he writes: 
"The primary impulse of the artist springs • • • from 
discontent, and his art is a crying for Elysium ••• " 
(Apostate, p. 3). Thus he analyzed his own artistic 
impulse and stated the realm of his artistic creation. 
Beneath the surface of each truly great work of art, 
he tells us, runs "that divine homesickness, that 
same longing for an Eden from which each one of us 
is exiledn (Apostate, p. 3). This feeling of exclusion 
compels the artist to discover a world of his own to 
which he can withdraw in order to fulfill himself. 11 For 
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me,u Reid writes, uit may be the Islands of the Blest 
for you the jewelled splendour of the New Jerusalem. 
Only in no case, I think, is it our own free creation. 
It is a country whose image was stamped upon our soul 
before we opened our eyes on earth, and all our life 
. . . 
is little more than a trying to get back there, our 
art than a mapping of its mountains and streams'' 
(Apostate, p. 3). The distant paradisiac vision for 
which Reid longed was the land of Greece; this became 
the symbol of his private world and the source of his 
artistic inspiration. 
Having adopted Greece as the apogee of perfection 
in art and in life, Reid consciously set out to imitate 
those writers whose style best suited his artistic 
purposes. In his early career as a novelist he "tried 
unsuccessfully" to imitate the exotic prose of 
D'Annunzio but the most obvious influence was that of 
Walter Pater. Pa:.ter's "The Child in the House" (1894) 
inspired Reid's writing in The Ga.rden God for, Reid 
writes, that 11imaginary portrait seemed to me then the 
most lovely thing in all prose literature. . . . I 
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would write~ novel like that--giving it the unbroken 
mood and atmosphere of a lyric" (Private Road, pp . 2.8-29). 
The mood which Reid tried to evoke shows his indebted-
ness in its emotional tone and rhythm, but he was still 
far distant from Pater's ma.stery of style. 
Pater's Greek studies and aesthetic cri tic:ism 
-
were another early influence on Reid's literary develop-
ment. His early novels revea l Pater's concept of 
u.strangeness added to beauty." Moreover, Pater's 
essays on "Demeter and Persephone," "I-Iippolytus 
Veiled," and his Appreciations (1889) colored Reid's 
thinking on art and the Greek ideal. Like Pater, 
Reid believed in "art for art's sake," not as the 
aesthetes abused the phrase but as the artist who 
creates would understand it. Pater's conscious 
influence disappeared as Reid steadily matured and 
developed an individual style of his own. 
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By far the most constructive and formative 
influence on Reid's early career, especially his literary 
technique, came from Henry James. From James he learned 
the importance of character and situation, point of 
view, and "moral values." James was Reid's acknowledged 
early "master," whose "every printed line" he possessed, 
"including eighteen 'Rejected Stories"''· (Private Road, 
p. 31). When James disapproved of Reid's novel, 
The Garden God, which had been dedicated to him, the 
young writer's admiration for James as a person ceased 
but the spiritual and moral values with which James was 
most concerned continued to influence Reid throughout 
his literary career. 
With the discovery of Anatole France Reid's interest 
in Greece and the Greek ideal was strengthened. Though 
the Hellenism of Frru1ce is different from that of Reid, 
they share in common a concern with "les anciennes 
formes de la vie.n15 For Reid the writings of France 
became the reincarnation of the Greek spirit in modern 
life. Following his discovery of France, Reid's style 
developed a simplicity of tone and an irony not unlike 
that of the French author. Reid realized that the 
literary influences of Pater and james were nbound to 
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be transitory,n but he found that ''the charm, the natural 
grace, the simplicity and lucidity of France's style 
created a new ideal, or revived an old one, a return to 
the Greek spirit. I could not imitate that style, but 
somehow it set me free to discover my own'." (Private 
Road, pp. 73-74). 
When placed against the literary background of 
his age, Reid shows his dissociation from any particular 
movement. He is a complete individualist whose tempera-
mental affinities, love of beauty, and extensive reading 
led him to adopt Greece as a symbol of his way of life 
and artistic vision. The varied aspects of Hellenism 
embodied in his work will be discussed in the following 
chapter. 
15Loring Baker Walton, Anatole France and the 
Greek World (Durham, 1950), p. 3. 
CHAPTER III 
ASPECTS OF HELLENISM 
From the time Reid wrote his first novel, 
The Kingdom of Twilight (1904), until his death in 
1947, he was inspired by various aspects of Hellenism. 
Each of his novels in varying degrees reveals the 
extent to which his vision of life was shaped and 
formed by values discovered in Greek antiquity and 
applied to modern times. A consideration of Hellenism 
may serve to show that Reid was part of a stream and 
contributed to its survival. 
The Hellenic influence on continental and 
British literature continued into the twentieth century, 
deeply affecting Reid's thinking on religion, philosophy, 
ethics, art and life. With Reid the man, Hellenism 
was an abiding conviction as well as a literary 
convention. From his reading in Greek classics in 
the original as well as in French translation he 
acquired a strong literary and philosophical back-
ground in Hellenism. Ultimately he acknowledged 
that Anatole France was his "master" in directing him 
toward the "Greek ideal." France was only one of a 
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long list of illustrious Hellenists from Louis Menard 
to Andr~ Gide whose works Reid no doubt knew. 1 
The flow of Hellenism which penetrated into 
German literature from Wincklemann down to Nietzsche 
2 
and Stephan George also influenced Reid. Evidence 
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in his novels points to Reid's knowledge of Schopenhauer's 
shorter essays as in The Kingdom of Twilight (p. 114), 
and to Zeller's three volume study of pre-Socratic 
and Socratic philosophy (Apostate, p. 222). As the 
romantic temperament of certain German writers looked 
back to Greece, and created an ideal which never existed 
except in their own imagination, so Reid assumed the 
existence of another world which he identified as Greece, 
another scale of values, P'latonic in nature, and another 
landscape to which he desired to return. 
In England, the Hellenic current both in literature 
and aesthetics was a vital stream during the Romantic 
1Among Hellenists may be mentioned such writers as 
Louis Menard, Leconte de Lisle, AndrEf Chenier, ThEfophile 
Gautier, Hippolyte Taine, Catulle Mendes, Fred~ric 
Plessis, Anatole France and Ernest Renan. Later the 
French symbolists such as Rimbaud, Verlaine, and Villier 
de 1 '.Isle-Adam interested Reid who ref erred to their 
works whenever the Greek way of life or their ideas 
reinforced the reality of the spiritual values with which 
he was most concerned. 
2 E. M. Butler, The Tyranny of Greece Over Germany 
(Cambridge, 1935). 
period, swelled to "a new Hellenic renaissance11 in 
the Victorian age, 3 and flowed on into the twentieth 
century in unbroken continuity. 4 That Reid helped to 
continue this influence in his writings will be shown 
in the following chapters. 
Reid may be regarded as a uromantic Helleni st 11 
rather than as a pure Hellenist. The term 11 romantic 
Hellenism11 has been defined as tta sentimental admiration 
5 
and idealization of Greek antiquity. 11 For a writer of 
romantic tendency, Greece became a symbol of perfection 
not only in art, but also in life--a pastoral Arcadia 
where life was ideally lived because it was primitive 
and natural, simple and uncomplicated. Art was inspired 
by the worship of beauty made visible in nature and in 
the human form, and communicated through the medium 
of sculpture and poetry. The romantic Hellenist 
attempted to recapture thebeauty of this Greek world 
as his imagination apprehended it. The romanticists 
realized, however, that an actual revival of this world 
3The Reinterpr~tation of Victorian Literature, 
p. 209. 
4 H. V. Routh, Towards the Twentieth Century 
(New York, 1937), p. 345 ff. 
5Bernard Stern, The Rise of Romantic Hellenism in 
English Literature, 1732-1786 (Menasha, Wisconsin, 1940), 
p. 9. 
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was impossible. Like Pater, they knew that "we cannot 
truly conceive the age: we can conceive the element 
it has contributed to our culture: we can treat the 
subjects of the age bringing that into relief. Such 
an attitude towards Greece, aspiring to but never 
actually reaching its way of conceiving life, is what 
is possible for art."6 
The quality of imagination in romantic writers 
such as Reid may be termed mythopoeic. This mythopoeic 
imagination has been defined as an imaginative mode of 
thinking which characterizes the primitive man, the 
poet, and the child; or as the ability to accept 
imaginatively the primitive world view and to re-
7 
create it in a new form. But definition by its nature 
implies limitation; the concept itself is as plastic as 
the Greek mind. When logical reasoning is incapable 
of revealing the vital kind of knowledge that comes 
through feeling, the mythopoeic imagination comes into 
play. It originates in a writer's feeling for nature 
and his experience of it, which can on~y be communicated 
6Walter Pater, Appreciations: With an Essay on 
Style (London, 1889), p. 224. 
7Frederick Clarke Prescott, The Poetic Nund 
(New York, 1922), p. 54 ff. 
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by a direct appeal to the imagination. 
Because the primitive world-view is many-sided 
and multicolored, the imagination has a fertile field 
for its activity and vision. Magic, legend, myth and 
ritual, taboo, nature worship, initiation ceremonies, 
the world of gods, goddesses, spirits, ghosts and 
supernatural phenomena offer varied and rich sources 
for the novelist, the poet, and the artist. 8 The 
novels of Reid reveal his ability to enter into the 
mind of primitive man in its attitude toward nature, 
and to re-create his feelings and values. Rich in 
myths and the tales of gods and goddesses, Greece 
drew Reid to itself like the magic ring of Gyges. 
The mythopoeic vision involves a certain attitude 
toward nature commonly referred to as animistic. This 
animistic perception "imagines the more salient parts 
of nature as containing a (a.i.JA-tt.J'{ or numen, that is 
personal enough to be able to receive sacrifice on 
an altar, hearken to prayer, punish offenses but not 
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9 
sufficiently defined to attribute comple-"C personality to. n 
8 Philip Wheelwright, "Notes on Mythopoeia," 
Sewanee Review, LIX (Autumn 1951), 574. 
9 11 Na ture," Encyclopaed!a of Reli_gion and Ethics, 
ed. James Hastings (New York, 1917), IX, 221-222. 
Nature then is spirit, a dynamic, vital principle 
present in differing degrees in all levels of life. 
Once worshipp ed as Ge or Mother Earth, her life-
giving warmth led her children to a feeling of oneness 
wit h her. In this feminine role she became a comforter, 
a teacher and a healer. As such she a ppears in 
Wordsworth's Prelude, "Tintern Abbey, 11 and others of 
his major poems. Because both man and earth are of a 
spiritual essence t h en, communication is possible and 
frequently takes place. Thus, man may have faith in 
nature and at the same time be deeply relig i ous. During 
a later stage of Greek religious evolution Ge was 
anthropomorphized and app ears in mythology as Demeter. 
It is in this guise that s h e becomes for Reid the 
symbolic figure of Emma, his childhood nurse, from the 
loss of whom he never quite recovered. "She was," he 
tells us, an "essential part of my existence, like the 
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air I breathed or the sun that warmed m~' (Apostate, p. 12). 
In the presence of the mysteries of nature the 
primitive Greek felt both wonder and awe, as he felt 
terror and fear in t h e face of her tremendous forces. 
Although the natural world was essentially beautiful, 
he saw the lightning, heard the thunder, and sometimes 
the earth groaned. Because Reid himself is extremely 
sensitive to nature, he is able to portray her varying 
moods in his novels. 
As a survival from the animistic period of Greek 
religious evolution Reid uses Denis Bracknel's 
(The Bracknels) primitive participation in the ritual 
of Selene, the moon goddess. Here Denis, as high priest, 
sacrifices almond cakes on the altar to this chaste 
goddess of Beauty. The primitivism of this religious 
ceremony is fundamentally animistic, since it implies 
"oneness" with nature which is only achieved by partici-
pation in her activities, or by offering sacrifice to 
her. 
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Closely allied to the belief in primitive instinct 
is t h e feeling for animals and all the lower forms of 
life, a hatred of cruelty in any form, and a corresponding 
feeling, at t i mes at least, of a closer relation to 
animals than to men. All of Reid's boy heroes show an 
especial fondness for animals and a feeling of revulsion 
when they are mistreated, an attitude characteristic of 
their author. 
In the animistic world-picture, there was no 
division between the natural and supernatural, between 
object and subject. All were part of one unique spirit, 
"one tremendous soul. 11 On t he one hand this led very 
naturally to a feeling of kinship with animals but 
it also extended to an awareness of the life-force 
in plants. Shelley's "Sensitive Plant" symbolizes 
such a feeling and is referred to by both Pater and 
Reid to illustrate this idea. Likewise, the primitive 
Greek had a tendency to see a spirit in rocks and rivers 
and trees. He saw the gods or divinities in the sun, 
in the moon, and in the mountains. Gradu ally he came 
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to humanize these spirits, for the anthropomorphic 
tendency was strong. A quotation from R. W. Livingstone's 
The Greek Genius and Its Meaning to Us which introduces 
Private Road (p. 9) shows Reid's understanding of this 
primitively poetic habit of mind: "Everywhere he 
tthe Gree~carried this passion for humanizing things. 
Inanimate nature became not merely animate, but human. 
The Greek could not think of rivers without their river-
gods, or of sun and moon apart from their divinities. 
Naiads live in springs and are the authors of their 
clearness; Dryads are the tree-spirits that die when the 
tree is felled. A sudden fright seizes some shepherds 
as they feed their flock on the hillside; it was Pan who 
peered out at them from among the rocks." 
As the primitive man in his loneliness created 
divinity in human form, so the child creates an ideal 
playmate when no other can be found. Both the need and 
the tendency are deeply rooted in man's psyche and are 
sensitively and artistically treated in several of 
Reid's most imaginative works. Following the logic of 
the dream as wish-fulfillment, it is not surprising to 
find the angel Gamelyn appearing to Tom precisely when 
he needs him most (The Retreat, p. 202). Is he not the 
"objective co-relative" of Tom's need, or a projection 
of his subconscious desire? 
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Dreams are of as much significance to Reid's vision 
as they were to the people of Bellas who believed in 
their "manifest content.nl.O The Greeks were convinced 
that the gods existed, because they had seen them in 
dreams. Both Walter de la Mare11 and Reid believe in 
the significance of dreams in life as well as in art. 
The extent to which Reid employed dreams as an integral 
part of his vision will be developed in this study as 
the novels are interpreted. At the moment it is important 
merely to note that the dream is closely connected to 
a very primitive kind of thought which is, at the same 
time, intrinsically poetic. 
10 Bertram D. Lewin, Dreams and the Uses of 
Regression (New York, 1958 • 
11 
Behold, This Dreamer! (New York, 1939), pp. 3-114. 
The question arises as to why a poet or novelist 
returns to an animistic conception of the world and 
becomes submerged in primitive ways of feeling and 
thinking. An easy answer is no answer at all. The 
whole human psyche is intricately bound up in such 
perspective for those to whom it is a way of life 
rather than simply a literary technique. From one 
point of view it would app ear that the primitive world 
view and its values present a ready remedy for cosmic 
and personal loneliness, or for man's sensations of 
terror and fear in the face of forces unknown, or at 
least inexplicable on scientific or rational grounds. 
In more recent times, itmay be the problem and the 
im~ge of the 'tinner-directed man1112 and his relation 
to the world in which he lives. Basically it appears 
to be related to a feeling of loss, and to a subsequent 
feeling of discovery. 
Reid's return to the Greek world of values is 
an attempt to re-create and re-state in language and 
by symbol the spiritual ideals which had been either 
lost or forgotten in an age of technics and materialism. 
He heartily disliked the Philistine, puritanical world 
12
see David Riesman, Nathan Glazer, Reuel Denney, 
The Lonely Crowd (New Haven, 1950), p. 28. 
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of northern Belfast as well as the commercialism 
which dictated its standards. Because his own values 
were spiritual he was alarmed by the 11 trough of 
Naturalism" in vogue and the quality of writing which 
passed for liter ature in his own day. tlis novels, his 
criticism, and his poetic translations are testaments 
of his dedication to the s pirit of beauty which for 
him could reach fruition only by a return to the ideal 
of the Greek world. 
Because Christianity failed to satisfy him, or 
at least to solve the problems that beset his mirid and 
were a part of his life, Reid turned to animism as a 
religion. He could find no peace in the diversity of 
Christian creeds, in the mysticism of the East, in 
the " proofs11 of the Society for Psychical Research, 
or in the dogmatism of Roman Catholicism. His was a 
search for a principle which would unify all religions. 
Thus when he rejected the Hebraic-Christian tradition 
he turned to the religion of nature which he discovered 
in Greek antiquity. The obsession with religion is a 
deep ly-rooted problem in Reid. He tells us, 
13P. s. O'Hegarty, "About Ulster Novelists," 
The Bell, IV (July 1942), 239. 
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I believe in religion, in so far as it is the 
symbol of an ideal. But no farther, for I also 
believe that the letter killeth. Man has made 
God--many Gods indeed--in his own image--r have 
made one myself. Therefore it is not surprising 
that these Gods should differ, since some have 
been conceived in fear and others in love and 
admiration. All are human, but that does not 
necessarily mean that none is divine. And again 
I am speaking in human terms, for our conception 
of d i vin ity is of a perfected humanity existing 
out of space, out of time, and above all out of 
the body with its animal needs and desires. wnat 
is left is a naked spiritual energy. Yet is that 
God? Not t h e God we want, so we re-endow him 
with certain human qualities--sympathy, compassion, 
goodness--which may have no existence outside our 
own minds (Private Road, pp . 15-16). 
Attuned as Reid was to the basic s pirit in the 
universe, he was much like the animist in his sensitivity 
to its rhythms. With conscious craftsmanshi p he created 
in his novels rhythmical effects corresponding to the 
rhythms of nature herself. With the greatest ease and 
art he employed the principle of contrast to heighten 
the reader's realization of beauty and ugliness as they 
are structured in alternating patterns. 
Reid was particularly interested in the problems 
a nd rhythms of t ime, not so much as marked by clock 
hours or calendar months but as marked by cycles of 
night and day, sun and rain, twiligh t and dawn, spring 
and autumn. The music of this rhythm is skilfully 
captured in different ways in each novel. Nature to him, 
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as to primitive man, was vitally periodic and dia-
metrically opposed to mechanical regulation. His 
absorption in the moon in its .course from month to 
month, in its fulness and its waning, is another 
indication of his interest in the rhythm of the universe. 
In the life processes which he describes there emerges 
again his consciousness of the rhythmic flux and change; 
as his boy heroes change from boyhood to adolescence 
spring throbs and pulses in their veins. This has its 
disturbing moments at times as nature takes its course. 
Since logical reason is often inadequate to explain 
to the spirit's satisfaction such things as the meaning 
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of life, the mysteries of religion, the secrets of nature, 
or beauty, love, death and immortality, the writer often 
resorts to fantasy and symbol in his attempt to organize 
his hierarchy of values. By means of fantasy a writer 
is able to construct a brave new world, or to chart the 
geography of some unexplored country upon which he has 
chanced. 
By means of fantasy Reid builds up a motif of 
I II • F . 14 1 another landscape as does Ala1n- ourn1er --a 
landscape created in part from the beauty of the real 
14Harold M. March, "The 'Other Landscape' of 
Alain-Fournier," PMLA, LVI (March 1941), 222-279. 
world as experienced, but with a unique ideality in 
its permanent existence. It is above and beyond 
change and flux and pain. Whereas Alain-Fournier only 
suggests its reality, Reid charts its geography from 
the first dreams he ever had of it in childhood. 
Symbolically this "other landscape" is represented as 
a garden of eternal summer, of peace, happiness, and 
freedom from restraint of any law. Life is natural, 
spontaneous, instinctive and uninhibited. It has the 
reality of both a place and an experience, with something 
of mystery about it. It recalls the "vague vistas of 
a life continuous with our own, beckoning and inviting, 
. ,,15 yet ever eluding our pursu1t. 
At times writers such as Reid make use of the 
child mind to reveal the way in which they see and 
sense the external world . By assuming the boy's point 
of view, the spirit of nature which breathes through 
all of Reid's novels becomes as real as the gods and 
goddesses on Keats's Grecian urn. But nature was both 
mysterious and frightening to primitive man, and so 
it often appears to the child. In Reid's portrayal, 
the various aspects of darkness--the street at night, 
15William James, The Varieties of Religious 
Experience (New York, 1902), p. 374. 
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an empty house, the dark woods, the deep, dark river--
are frequently terrifying to the small boy. Twilight, 
moonlight, the shades of evening and of darkness itself 
are nature's symbols which Reid employs to give at-
mosphere to his conceptions and to embody his spiritual 
ideals. 
As the past of the race is important for the 
psychologist, the past of Greece was important for 
Reid as a novelist. Because his imagination was 
mythopoeic in character he was able to enter into a 
primitive world-view and through the medium of the · 
child mind re-create the values which such a view 
implies. In the truest sense of the word his novels 
are visions. 
A careful examination of Reid's writings reveals 
that many aspects of Greek antiquity, in addition to 
animism, held a strong fascination for him. Platonism, 
humanism, mythology, Greek sculpture and literature, 
even romantic paintings on Greek themes, are interwoven 
into the fabric of his novels. Sometimes several 
elements are contained in a single novel; at other times 
the novel is controlled by one or more facets of 
Hellenism according to the demands of the subject being 
treated. 
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In his novels Reid has a habit of mentioning his 
sources directly or by a descriptive phrase; thus one 
may see the extent to which he was influenced by Plato's 
thought. In The Kingdom of Twilight we find direct 
references to Plato's Symposium and The Republic; in 
The Garden God, to the Meno, the Phaedo, The Symposium; 
and in Peter Waring, to The Republic. In Apostate the 
Timaeus is mentioned. Even when direct references fail 
to occur, allusions to other works of philosophy which 
re-work and re-create Plato's ideas are evident. For 
example, Bradley's Appearance and Reality is cited by 
Reid in At the Door of the Gate, and Zeller's three 
volume study of Socratic and pre-Socratic philosophy 
is referred to in Peter Waring. It is noticeable, 
however, that as Reid .advances in literary technique, 
his Platonism becomes a natural way of thinking and 
direct references to Plato become fewer. In reading 
Reid's novels we become increasingly aware of the extent 
to which certain ideas of Plato which captured his mind 
and imagination were fused with his own and made to serve 
the purposes of his narrative. 
The dualism of Plato's thought on the existence of 
two worlds is used by Reid to posit his own belief in a 
world beyond the physical. But his ideal world is more 
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like the pastoral world of Theocritus than the world 
of pure forms app rehended by the intellect which Plato 
affirms. The shores of the Mediterranean and the islands 
of Sicily and environs are never far distant for Reid. 
In such surroundings nature is the means which stimulates 
the emotions to a realization of spiritual beauty. In 
each of Reid's novels a dualism exists, and a spiritual 
quality is present behind the veil of physical nature. 
Like Wordsworth, Reid uses the Platonic idea of 
pre-existence as an imaginative symbol or a philosophical 
explanation of the dejection caused by the loss of a 
vision of beauty experienced in early childhood. The 
restlessness of adolescence, the loss of innocence, and 
the resultant state of melancholy in growing boys and 
even in adult characters in his novels suggest his use 
of this theory. Closely connected to the idea of 
pre-existence is the concept of pre-natal memory. To 
explain emotions and intuitions otherwise inexplicable 
by logical reasoning or science, Reid reverts to the 
concept of knowledge before birth. Jung's archetypes 
of human experience assume that the mind is not a 
"tabula rasa," but has "pre-established individual 
definiteness; namely, forms of behavior,"16 manifest in 
16c. G. Jung, Psyche and Symbol, ed. Violet s. 
de Laszlo (New York, 1958), p. xv. 
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recurrent patterns of the psyche's activities. Reid's 
belief in a psychologically pre-established pattern of 
instinct seems closer to Jung than to Plato. On the 
surface, it sugg ests a fusion of the two. 
Of all Plato's works, The Symposium seems to have 
influenced Reid most. Certainly it is the most poetic 
and imaginative and Reid, as a true romantic, found it 
more stimulating than The Laws (Private Road, p. 92). 
The ideas on love expressed by Socrates through the 
figure of Diotima's ladder are very closely related to 
Reid's ideal of friendship, for which he finds authority 
here. In Private Road (p. 89), when Reid explains his 
"Socratic ideal" he quotes a passage wherein Socrates 
states that there can be no friendship among the evil. 
Because Reid found friendship represented as an ideal 
in Greek philosophy he kept it as such in his writings. 
Of Socrates he writes: "He had a genius for friendship, 
and it did not take the form of a narrow attachment to a 
single individual, but flowed out freely in every 
direction" (Private Road, pp. 90-91). 
More germane to Reid's thinking is the idea that 
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by love one ascends a metaphorical ladder to an appreciation 
of beautiful forms, then to the beauty of all fair forms, 
to the beauty of institutions, laws, sciences, and 
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ultimately to the final vision of the good, the beautiful, 
and the true. The figure of Diotima's ladder serves 
Reid artistically in two ways: it is used to explain 
youth's awakening to love, and also for the purpose 
of illustrating the awakening of the boy to the beauty 
of nature and of literature as he emerges from one stage 
of growth and development to another. 
Humanism was another aspect of Greek life that 
Reid found both interesting and meaningful. He believed 
that by following reason and being sincere man could 
achieve hap?iness without any ecclesiastical sanction. 
Like the Greeks, he believed that happiness was man's 
ri ght in the present. He conceived of happiness to 
be the full enjoyment of life here and now--the gratifi-
cation of human nature with only reason's restraint, the 
free embracing of natural pleasures with no puritanical 
hesitanc y or inhibitions. A life hereafter, with rewards 
and punishments, as taught by Christianity, was wholly 
foreign to his way of thinking. What he admired about 
his friend, John Burney, who was a pagan, was his ability 
to face death unafraid in contrast to Samuel Johnson, a 
Christian, who was in mortal dread of it. Reid staunchly 
believed in the natural virtues and his own kind of 
goodness which was to be found in the teaching of Socrates 
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rather than in that of Saint Paul (Private Road, pp. 16-17). 
There is a close identity between Reid's attitude toward 
Saint Paul and tha t of R. W. Livingstone whose study 
of Greek genius Reid quoted and obviously absorbed. 
In his novels Reid seems to be preoccupied with the 
conflict between good and evil as it is experienced by 
exceptionally sensitive natures. Such individuals, 
while extremely sensitive to good, feel a strong attraction 
to evil. Reid seems to say that at times beauty may be 
fully appreciated only by contrast with ugliness, and 
that goodness may be maintained only if evil is faced 
and overcome. When E. M. Forster wrote about Reid's 
novels in 1936 he criticized him for making too much 
"fuss" about the "odor of sin" and said that Reid was 
"as much upset by sin as Nathaniel Hawthorne" (Abinger 
Harvest, pp. 81-82). Later, however, Forster showed 
that evil stands in contrast to good in Reid's novels, 
and hence serves his conscious artistic purpose (Tom 
Barber, "Introduction," pp. 8-9). 
------ -
Another aspect of modern Hellenism which Reid 
re-works in The Gentle Lover is humanism as a way of 
life in contrast to an ascetic outlook--themes for 
which Anatole France is well-known. Although France's 
hostile attitude toward clericalism, asceticism, and the 
monastic ideal in Thais takes the form of a conflict 
between Christianity and pag ru1ism, in La Rotisserie 
de la Reine P~daugue, L'abb~ J:rgme Coignard's conflict 
is between the dictates of his relig ious calling, of 
which celibacy is a rule, and the desires of the flesh 
for natural, human pleasures, health and sanity. Reid's 
views are not unlike those of Anatole France in this 
respect. 
Greek mythology had as for mative an influence on 
Reid's crea tive imagination as it did on Keats. Both 
writers drew nourishment from myth for a philosophy 
of beauty which p ermeates their wor~s. The opening 
of Private Road (p. 11) reveals Reid's boyhood attraction 
for Greek myth. He speaks of his early 11 passion for 
humanizing things," his pleasure in discovering river-
gods, tree-spirits, and the divinities of sun and 
moon." He writes: "The Library of Apollodorus would 
have been exactly his kind of book had he ever chanced to 
come across it; as it was, he had to content himself 
with a very dry and inadequate history of pagan mythology, 
which, nevertheless, at the age of nine he knew practi-
cally by heart" ( p . 11). His affinity to Keats whose 
imagination made the dry mythologies of Lempriere and 
Tooke come alive is striking. 
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Reid humanized the gods of Greek mythology to 
personify various aspects of the spirit of youth, 
which he had discovered in Greek sculpture and litera-
ture, and in the living figure of Socrates. "Pan, who 
loved the rocks and woods, was associated in my mind 
with music," he tells us, "the music of leaves and 
running water and his own pipes; Hermes was a kind of 
divine playmate. These gods I loved because they had 
human limitations, were beautiful and strong and 
passionate, were neither solemn nor good, and had 
morals not very different from my own. And though I 
somehow pictured Pan as rather old and Socratic; in 
spirit, in his sympathies, like Socrates, he too was young 
and loved to be with the young" (Apostate, p. 211). 
Because Reid believed so completely in youth, because 
"this adoration of youth was indeed one of the qualities 
of Greek genius that most endeared it" to him, he quotes 
the words of the Egyptian priest in the Timaeus: 
"'0 Solon, Solon, you Hellenes are never anything but 
children, and there is not an old man among you. • • • 
In mind you are all young'" (Apostate, pp. 211-212). 
Since he wanted these gods to be real, Reid tells us that 
he "hypnotized'' himself into believing that they were 
true, and that he could see them. 
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Furthermore, the plastic quality of the myths 
app ealed to Reid's imagination because they could 
be employed as the means by which to convey his 
particular vision. Greek polytheism allowed great 
freedom for personal interpretation. In particular, 
the Greek myths of Dionysius, Demeter, Hippolytus, 
Euphorion, Demophon, and Hermes, as aspects of the 
mythical past, became for Reid the symbols through 
which he organized his larger meaning. Greek myths 
appear t h roughout Reid's novels to a lesser or greater 
degree; he explored their possibilities, and added to 
them a significance of his own. 
To the pastoral tradition of Theocritus, he 
continually returns for background as well as for myth. 
While establishing his literary source in antiquity, yet 
he g ives a local pastoral setting to his stories and thus 
brings the ancient and the modern into harmony. At least 
two specific references to Theocritus occur in 
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The Kingdom of Twilight (1904) and in Uncle Stephen (1931). 
It would appear that the world of Theocritus is frequently 
used as a literary symbol of an earthly paradise. Reid 
identifies this world to which he is attracted as pictorially 
represented in Giorgione's "F€'te Champetre." In speaking 
of the Greek pastoral world which became the symbol of 
of his vision, he writes: "The landscape might be 
that of the world I knew best, but a hotter sun, the 
sun of Egypt or of Sicily, brooded upon it; and it was 
always summer, the summer of Theocritus, or of 
Giorgione's 'Fete Champetrett' (Apostate, p. 206). 
Thus the world of Theocritus is Reid's symbol 
for h is own private world and its values. He has 
succeeded in transforming the spirit of the idylls to 
fit the beautiful Irish countryside of the Lagan, the 
.Mourne Mountains, and Ballycastle by the sea. In 
modern Ireland t h ere is not a little of ancient Greece; 
t h e app eal of Greek ideas to the people of Belfast has 
b t d b f 1 . h" t . 17 een no e y on e o t e1r own 1S or1ans. 
Like the Romantic Hellenist, Reid was also an 
enthusiastic admirer .of Greek sculpture because h'e 
saw in the works of Phidias and Praxiteles, exquisite 
beauty of form. The ruins of the Golden Age, as un-
earthed by archaeo l ogical discoveries, often stimulated 
his imagination and revitalized his art. To sculpture, 
Reid often attributed his personal feelings of loneliness 
and isolation. The "Parthenon by moonlight" appeared 
more stimulating to the worshipper at Greece's shrine 
than when viewed in the sober light of day. Fragmentary 
ruins, like the statue of Hermes in Uncle Stephen's room 
17 
Alfred s. Moore, Old Belfast (Belfast, 1951), 
pp. 24 ff. 
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at twilight (Uncle Stephen, p. 127), stirred his 
imagination. The spirit of beauty whic h Reid ex-
perienced through Greek sculpture is the spirit which 
he tried to communicate in his writing. The spiritual 
beauty of the Phidian forms, embodying the princi ole 
of the dynamic in the static, fired Reid's imagination 
to the extent that one finds allusions to sculpture 
in many of his novels. Sculptures which portrayed 
young boys were his favorites. He was attracted to an 
antique version of the famous Spinario (The Garden God, p. 8), 
to t h e Hermes of Praxiteles, to "young men on the 
Parthenon frieze riding in proud humility" (Brian 
Westby, p. 27), from the Elg in Marbles in the British 
Museum, and to oth er Arcadian deities such as Pan and 
Dionysius. 
The "spirit of youth" which informs Reid's heroes 
suggests Grecian marbles as romanticists imagined them 
to be. With a definite persistence he refers to the 
god-like qualities i n human shapes. In the same way, 
Lysis is his symbol of living perfection, of physical 
form and beaut~ as Charmides symbolized perfection of 
18 
physical form to Pater. It would seem that in 
18
see Reid, Private Road, p. 92; see a lso "The 
Genius of Plato," Appreciations, p. 169. 
Reid's aesthetics there was no real sep ar a tion between 
the fine arts of music, painting , sc ulpture, and 
poetry. In this respect he would not be unlike Keats, 
who tried to achieve through the medium of words wha t 
Phidias had ac hieved in marble. For Reid, like Keats, 
was primarily interested in spiritual essence as it 
was revealed through beautiful forms. The words "ideal" 
and "spirit" and "beauty" occur repeatedly in the works 
of both the poet and the novelist. Reid apparently 
believed, with Shelley, that the beauty of sculpture, 
if properly understood, could not fail to influence the 
lives of those who looked upon that beauty. The great 
majority of English and continental romantic poets 
believed that Greek statuary had a formative influence 
on man's character, and that art served morality by 
lifting the mind and s pirit to a consciousness of loveli-
ness and beauty. Reid believed that when a statue is 
most beautifully conceived and fashioned it seems to come 
ali ve; if we do not accept this idea, then his divine 
Hermes must always stay rooted to his pedestal. 
In painting , as in other arts, Reid was guided by 
Walter Pater. There is a striking correspondence in 
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taste between these two writers in reg ard to romantic 
paintings on Greek themes. Botticelli 1 s ''Birth of Venus," 
Watteau's "Embarquement pour Cythere," and Giorgione's 
,.... ,.... 
" Fet e Champetre" appealed to both writers. Reid, like 
Pater, preferred the painting of the "Mourning Demeter" 
to any of Giotto's madonnas; to him the "worship of 
sorrow" as portrayed in the romantic treatment of a 
Greek theme seemed to have more naturalness than any 
Christian interpretation of the same theme. 
From his own statemen t (Apostate, p. 206), we know 
t ha t in literature the epic poetry of Homer, the great 
tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, the 
idylls of Theocritus, t h e lyrics of Sappho, and the 
epigrams of the Greek Anthology were the sources of 
Reid's vision. In his own translation of the Poems from 
the Greek Anthology (1943), Reid confesses that he 
"hammered out" his lines with the aid of French "cribs11 
and solely for his om1 pleasure. Like other romantic 
Hel leni sts he realized, however, that it was impossible 
to recapture the true Greek spirit--not even the best 
of the Greek scholars were able to do that. "It is 
strange to think," he writes, "that not even Porson 
really knew how Greek words sounded. He could count 
the syllables, bu t how by the Greeks themselves the 
words were pronounced he could only guess. But we know 
t he sound of English and it is amusing--in a jigsaw kind 
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of way--to try to satisfy one's ear while keeping as 
far as possible to the literal meaning" (Burlingham, p. 33). 
Reid may be viewed in relation to the tradition of 
Hellenism, a significant stream of influence which 
flourished in England and on the continent through 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The literary 
aspect of Reid's Hellenism is partly related to his 
imagination which was mythopoeic. In the following 
chapters Reid's novels will be discussed with relation 
to the varied aspects of Hellenism found within them. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EARLY NOVELS (1904-1912) 
The Kingdom of Twilight, The Garden God, 
The Bracknels, Following Darkness 
"'We are in the twilight of our world, • • • the 
spirit of sunlight no longer, as in the golden days of 
Athens, shines through our work, our art, our life. Our 
beauty is built up of mystery and silence--a beauty of 
pale women seen somewhere in the shadow-land,'" reflected 
Willy Trevellyan, the hero of Reid's first novel, 
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The Kingdom of Twilight. 1 Thus Reid establishes a contrast 
between the antique and modern world as the controlling 
principle of this novel. Quotations on the title page 
from Ernest Dowson2 and Paul Verlaine3 indicate Reid's 
knowledge of symbolist poetry. Yet he uses these lines 
1Reid, The Kingdom of Twilight (London, 1904), p. 234. 
2see "Villanelle of Sunset," The Poetical Works of 
Ernest c. Dowson, ed. Desmond Flower (London, 1934), p. 8. 
"Come hither, child! and rest: 
This is the end of day, 
Behold the weary West!" 
3
see "Reversi bili tes," Oeuvres Po ~tiques (Buenos 
Aires, 1950), p. 101. 
"Ah, dans ces mornes s e'jours 
Les Jamais sont les Toujours." 
as a point of departure to illustrate his rejection of 
the aesthetic creed of the symbolists for the pastoral 
tradition of Theocritus and the philosophy of Plato as 
reflected in this novel. 
The theme of The Kingdom of Twilight is the forma-
tive influence of evil and good, of profane and sacred 
love, on the mind and soul of Willy Trevellyan in his 
quest for beauty and certainty throughout his life. 
Although Reid carries Willy through middle age, this novel 
is predominantly a study of adolescence. Willy Trevellyan 
is a rebel against his father, his middle-class environment, 
his education, and his religion. His physical awakening 
to sex, and his intellectual awakening to ideas outside 
of himself through his reading accompany this rebellion. 
His search for fulfillment through sensations in varying 
degrees of i ntensi ty leads to disillusionment with life 
as experienced in the present, and a retreat into the 
Greek past. 
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From the outset, Willy Trevellyan is of different clay 
from most boys. As seen through his cousin Eva's eyes 
Willy is supersensitive and somewhat "peculiar"; he does 
not belong to the world of ordinary people but lives in 
a world of his own creation--a private world. Like the 
youths in Pater's novels, Willy's nature is "rare, 
exquisite, fine--as fine as that of a Sevres vase • • • "(p. 30). 
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She sees him as an enigma: a strange, melancholy boy 
with a "hint of an inherited strain of refined animalism" 
about him and "an almost diseased hatred of the common-
place" (pp. 6-7). To Mrs. Gower, Willy's aunt, the boy 
would never be anything but "a superfastidious dilettante, 
••• an amateur of delicate and rare things" (p. 31) whose 
weaker side Eva never sees. To his father, the Reverend 
Arthur Trevellyan, Willy is a "problem child" who needs 
to be chastised on occasion for his wilfulness and dis-
obedience. Nick Grayson, his best friend, sees Willy 
as a mysterious and at times disquieting personality. 
From this multiple point of view, Willy is depicted as 
an individualist and a lover of beauty. 
The plot is relatively simple; a series of everyday 
episodes serve as the framework for the values which the 
story asserts. Willy Trevellyan, an imaginative, sensitive 
boy--a dreamer--is expelled from his English boarding 
school under mysterious circumstances. Back home in Belfast 
his uncongenial surroundings, his antagonism toward his 
father, his hatred of the puritanical religion of his 
family, and his loneliness, lead him to withdraw into a 
world of his own imagination which is haunted by visions 
of beauty. As he develops physically, he is both fascinated 
and repelled by erotic tales through which he is initiated 
into evil. Because of his loneliness and inability to 
concentrate in school, he is placed in the tea-trade by 
his father. 
Unhappy in this commercial and Philistine world, 
Willy launches upon an extensive reading program in 
4 
"dangerous French books,u gets intoxicated in a "pub," 
and is overwhelmed by a desire to die. Since he has 
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rejected Presbyterianism as narrow and static, Willy searches 
for comfort in a spiritualistic seance which he finds re-
pulsive, in the ritual and litany of the Catholic Church 
which, while satisfying the senses, leaves his spirit dull 
and disquieted. So intense is his loneliness that when 
by chance he meets the strangely beautiful Mrs. Urquardht, 
he has an affair with her which ultimately leads to 
marriage. His separation from his wife, his subsequent 
struggle for survival in London, the death of his son 
Prosper, and his final and complete rejection of 
Christianity in favor of Greek paganism form the last section 
of the novel. 
Having placed the characters against the background 
of his own Belfast, Reid then selected from Greek literature 
and philosophy those themes which were most expressive of 
his purpose. In this way he was able to compare and contrast 
the values of the modern and the ancient worlds as he saw 
4Reid mentions such works as Baudelaire's Les Fleurs 
du Mal, Catulle Mendes' La Maison de La Vielle, and 
Huysman's La-Bas. 
them at this early period in his writing. These values, 
spiritual in themselves, revolve around Willy's search for 
beauty and for a faith which will satisfy his particular 
nature and give meaning to his life. 
First, the earthly paradise of Homer's Elysian 
fields is established as the geography of this "other 
country,n colored by his romantic imagination, and inter-
preted as Willy's desire for freedom from restraint of 
social and religious law. Lush oriental beauty is super-
imposed on Homer's simple direct description; this is a 
land where "flowers grew in marvellous profusion" with 
"no gardener to tell one which to pluck and which to 
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leave alone" (p. 1). Watered by a stream which had mingled 
with Lethe, it had the magic property of "lulling things 
to sleep" (p. 2). Thus Willy sighs for the river of 
forgetfulness which will blot out any remembrance of past 
deeds and the darkness in which the self may be involved. 
All other landscapes gain "an extraordinarily exotic 
beauty," a beauty possessing something of the "fleeting, 
the indescribable and elusive loveliness of a dreamn (p. 2). 
Reid uses dream as wish-fulfillment, a longing for a 
paradise of one's own making. It represents Willy's 
failure to come to terms with life as it is; to face the 
problems which test and strengthen moral character. 
A pagan world demands a pagan ethic. Willy's dream 
world is "not very Christian, yet not all pagan, after 
the Greek mannertt (p. 2). It is ttnot necessarily immoral, 
yet assuredly not very moral; one, rather, where questions 
such as these were left delightfully alone; where fauns 
and other charming creatures, part human, part animal, 
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part divine, might live very well their delicate, untroubled 
lives, in dreamy sunshine, without fear of interruption"(p. 2). 
It is an amoral world, a world which has place for the 
inhabitants of the kingdom of twilight, for the children 
of pleasure. Most significant for Willy at this period of 
his life is the indulgence of his senses, his desire to 
feel life in its intensity, to realize the ttstrangeness 
5 
of beauty.u Yet subconsciously his desire is in conflict 
with his religious upbringing. 
Willy's reading in a French tale of unnatural lust 
and cruelty reveals his abnormal preoccupation with sex 
which in turn influences his dreams. In one frightening 
dream he is the victim of the ttMoonlight Madonna'stt thirst 
for blood. This dream has all the reality of a nightmare 
experience, while containing the elements of a primitive 
ritual to some Greek goddess. This Greek sacrificial ritual 
Swalter Pater, Appreciations: with an Essay on Style 
(London, 1889), p. 248. 
is fused with the romantic coloring of a Gothic tale. The 
sacrifice takes place in a garden where choir boys chant 
a triumphal hymn of love as they pass in procession toward 
a throne above the altar. There a strangely beautiful 
woman sits like a carved image with an expression of in-
satiable thirst on her face as the body of a naked youth is 
being sacrificed on the altar before her. Suddenly the 
dreamer finds himself part of the procession, naked, alone, 
and powerless to flee from her attraction: 
And now he felt the warmth of her hot breath upon his 
face. Nearer and nearer: he was under the light, now, 
of her hard, burning eyes. Then, with almost a scream 
of terror, he saw her sway slowly toward him; felt, as 
he passed beneath the throne, her lips fasten upon his. 
But already his fear was gone. He stood quite still, 
a sharp, exquisite sweetness running in rapidly augment-
ing waves through his body as she pressed him to her, 
and, at length, dying away in a delicious languor as, 
between her parted lips, she drank up his life (p. 52). 
The manifest content of this dream in which he is consumed 
by a vampire is related to Willy's awakening to sex. By 
the blending and fusing of images drawn from his reading 
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in Greek mythology and French romance his emotional conflict 
is revealed. The vampire is one of the many themes of the 
"fatal woman11 used by Poe, Baudelaire, and D'Annunzio 
6 
among others. It is used here to symbolize Willy's thirst 
for a love that is all consuming, yet reveals his subconscious 
6
see Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony (New York, 1951), 
pp. 189-286. 
fear that he will be consumed by it. The naked youth 
identified by the reader as a symbol of Willy's self 
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is sacrificed to the evil passion of a vindictive goddess 
who drinks up his life. It is not only an image of desire, 
but foreshadows the darkly beautiful, yet sinister Mrs. 
Urquardht who proves to be Willy's undoing in the latter 
part of the story. The vampire has a demonic power to 
drag young beautiful boys into the depths of her own dark 
nature. 
One aspect of Hellenism with which Reid was pre-
occupied throughout his life and which recurs in many 
of his novels is the friendship theme. In the classical 
tradition friendship was regarded as a virtue; it was the 
strongest and deepest of all human affections. By main-
taining the ideal of friendship, the Greeks believed that 
man could come to realize the good, the beautiful, and the 
true. Like the Greeks, Reid valued friendship most highly; 
he considered it to be the deepest and most enriching of 
human relationships. 
Reid uses the Greek ideal of beauty as it applied to 
Athenian youth to explain Willy's affinity for Greece, 
his friendship for Nick, and his hatred of the world of 
ordinary people. The horror of human ugliness strikes 
Willy in all its intensity when he and Nick attend a 
spiritualistic seance where he is as much repelled by the 
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ugliness of the people as by the ceremony itself. His 
spontaneous desire is to snatch Nick away from surroundings 
which he considers frightening. Nick is Willy's ideal of 
youthful beauty, the incarnation of the godlike beauty of 
Grecian youth. Nick is beautiful, fresh, "pure like a 
painting of Leonardo's" (p. 72). In his unspoiled youth 
he resembles the young Ion of Euripides; "it seemed as 
though he, too, might very well be dedicate to some high 
religious service, a youthful priest in the temple of 
Diana" (p. 73). The image of Diana's temple serves as a 
contrast between Greek idealism and modern realism in the 
performance of religious worship. Lost in reverie, Willy 
dreams of "long processions of Greek boys, and of a 
crocus-strewn path in the shadow of a grove • • ." (p. 73). 
This dream reflects both his memory of his reading and his 
desire that Nick should remain always as he is at this 
present moment. Thus Reid has idealized the friendship 
which exists between the two boys. As his reverie ends 
Willy thinks of Nick's instinctive passion for spiritual 
light and its similarity to the "fountainhead of the 
Platonic philosophy" (p. 79). But his mind returns to 
the temple image which elicits a comparison between Nick's 
spirit and his own: Nick's spirit, like that of a Greek 
temple was "broad and fair and open to the sky" with none 
of those "veiled secret shrines and dimly-lit, long, winding 
passages and closed doors" which made Willy's troubled 
spirit so ''mysterious" and "disquietingrr (p. 79). In 
his search for beauty, Reid allows Nick to voice his own 
views concerning its eternality as revealed by Plato in 
the Symposium: "To see that beauty, to have it before 
you" (p. 141) is the end of life and the motivation of 
conduct, Nick tells Willy. This ethical idea of the 
beauty of goodness as an unchanging reality was for Reid 
as for Nick a personal conviction. 
Reid uses Plato's theory of friendship again to 
illustrate the idea that love inspires the soul to a 
realization of higher forms of beauty. From Willy's 
recognition of the beauty of spirit in Nick he is led to 
an understanding of the spiritual beauty in objects of 
sense. Color, form, line, and texture were but outward 
manifestations of inward spirit. Gazing upon the petals 
of a rose (when he should have been studying), Willy 
suddenly saw that beyond material color and form visible 
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to the senses, lay "something fairer and less tangible" (p. 92). 
When stripped of its properties, the rose still lived as 
spirit, and in his imagination it was transformed into a 
rose "of fire, in whose flaming heart he saw the forms 
of gods and men move, more beautiful than any men or women 
he had ever beheld'' (p. 92). Thus Willy's philosophy is 
Platonic in the sense that the mind is set free by means 
of objects of sense to gaze upon immortal and unchanging 
forms. The rose is the natural symbol of the mind's grasp 
of the Infinite which is realized only through the finite. 
When Willy discovered the Greek aesthetic he was 
inspired to write poems in the Greek manner on natural 
objects, finding in them "the simplicity of that quiet 
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life of tree and plant, of cloud and wind and rain 11 (p. 90). 
Since Reid has endowed Willy with the "Greek temper" he 
sees beyond natural objects to the spirit within; he hopes 
to write poems on the Greek myths of "Pan, Dionysius, 
Poseidon" which might compare with Shelley's "The Sensitive 
Plant" (p. 90). Reid is concerned here with analyzing the 
process of artistic creation by using Willy's choice of 
Greek subjects to explain his own concern with them. One 
fault might be that Reid states too much rather than allow-
ing the Greek temper of Willy to emerge. 
TI1e problem of the artist's rebellion against society 
is clearly brought out in Willy's revolt against the narrow-
ness of his life in the tea-trade. To compensate, he 
strengthened his interest in strangeness and beauty through 
his reading in pessimistic, even morbid, romantic literature, 
while clinging to his early interest in Greek poetry. With 
the awakening of his love for his cousin Eva, he began to 
write his own poetry under the inspiration of Sappho. In 
his loneliness he identified himself with her and wrote his 
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dedication: "'I loved thee once, Atthis, long ago'" (p. 116). 
These lines express the longing and desire for a love 
destined to remain unfulfilled. 
Unsatisfied in his love, impelled by urges which he 
only half understood, Willy's search for spiritual consolation 
led him into a church where the odor of the freshly-cut 
flowers placed on the altar by a dark, mysterious priest 
suggested to him a spiritual essence. The lighted candles 
became symbolic of a life passed in communion with mystical 
things "whose beauty, like the beauty of Plato's ideal 
world was so far exalted above mere physical, sensual 
attractiveness" (p. 134). Seen through the darkness, and 
under the promptings of his imagination, this scene took 
on a significant aspect which would have been lacking in 
the ordinary light of day. As a recoil from the emptiness 
of his everyday existence, Willy felt it necessary "to 
fall back upon something more ideal, something woven through 
warp and woof, with the divine light" (p. 135). In the 
chant of the litany he saw the Blessed Virgin through a 
veil of pity, with "something of the sorrowing sweetness. 
of the Greek statue of Mourning Demeter perpetually clinging 
about her" (p. 136). The Heavenly Mother became fused in 
Willy's mind with the Earth Mother of the Greek tradition. 
Like Walter Pater, 7 Reid was emotionally attracted to 
7see Marius the Epicurean, ed. Joseph Sagmaster 
(New York, 1935), pp. 253-261. 
religious ceremonial and to the tradition of a past daily 
renewed. 
In Willy's quest for a personal faith he began to 
despair of ever finding an "ideal Republic," or the "city 
of God"; it seemed to exist nowhere but in his own dreams. 
He explains to Eva that dreams "are the real world. • • • 
There is no city built of material things that shall not 
perish; but the city that Plato built up of his imagination 
will never die. TI1e Athens of the golden age has passed 
away, but on any summer morning, in the shadow of a plane-
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tree, we may listen still to Socrates as he talks to Phaedrus 
of the immortality of the soul; or to the shepherds of 
Theocritus, as they play upon their pipes" (p. 163). The 
affirmation which came to Willy, as to his author, with the 
vividness of a dream, was basically concerned with the 
problem of time, and with the belief that whatever had 
existed in the past could be and often was re-created in 
the present. The unchanging reality of spirit came as an 
answer to Willy's search and is a significant point in his 
spiritual awakening: "The past lives on in the present; 
the present is but the past awakened to a deeper self-
consciousness. 
that is real. 
8 The spirit of the world, the 'world soul,'--
. . . In its fullest richness it is the past 
alone that we can wholly understand to-day. It alone has 
8Although there is a close correspondence between 
Reid's ideas and those of Emerson on the "over soul," there 
is no positive evidence that Reid had ever read his works. 
been purified in Time's furnace till, all the dust and 
earth which have hitherto obscured it, being purged away, 
its incorruptible essence is enabled to emerge bright and 
clear, to arise like a phoenix from the burned-out 
ashes . . ." (p. 164). 
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From his realization of the beauty of spirit, Willy 
is led to a further understanding of its presence in nature. 
Self-fulfillment, he believed, could be accomplished only 
if we attempt to make "the outer material world subservient 
to the inner spiritual world, to make the sensible things 
around us bend toward our soul" (p. 166). Like the primitive 
Greeks who believed in the oneness of spirit in all forms 
of life, in plant no less than in human, Willy is determined 
to follow this spirit everywhere; "in good and evil I must 
seek it, in dreaming and in waking, in heaven and in 
hell" (p. 167). In the sea, the clouds, the sky, the rocks, 
the grass, he felt there was something to hold to amid the 
changes of life--something strong and rugged and safe. Thus 
Willy's quest is symbolic of the romantic search for permanence 
in a world of flux and uncertainty. 
The pastoral world of Theocritus which Willy discovered 
through Andrew Lang's translation9 became the expanding 
symbol of the ideal world which Willy desired to re-create 
9 
Andrew Lang, trans. Theocritus Bion and Moschus 
(London, 1880) • 
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in his writing. Thus Reid conveys to the reader Willy's 
idea of what a work of art should be, the kind of experience 
it should express, and the importance of form in organizing 
meaning. Willy was inspired by a desire to catch and 
"permanently arrest" the beauty of the world of Theocritus; 
"to seize upon its elusive enchantment, to give permanence 
to however minute a portion of it, to weave it with subtle 
threads into the very texture of his work ••• " (p. 181). 
Thus his elusive idea of beauty "took a perfect outline as 
a. little pastoral play whose plot he had borrowed more or 
less freely from the Greek legends of Triptolemos and 
Demophoon" (p. 182). This verse play would be peopled with 
characters from the world of Pan, of Phyllis, and of Demeter, 
who now were his constant companions. From every clump 
of bushes he saw their strange, beautiful faces, and in 
the voice of the wind as it rustled through the ripening 
corn he heard the approach of Demeter and once had even 
actually seemed to see her. The gods and goddesses of the 
Greek world became more real and alive for him than the 
people with whom he lived. "It was as though the spirit 
of paganism had awakened in his soul--a delicate paganism, 
refined, purified, idealised, gathered almost wholly from 
his study of a few Greek statues and the Homeric 
hymnS" (p. 182). 
At the most vital point in Willy's spiritual development, 
when he seems to have reconciled the conflict within 
himself by embracing the Greek world of beauty as the 
most significant reality, life intrudes in the character 
of Mrs. Urquardht who symbolizes the sensuous beauty by 
which he is at first attracted and ultimately repelled. 
Older than Willy by about fifteen years and experienced 
in the art of physical love, Mrs. Urquardht draws him into 
her world of dark and sensuous passion as completely as 
the Greek goddess of his earlier dream. The scarlet 
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poppies which she carries on one occasion symbolize the 
flowers of Proserpine, beautiful to behold but death to 
taste. In the conflict between the flesh and the spirit 
through which Willy must pass in order to reach maturity, 
the flesh for a time prevails. But this is not the ultimate 
answer for Willy or for his author. The answer for Willy 
can come only after flesh has been purged of its dross, 
and spirit freed to return to its vision of former beauty. 
He tried to write, but "his Phyllis, his Demophoon, floated, 
pale and ghostlike, far away. Her face drifted in front 
of them; her voice spoke in his ear" (p. 189). Thus Reid 
implies the necessity of freedom from gross sensuality if 
the artist is to achieve his purpose. 
To escape from the sensual attraction of Mrs. Urquardht, 
Willy turned to nature, to the permanence of "the love of 
Pan and the woodland gods" (p. 192). In the beauty of his 
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surroundings, he felt that in former times "men had built 
up altars to strange pagan gods" (p. 193) and he sensed 
"unseen powers moving ••• in the air, in the sea, in the 
sky" (p. 194). The "gods of his childhood" seemed to form 
a link in "that chain which bound him to the beauty of 
this world ••• and to the beauty of another world" (p. 194). 
The reality of this unchangeable ideal alone stood firm. 
As he re-created the past in imagination, he remembered 
his earlier belief in the malign influence of the moon, and 
11 d th .d 11 f Th •t 10 . h. h . 1 f k reca e e 1 y o eocr1 us 1n w 1c a g1r , orsa en 
by her lover, knelt beneath the sky, plying her magic wheel 
to draw her lover back. In imagination, too, he saw himself 
as Endymion, the shepherd boy, who fell in love with Lady 
Selene, the Moon. 
When Willy's marriage failed because of his inability 
to cope with real life, he completely rejected the modern 
world and its values. The final note sounded when Willy 
adopted the Greek religion as his way of life. When his 
nine-year old son, Prosper, asks: 11Wha t is a pagan?'·' 
Willy's reply emphasizes his complete acceptance of a faith 
which sees in natural beauty emanations of a divine spirit: 
lOLang, 11 ldyl !!, 11 pp. 8-15. 
He is a boy for whom the world is full of beautiful 
gods. • • • There is the great god Pan who lives in 
the meadows and in the woods and among the mountains; 
and who pipes in the shade while the little fauns 
dance and sing. And it is he who watches the ships as 
they come slowly across the 'wine dark' sea. And there 
is Poseidon who lives far down under the waves, and 
whose white horses and chariot you can see on stormy 
days; and Demeter who walks in the yellow corn-fields 
and helps the reapers; and her daughter Persephone who 
stands among the sleepy poppies; and Hermes the god of 
the fields and the ways. And there are nymphs--nymphs 
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of all kinds--some that live in streams and ponds; and 
some that live in grottos; and some again, called Dryads, 
who are the nymphs of trees. Each Dryad lives in a 
particular tree, and when that tree dies, or is cut 
down, then the poor nymphs must die too. And there are 
the elves and fairies, the creatures that live in your 
tales, and dance under the moon. TI1e wind is a god, 
and the sky is the greatest god of all; so that you 
are never alone. For all of them watch over you, love 
you and help you, both in the daytime and in the night. 
And you must love them, too, Prosper, and everything 
that is theirs and speaks of them, every tree and 
flower, and every little living thing, and other boys 
like yourself--you must never do them harm, nor think 
hardly of them. • • • (pp. 266-267) 
The lesson which Willy teaches to his little son implies 
a rejection of Christianity and its values, and a correspond-
ing acceptance of "the love of Pan and the woodland 
creatures ••• now as it had been in his childhood; and 
now, as then, the music in his spirit awakened a response 
in natureu (p. 305). 
The Kingdom of Twilight and each of Forrest Reid's 
subsequent novels reveals the presence of a fictional 
character who, to a certain extent, is the author himself. 
"There is a sense," he wrote somewhat later, "in which it 
would be true to say that Denis and Grif and Peter, [and 
one may add Willy Trevellyag, are mere pretexts for the 
author to live again through the years of his boyhood, to 
live those years, as it were, more consciously, if less 
happily" (Burlingham, p. 219). But the presence of the 
author in his novels is more than a vicarious enjoyment of 
experiences past. Such retrogression is the means by which 
Reid reflects his particular concept of reality and his 
vision of life. By the technique of the child or adolescent 
mind he is able to recapture a past when innocence and good-
ness as realities are threatened by evil and darkness which 
attack the soul's stronghold and influence the course of 
man's life. Each of Reid's novels from The Kingdom of 
Twilight on contains a mixture of life and fiction existing 
on the same level; this is sometimes perplexing to the 
reader because one cannot distinguish between the real 
(i. e. the author) and the fictional character. Such inter-
penetration of author-character reveals that Reid is more 
concerned with subjective states of mind, spirit, and feeling 
than with external actions. 
The title, The Kingdom of Twilight, implies that this 
novel is not a realistic story of everyday life, though the 
real world is always present, and grows more drab, ugly, 
and commonplace as Willy ages and marries. Rather Reid is 
concerned with symbolizing Willy's state of soul, as a 
twilight z·one in which outlines of things are not quite 
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clear, and where opposites cease to be contradictory. 
The pattern of the "other landscape" of Homer's 
Elysian fields, the pastoral world of Theocritus, and the 
animism of Greek religion which Willy adopts give a 
rhythmical unity to the novel; its ethic, philosophy, 
and aesthetic are in harmony and accord. Contrast between 
the ideal world established as best and most permanent, 
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and the real world of pain, suffering, and disillusionment 
which are part of Willy's experience gives further structure 
to this novel. By making Willy a lover of beauty and an 
idealist, Reid has succeeded in commenting on the artistic 
temperament as he understood it. Willy is uninterested in 
any motive other than the creation of beauty. The drama 
which he is trying to write, using Greek mythological 
figures, is "idealtt as opposed to a drama which would try 
to interpret an aspect of everyday life. The Kingdom of 
Twilight may be seen as a novel about the problem of writing 
poetry or drama--the problem of the artist in his world. 
The poems never get written, nor does the drama get underway. 
TI1ey both seem to be as incapable of being realized as is 
Willy's life. P'erhaps their failure, like Willy's relates 
to the fact that they do not come to terms with life. 
Reid lacked the experience necessary for the treatment 
of the "femme fatale" relationship in which Willy is involved. 
He could not possibly have drawn Mrs. Urquardht convincingly 
because he only .half understood her. She is too highly 
personified as vice; her darkness is too intense and 
unreal. The older Willy is also unconvincing, yet under-
standably so. Reid was still a young man when he wrote 
this novel and Willy is too world-weary, too disillusioned 
and serious for the author to give him the qualities such 
a character demands. Later, Reid was able to enter into 
middle-age empathetically and create its atmosphere and 
tone more convincingly. 
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Reid is at his best in his treatment of the adolescent, 
more especially the abnormally sensitive boy rather than 
the normal one. Willy's awakening to sex is realistically 
portrayed while his total immersion in its darker side is 
presented symbolically. Of his passionate affair with the 
dark lady we are given no graphic details, but his fall from 
innocence is conveyed not only by his feeling of revulsion 
and shame, but also by the books lying about on the table 
and by a mysterious door. The mysterious door behind the 
tall, blue, Japanese screen filled him with disgust and 
self-contempt. "Poems and Ballads" lay on the floor, and 
he remembered how Mrs. Urquardht had made him read "Hesperia," 
"Erotion," ~"Laus Veneris," and "In the Orchard" (p. 257). 
Books are used as the symbols of Willy's state of mind. His 
fall is related in part to the formative influence they had 
upon him. In the novel itself Reid uses a catalogue 
device to show the books that Willy is reading; the 
result is too obviously bookish and somewhat artificial. 
At her first appearance, Mrs. Urquardht steps on Willy's 
volume of Theocritus which foreshadows symbolically her 
disruption of his ideal world. 
Technically the novel has many faults; Reid knew 
this even before Henry .james wrote to him that "after the 
middle, you strike me as losing your subject. • • • After 
the meeting with the woman by the sea--certainly after 
the parting from her--I felt the reality of the thing 
deviate, felt the subject lose its conditions, • its 
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observed character and its logic" (Private Road, pp. 26-27). 
Up to that point James felt, however, that Reid had seen 
his "subject where it is--in the character and situation 
of your young man," and had held to it "with artistic 
fidelity and consistenc~' (Private Road, p. 26). What 
disappointed Reid most was his failure to achieve "poetic 
beauty" because he had "emp·loyed a vicious medium that was 
neither poetry nor pros~t in his attempt to imitate the 
wrong models--D'Annunzio and Pater (Private Road, p. 21). 
Consequently he tried unsuccessfully to withdraw all copies 
of this novel from circulation. 
Most obvious to a reader is the unevenness of the 
emotional tone and the length of the descriptive passages 
which interrupt the flow of narrative. The structure is 
loose and the plot is too slight for the burden it carries. 
This novel displays Reid's extensive reading but his sources 
are stated within the text rather than emerging from it. 
A very obvious defect is the author's inability to treat 
matrimony convincingly, but Reid admits that he was writing 
outside his experience and of a state beyond the "natural 
scope" of his own sympathy. He admits that he was "trying 
to present life as a whole" when he "knew only one little 
corner of it" (Private Road, p. 27). 
The Kingdom of Twilight may be termed a "fin de 
siecle" novel for several reasons: Willy's desire to 
experience sensation and ecstasy in view of the brevity of 
life, his dedication to the pursuit of beauty, the use of 
the vampire theme to explain women are all characteristic 
of the romantic decadents. Willy may be seen as a symbol 
of the artist against society and an exile from traditional 
religious values. B.y his own private world of values he 
implies the autonomy of art and the artist, and his final 
retreat to his ivory tower to create is in keeping with 
the doctrines of this movement. At the end of the story, 
after experience has sobered Willy, he is led to reject 
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the aesthetic way and returns to the Greek world of permanent 
values. 
The Kingdom of Twilight is significant as a first 
novel because it reveals Reid's early attraction for 
Greek antiquity which was to become a current of influence 
in forming and shaping the vision of each of his future 
novels. 
"'And Jonathan told him, and said, I did but taste 
a little honey with the end of the rod that was in mine 
hand, and lo, I must die'" (Private Road, p. 75). Thus 
Reid expresses the meaning and tragedy underlying his 
11 
second novel, The Garden God: A Tale of Two Boys. The 
embryonic form of this novel, originally entitled The River, 
was written prior to The Kingdom of Twilight. Since 
Eden Phillpotts had already published a novel under this 
title, Reid abandoned all thought of publishing it. 
Encouraged by Henry James's criticism of The Kingdom of 
Twiligh~ Reid turned back to his earlier tale and made 
it the core of his second novel, The Garden God. This 
novel marks Reid's complete immersion in the Greek world 
of Socrates and Plato as he portrays the friendship between 
two boys, Graham Iddesleigh and Harold Brocklehurst, in an 
English boarding school. Planned as "a realistic school 
story" it was transformed by Reid into a "lyrical romancer• 
11 Reid, The Garden God: A Tale of Two Boys (London, 
1905). 
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because he was more concerned with the lyrical emotion of 
the relationship than with its details. 
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The story is cast in the form of a reverie which 
establishes its tone-quality and nostalgic mood and is 
narrated as a tale within a tale. The middle-aged narrator, 
Graham Iddesleigh, reminisces on his childhood and youth. 
Following the death of his mother he was brought up by his 
father in a beautiful country house in Ireland, where his 
mind was nourished on Plato and Sophocles as other boys 
might have been brought up on the Bible. A sensitive, 
imaginative boy with no young friends, Graham becomes a 
dreamer; out of his loneliness he creates an imaginary 
playmate and an imaginary world of beauty. So vivid is 
his imagination that the myths of his reading become real, 
and the forest peopled with gods and goddesses. At school 
he meets Harold Brocklehurst who seems to be the living 
reality of his dream playmate and who, in turn, becomes 
his close friend. Through the influence of Harold, Graham 
comes closer to nature, re-discovers Plato, and the beauties 
of Greek poetry. 
During the summer holidays Graham invites Harold to 
his home. Happy in their proximity to nature, they swim 
in the sea, hike through the hills, and in boyish fashion 
discuss subjects of interest to their awakening minds. 
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One day, after they had gone for a swim, they play a game 
of Greek statues, offer prayers to Dionysius, and partici-
pate in a pagan ritual. On the way home from this excursion 
Harold is accidentally killed in his attempt to save Graham 
from a runaway horse. The tragic death of his friend has a 
traumatic effect on Graham who becomes ill with a deep 
sickness of soul from which he never recovers. 
In his adulthood Graham recognizes his failure in 
the pursuit of beauty and looks back wistfully to the 
pattern of life in the early Greek world. By identifying 
himself with the youth of the "Academe" he wonders if in 
Plato's time "he might have been allowed to sweep the walks 
of the Academy"; or if, perhaps Plato might have used him 
as the boy in the Meno "to illustrate the doctrine of 
reminiscence" (p. 3). Thirty years later we see him as a 
middle-aged bachelor whose main occupation in life is 
dreaming and "remembering." 
The background for this story lies deep in the early 
dreams which Reid himself had as a boy. The country to 
which he nightly returned in his dreams was always the 
same as was a dream companion, a boy of his own age, who 
never failed to appear. Each of the two worlds in which 
Reid lived as a child were equally real. This dream world 
of "eternal summer and sunshine" was located in the hills, 
or by the sea, or in a garden where stone figures, like 
benevolent spirits, guarded the happiness of the young 
Reid and his dream companion from intrusion. The only 
disturbing element in the dream was "a crouching beast 
in black marble with a panther's smooth body and a human 
face" which he feared might awaken and prove harmful. 
This dream, he tells us, "remained in time, by which I 
mean that the boy in it grew older as I myself grew 
older" (Private Road, p. 76). 
In The Garden God, Graham goes back in memory to 
the days of his childhood and looks at himself in terms 
of his background. His father, an archaeologist, had 
brought back from his wanderings in Greece the "chipped 
and broken statue of a boy in yellowish marble, ••• an 
t . . f f s . . "12 d 1 d . t . an 1que vers1on o a amous p1nar1o, an p ace 1 1n 
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his garden (p. 8). Because of his loneliness and desire 
for a companion, the boy Graham dreamed of a beautiful 
playmate who would be the living embodiment of the spirit 
of this boy whom the sculptor had so sensitively portrayed. 
Reid used the Pygmalion myth here to organize and explain 
the process of wish;..fulfillment which is so much a part of 
12see "The Age of Athletic Prizemen: A Chapter 
in Greek Art," Selections from Walter Pater, ed. Edward 
Everett Hale, Jr. (New York, 1928), p. 196. Here Pater 
speaks of "the boy drawing a thorn from his foot, preserved 
in the so rare, veritable antique bronze at Rome, in the 
Museum of the Capitol, and well known in a host of ancient 
and modern reproductions." There is a copy of a Spinario 
in the British Museum. 
the child's world. In Graham's mind the spirit in the 
statue took form as "the messenger of Eros; the fair boy 
who had come to him from his strange garden, his meadow 
of asphodel 11 (p. 13). This idealized companion remained 
with him through childhood sharing his adventures and his 
dreams. 
Not only did Graham create a dream companion but 
also a dream world which was much more beautiful and real 
than the prosaic world in which he lived. This dream 
world of ideal beauty was constructed and landscaped from 
his readings in P'lato and Socrates and became his refuge 
and retreat. Here, in the whispering of the wind and the 
murmuring of the fountain, he learned 11of the wanderings 
of Odysseus, of Jason and the Golden Fleece" (p. 10). The 
applicability of Plato's doctrines to life became deeply 
impressed on his mind. The sensuous beauty of the visible 
world he saw as an imitation of the eternal, or "the 
perfect beauty which, according to Plato, must lift one's 
spirit to God" (p. 12). 
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At the English boarding school to which Graham has 
been sent, his loneliness is intensified by a feeling of 
exile and isolation. Even the old playmate of his dreams 
seems to have abandoned him. No longer can he recapture 
the joy he had felt in nature when such things as the wind, 
and the water, and the grass ''had seemed to have the 
power to speak to him directly, to speak from their own 
soul to his--when Pan and his followers had been in every 
thicket by the way P' (p. 19) 
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In the person of Harold Brocklehurst Graham discovers 
the incarnation of beauty as he had understood it from 
his reading, from sculpture, and in his dream. Harold's 
fine delicate features seemed like the highest ideal of 
sculpture brought to life, and his dark olive skin was 
symbolic of the courage which the Greeks admired in their 
own boys. Furthermore, he seemed to Graham to be his dream 
playmate, come to life from the garden of his childhood. 
So closely does Harold resemble his childhood companion 
that Graham suggests that he may possibly have lived long 
ago among the woods, meadows, and streams, and "played on 
the flute of Pan in the sunshine of a gardenu (p. 50). 
Graham assumes that Harold will understand his dream world. 
Using Plato's theory of the existence of two worlds--the 
real and the ideal--and his theory of pre-existence, 
Graham tells Harold of his dream garden and the playmate 
whom he now identifies with his friend. But Harold cannot 
understand Graham's private world. 
To explain the resemblance between his own ideas and 
those of Plato, Graham refers to Plato's Theaetetus, but 
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insists that he has held these ideas previous to his reading 
in the Greek philosopher. Graham finds sanction for his 
friendship with Harold not only in Greek philosophy, but 
also in literature, from those "tales of a pagan world, 
in which this wonderful passion of friendship, then so 
common, had played its part" (p. 28). In his imaginative 
re-creation of these tales each took on a deeper significance 
and an intrinsic beauty. Through friendship he seemed to 
have touched the very meaning of poetry as he climbed the 
Platonic ladder from the love of fair forms to the npure 
idea of Beauty itself, invisible to the eye of sense, but 
lying bright and clear before the vision of the mind, a 
glorious sight, to be viewed by those alone who have 
cleansed their souls of earthly passions" (p. 64). It 
seemed to Graham that this experience was sent to him 
directly from the "garden of God" and he was bathed in its 
light. The realization of a new, wonderful, unexplored, 
mysterious world dawned upon him. 
The miracle of friendship brought Graham closer to 
nature, to the living spirit in the "sap of tree and 
grass." He understood for the first time the "full meaning 
of the old Greek 'tree-worship' • • • with its or,i..gin in 
his own emotions" (p. 56). Now uthat faculty for noting 
the listening soul, the spirit that is in leaf or plant, 
seemed to be a part of his very human nature, seemed as 
some ancient bond of relationship that bound him then, 
and would bind him forever, to stiller and less perfect 
forms of life--to a whole world of pastoral divinities--
the great god Pan himself; the Hamadryads, who inhabit the 
forest trees; and Oreads, and Naiads, and Hyades--the 
deities of water-springs, and streams, and showers of 
summer rain" (pp. 56-57). His entire being responded 
to the ''great rhythmic chaunt of sensuous life" (p. 57). 
The earth became his Mother and the life of nature pulsed 
in his veins. Like Pater's Flavian, Graham "feels the 
sentimental current setting forcibly along his veins, and 
so much as a matter of purely physica.l excitement, that 
he can hardly distinguish it from the animation of 
external nature, the upswelling of the seed in the earth, 
13 
and of the sap through the trees." The animistic spirit 
already noted in The Kingdom of Twilight becomes stronger 
here and continues in Reid's later novels. 
In The Garden God, Reid does not interpret Graham's 
friendship for Harold in terms of behavioristic psychology 
but as Pater chose to portray this sentiment. As Pater 
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points out, there was an older, spiritual Platonic philosophy, 
13see "Euphuism," Selections from Walter Pater, 
ed. Edward Everett Hale, Jr., p. 79. 
based more on instinct than on understanding which begins 
with "some such feeling as most of us have on the first 
warmer days in spring, when we seem to feel the genial 
processes of nature actually at work; as if just below 
the mould, and in the hard wood of the trees, there were 
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really circulating some spirit of life, akin to that which 
14 
makes its energies felt within ourselves." This philosophy, 
he continues, ''envisages nature rather as the unity of a 
living spirit or person, revealing itself in various degrees 
to the kindred spirit of the observer, than as a system 
of mechanical forces" (Greek Studies, p. 96). 
From the realization of the spirit in nature, the 
Greeks built their cosmic stories or myths to explain in 
images of sense the operation of the natural world in the 
springtime as their minds and feelings understood them. 
Correspondingly, from the mystical beauty of nature as i t 
is related to Graham's sensuous response to it, Reid shows 
how the symbolism of Greek myth becomes operative. Both 
aspects of nature-myth, the Apollonian and Dionysian, 
strike Graham forcefully. The legend of Dionysius recalls 
to Graham's mind a sense of something "darker"--a 
14Pater, "Demeter and Persephone," Greek Studies 
(London, 1908), p. 96. 
premonition of danger which passes as quickly as it comes. 
Thus Apollo symbolizes the harmonious, comforting aspects 
of nature while Dionysius represents its disturbing and 
disruptive forces. 
In this world, Graham realizes, good and evil are 
not very far apart, not fixed opposites; rather they are 
bound up inexplicably and hopelessly together. A change 
came over him. "A moment ago," he thought, "nothing had 
been so clear, so plain before him; now, when he looked up, 
the sun was a little clouded over, and the whole colour 
and meaning of life stained with a darker hue. It seemed 
to him that he had been living in an atmosphere of dreamy 
idealism, the fruit of a plentiful lack of knowledge; and 
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it did not occur to him that his ignorance had been beautiful, 
springing as it did, not from stupidity, but from a peculiar 
type of mind, and an inexperience of life, of evil, even 
of sorrow" (p. 46). 
Graham's friendship led him to understand the relation-
ship of beauty to goodness. Like his author, Graham believed 
that Plato taught "a philosophy of life, of the highest 
life one may hope to lead here upon earth, or later in 
heaven. A philosophy of love too, necessarily, and of 
beauty. Of all earthly things beauty approximated most 
nearly to its external idea" (p. 61). Yet it was only by 
means of love or friendship, as the Greeks wrote of it, 
that the soul was stirred to climb beyond sense to spirit 
up "the Platonic ladder reaching from earth to heaven; for 
one climbed, after all, to those pure colorless regions, 
to that radiant world of ideas, by Phaedo's golden 
hair" (p. 61). 
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During the summer vacation, Harold visits Graham's 
home in Ireland. As the two boys walk through the country-
side Graham thinks of Socrates and Phaedrus walking along 
a stream in ancient Athens; "the spirits that had haunted 
the bank under the plane-tree" seemed now to make the 
Phaedrus come alive (pp. 64-65). In the "trickle of the 
stream, and the chirping of the grasshopper," he could 
hear the voices of the ageless Greeks, and if he closed 
his eyes he could even see them (p. 65). Moved by this 
strange mystical experience, Graham prays to his favorite 
god: "Beloved Pan, and all ye other gods who haunt this 
place, give me beauty in the inward soul; and may the 
outward and inward man be one. May I reckon the wise to 
be the wealthy, and may I have such a quantity of gold as 
a temperate man and he only can bear and carry ••• a (p. 65). 
He felt that there must be people like himself who were 
closer to the unseen world of spirit in flower, wind, and 
sea than are ordinary people. The further influence of 
reading in Greek literature, especially in the Odyssey, 
may be seen from the fact that Graham believes every sea 
to be haunted. He suggests that if they row out far 
enough they may discover Circe's island, the land of the 
Lotus-eaters, or the home of Nausicaa. 
As they bathe in the river and bask in the sunlight 
the physical beauty of Harold reminds Graham of certain 
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Greek statues. At his suggestion they play a game in which 
he postures Harold against the rocks: first as a faun, next 
as the Spinario, then as the "Adorante," again as the 
youthful Dionysius with seaweed in his hair, and finally as 
Leonardo's "Bacchus." The accuracy of his own touch as 
sculptor startles Graham. 11 'You are just like one of the 
young gods,'" he cried, "'I wonder if you are really one. 
Perhaps if we stay much longer, we shall draw the others 
down from heaven. • • • All hail Dionysiusl child of fire 
and dew, and the creeping delicate vine' 11 (pp. 84-85). In 
childlike fashion he carries the ritual one step further 
and offers up a garland of dry sea flowers to the presiding 
deity. Kneeling before the altar, Graham induces Harold to 
offer oblations and prayers that the "gods of Bellas" may 
accept their gifts. In his mind, however, the image of 
Hippolytus, immersed in the waves, symbolizes his subconscious 
fear of honoring one god more than the other. 
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After the accident in which Harold was killed the 
glory and the beauty which Graham had formerly experienced 
vanished from his world. As he meditated on Harold's 
sacrifice, he became convinced that the concept of the 
immortality of the soul was based on a "very simple human 
desire to look upon the face of a friend" (p. 97). Later 
as he knelt in church and tried in vain to pray, Graham 
had a vision of his friend in the radiant light of the 
beautiful garden of his childhood. In his agony of soul 
he cried out his longing to join his companion, but the 
union of his spirit with that of his friend was denied 
him. As the reverie breaks off, the narrator returns to 
his present world with a feeling of weariness at the 
realization that the beauty and joy of his youth can never 
be recaptured except in dreams and memory. 
Reid was disappointed with the reception given to 
The Garden God by literary critics. Most disturbing to 
him was Henry James's attitude toward the novel since 
Reid had dedicated it to him as a "token of respect and 
admiration." Reid felt that James had misunderstood his 
intention in this book when he appeared to object to its 
subject matter. Reid explains that he was concerned with 
the lyrical emotion of Graham's awakening to and realization 
of his friendship for Harold. If Reid were treating an 
erotic relationship between two schoolboys, then certainly 
he showed extremely bad taste in this dedication and James 
was comp~etely within his rights in declining it. In 
fairness to Reid, however, it must be said that his tale 
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was not intended as, nor did it actually become, a natural-
istic study of a psychological problem. Rather the story 
treats symbolically the emotion of friendship as it exists 
in its ideal form. If we can and do accept the words of 
15 Henry James that The Turn of the Screw is a nghost story," 
then we may also accept Reid's statement that the ideal of 
friendship as formulated by Socrates was kept as an ideal 
in The Garden God (Private Road, p. 66). 
Reid's ideal of friendship has both Biblical and 
Greek precedents. The Jonathan-David theme of friendship 
from the Book of Samuel which Reid quotes in his discussion 
of The Garden God (Private Road, p. 75) had been used by 
writers through the ages to illustrate the principle of 
"one soul in bodies twain."16 Reid found his ideal of 
friendship in Socrates, however, whose theory of friendship 
was founded on the principle that knowledge was virtue, 
15see "The Aspern Papers,'' The Art of the Novel, 
pp. 174-175. 
16Laurens J. Mills, One Soul in Bodies Twain 
(Bloomington, 1937), pp. 22, 88. 
that love of the spirit was higher than earthly love, and 
was, in fact, identical with friendship. What Reid tried 
to do was to translate the friendship theme out of 
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Socratic "dialectic'' into "fiction" (Private Road, p. 66). 
He removed the tale from actuality, placed it in an 
"eternal summer," and by means of reverie created a fantasy 
that was "half dream, half reality" (Private Road, p. 65). 
One cannot deny that the friendship theme in this 
novel is intensely conceived and romantically portrayed. 
Its pagan sensuousness doubtless was the quality to which 
James most objected. Yet the lyrical rhapsody of the 
feeling expressed and the awakening of the mind to a 
realization of beauty is poetic in quality. Reid's pride 
was hurt by James's attitude but perhaps James's rebuff 
taught Reid the necessity of more restraint in his later 
writing. Years later Edmund Gosse told Reid that James 
had often spoken to him of Reid and his work "apparently 
in a different spirit from that which I had· supposed him 
to harbour for both," Reid writes (Private Road, p. 73). 
Three distinct critical opinions reveal that 
The Garden God means different things to different people 
and depends to a certain extent on what the reader brings 
to this provocative tale. Edmund Gosse wrote to Reid that 
he could trace beneath the surface of the novel "a great 
deal of doubt, of isolation, perhaps of sorrow and 
pain" (Private Road, p. 72). To Arthur Symons The Garden 
God "comes to be a kind of poem" (Private Road, p. 75). 
An anonymous French reviewer caught its particular quality 
and wrote of its purely Platonic spirit as Reid had 
captured it imaginatively: "L' ltranget~ du r~ci t que Mr. 
Forrest Reid intitule: The Garden God, n'empeche pas 
d'en admirer la beaut~. . . . Cet ~pisode d'amour grec 
. I 
est ••• enveloppe d'assez longues dissertations 
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. 17 platoniciennes, et tout y est pur et absolument platon1que.'' 
Because Reid was disappointed in the reception of 
The Garden God and "despised" The Kingdom of Twilight, 
he never wished either of these books to be listed in his 
official literary canon. Both were "flase starts" he 
believed, yet they serve to indicate the direction his 
genius would take. Once he discovered the Greek world of 
values, he conscientiously pursued his ideal--a "return to 
the Greek spirit." 
The title The Garden God shows the influence of Greek 
statuary on Reid's art. It is the symbol by which the 
book is organized. As the spirit informing the statue came 
to life in the story to console the young Graham, so the 
17Mercure de France, Serie Moderne, LXII (July 1, 
1906), 138-139. 
spirit of friendship--the ideal of friendship as Reid saw 
it--emerges from the tale itself. This same ideal is not 
unrelated to the music of the relationship--a subconscious 
lyrical emotion--most difficult to convey in words. 
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Because of the highly suggestive and symbolic 
language which permeates the tale, it may be read as a poem. 
Reid has succeeded in organizing his meaning by the re-
current imagery of the "garden" which becomes a symbol of 
a place in time and also a state of feeling. As Graham 
looks back his life is like a "broad, shady garden, an 
old world, a sleepy garden full of flowers sweet and 
fresh" ( p . 5); in the garden itself is the antique statue; 
his surroundings are "beautiful"; magic influences are 
awake in the sleepy "garden" (p. 9). In the rose 
garden (p. 11) there is a f oun tain whisp eri ng tal e s of 
the golden fieece; Graham's garden is strange, a "meadow 
of asphodel" (p. 13). Harold is "as beautif ul as an 
angel" (paradisiac theme) whom he knew in a "gard en" (p. 20), 
and he always returned in memory to the "gard en" (p. 25). 
Even after Harold 1 s death Graham sees him ''in a 
garden" (p. 101). Thus the gard en imagery serves as the 
thematic structure to organize the landscape of Greece and 
the friendship theme which evolves throughout the book and 
which is crystallized in the thoughts of Graham on Harold 
in wh i ch the "white stainless flowers of his boyish 
admiration" (p. 38) are used by Reid to symbolize both 
innocency and faith. 
Both in technique and in ideas, The Garden God 
clearly shows the influence of Pater's "The Child in 
t he House." As Pater charted the locale of Florian 
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Deleal's home town and its emotional associations as seen 
through the eyes of Florian at the age of thirty, so Reid 
pain ts the geography of Graham's dream country as remembered 
from boyhood. Both tales deal with the states of mind and 
feeling of sensitive, imagina tive boys who are influenced 
by their reading in Greek literature. Each is, in a 
sense, a mental odyssey in which the character of the boy is 
partly explained by heredity, environment, and circumstances. 
In both characters there is a haunting loneliness and a 
strong instinct for security and rest. Each is deeply 
affected by sensuous beauty which leads to a ·realization 
of spiritual and transcendental reality. Graham is a 
"Pateresque" character described on the first page of the 
novel as having lived the life of a hermit "with a taste 
for the philosophy of Epicurus and Anatole France." 
One is as conscious of the story's derivative nature, 
or rather of the author's failure to fuse his sources 
completely, as one is aware of its s~nsuousness and lack 
of restraint at times. But there is something more in 
The Garden God which is difficult to put into words--
the poetry and music of the emotion interpreted. No other 
work of Reid's is more poetic in quality. 
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This tale shows Reid's ability to use the Greek 
friendship theme to present a subtle study of the adolescent 
awakening, through friendship, to a deeper consciousness 
of instinct, nature, beauty, good, evil, and self-identity. 
He succeeds in rendering poetically the adolescent emergence 
from boyhood, when the mind outstrips the physical nature 
in the process of awakening. The formative influence of 
reading on the boys' development and moral character is 
also artistically revealed. 
Coloring the entire story is Reid's use of the Greek 
attitude toward nature. In Graham's closeness to nature 
he is conscious of the universal spirit in all things. 
He reacts to its movement and becomes immersed in its 
rhythms which correspond to the surging of instinct within 
his own nature. A close communion with a psychical energy 
leads him to believe that all levels of life partake of 
the same oneness of spirit. 
Reid learned from Henry James as well as from Pater 
the importance of technique in writing. In The Garden God 
he uses reverie to establish mood, and the device of a 
tale within a tale to establish his values. The prose is 
impassioned, highly sensuous and, at times, uneven. The 
dialogue is sometimes forced, for example, when the boys 
discuss the question of friendship; although it must be 
admitted that their language here is that of boys. There 
is a haunting quality about The Garden God; once read and 
understood, it cannot be easily forgotten. Stylistically 
it may be far removed from the simplicity of a pure 
"Doric" style described. by Pater, but Reid had his own 
ideas about style. He tells us that he could not see 
"how writing could ever be anything but the expression 
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of an individuality" (Private Road, p. 37). The Garden God 
is an Hellenic tale, colored by Reid's romantic imagination 
which is strongly mythopoeic. It is a lyric which is both 
delicate and poetic. 
That Reid never wanders far from the Greek world is 
evident in his next work--an attempt to write a realistic 
novel around na fantastic and lyrical tale" of the moon. 
"'Fate which has ordained that there shall be no 
friendship among the evil has also ordained that there 
shall ever be friendship among the good.'n In this 
quotation from Private Road (p. 89) lies the theme of Reid's 
next novel, The Braclmels: A Family Chronicle (1911). An 
interval of six years and a university education had given 
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the author the maturity and perspective which are evident 
in this work. The novel, he tells us, came uout of a 
mysterious region of 'other' reality" (Private Road, p. 85). 
Unlike his two previous novels, Reid intended this to be 
a realistic "family chronicle." The subsidiary theme of 
a moon-worshipper, however, "who was created by a collabor-
ator working beneath consciousness" (Private Road, p. 86), 
colors the mood of the whole story. In this work again we 
find Reid portraying a hero who rejects Presbyterianism and 
substitutes Greek animism, pagan ritual and sacrificial 
offerings as symbols of his religious values. The 
adolescent awakening to sex, to an awareness of its own 
identity, and to the need and desire for friendship, forms 
the dominant theme of this novel. 
Denis Bracknel is a sensitive, imaginative, not quite 
normal boy, who is brought up by his middle-class Irish 
family in a middle-class environment to which he does not 
seem to belong. The various members of his family are 
presented to us as they appear to Mr. Rusk, a young Trinity 
graduate who has come to tutor Denis. Mr. Bracknel is a 
crude, domineering, insensitive Irishman of Philistine 
tastes, successful in business but a complete failure in 
his family relationships. The main occupation of his 
fragile, melancholy, soul-weary wife is to act as a buffer 
between Denis and his overbearing father. The younger 
daughter, Amy, is a pleasure-loving girl, intensely 
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human and infatuated with the handsome young English tutor, 
who is unable to reciprocate her feeling. May, two years 
older than her sister, is gentle, intelligent, and 
sensitive--closer in type to Denis, youngest of the family 
and a delicate, precocious problem-child. Alfred, the 
elder son, is a dissolute profligate, and basically evil. 
Closely connected with the family is Dr. Birch, a friend 
and neighbor, who hopes that Rusk will help Denis to 
achieve a healthy balance and adjust to the world around 
him. 
The realistic major plot is divided into a series 
of episodes centering around the antagonism which exists 
between Mr. Bracknel and Alfred because of the father's 
preference for John Brooke, a young man in his employ. 
When Alfred's secret marriage to a typist is discovered 
Mr. Bracknel threatens to cut him off from a comfortable 
living, but Alfred counters with an attempt to blackmail 
his father in the knowledge that John Brooke is Mr. Bracknel's 
illegitimate son. In his office later that evening, 
Mr. Bracknel suffers an attack of apoplexy, and Alfred 
stands by and watches his father die. The death of his 
father brings home to Denis the ugliness and the harsh 
reality of life. This sudden awareness, his obsession 
with the malignant supernatural influences which seem 
to haunt him, and the impending departure of his tutor, 
all combine to upset the delicate balance of the boy's 
mind and he hangs himself on a tree. 
Like Willy Trevellyan in The Kingdom of Twilight, 
Denis must be studied from a multiple point of view to be 
appreciated. Rusk sees him as ·a pleasant youth with 
straight, coarse black hair, and narrow grey eyes, set 
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wide apart to give him an oblique, slightly oriental 
appearance. His mother looks upon Denis as an idle, 
absent-minded boy who "sometimes does strange things" (p. 36). 
He is described by Dr. Birch as extremely high-strung: 
"Our young friend is too imaginative, too sensitive, too 
gentle, too meditative. TI1ere's not enough of the ordinary 
boy about him. There's not enough of the brute about him; 
not enough of the fighting animal. • • • He's too fond of 
dreaming. His mind is filled with all kinds of wandering 
ghosts" (p. 65). The doctor's great fear is that Denis's 
mind may one day "lose its hold upon reality" (p. 66). 
An examination of Denis's world will reveal the 
extent to which Reid used Greek myth and ritual to 
interpret the workings of the disturbed adolescent mind. 
Denis is both a Dionysiac and a narcissistic character. 
His imagination is haunted by shades, shadows, and dark 
obsessions which are difficult to descr~be, but which 
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are closely connected to an "atavistic strain of primitive 
. 18 
nature-worsh1p." 
Denis's feeling for nature was born in a spirit of 
revolt against compulsory attendance at church service. 
Life in the Bracknel household ofi Sunday mornings 
crackled with tension. "The atmosphere was heavily 
charged with a kind of suppressed irritability, ready at 
the slightest touch to break out in sparks of temper" (p. 81). 
On one such Sunday morning Denis realized that church 
attendance was henceforth out of the question for him. 
Wandering in the fields near his home he seemed to find 
in nature a great peace and happiness. On this particular 
morning every living thing pulsed and throbbed with joy 
and the birds sang ecstatic praises to "the summer God." 
Denis saw, in the vast immensity of the sky, the country 
of the gods untroubled by care or sorrow. In his reaction 
against severe, formal religion, he set up in his mind and 
heart an altar to the gods of the earth and sky, whom he 
visualized as spirits inhabiting forms. 
The image of Narcissus is employed to explain Denis's 
18
"A Human Book" (anon. rev.), The Nation (London), 
Dec. 9, 1911, p. 432. 
nature, and to emphasize his isolation in a hostile en-
vircnm.ent. Reid insists that he has drawn Denis 
scientifically: "The father was to account for Alfred 
and Amy, the mother for May and Denis • 
• • the ill-
assorted union itself for the spiritual life of Denis" 
(Private Road, p. 86). Symbolically, however, Denis is 
' 
··. Narcissus, and it is in the 'boy's return to nature that 
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the resemblance is most striking. Reid stresses the youth's 
loneliness, his isolation, his difference not only from his 
own family but from all other human beings: "He had no 
illusions about himself, about what had been, about what 
was now, or about what was still to come. He had no 
illusions about the people who formed his world, about 
life itself" (p. 95). Denis knew that he was unsound 
physically, and mentaliy different from healthy, normal 
people like Rusk, his tutor. He was aware that even in 
appearance he was peculiar. Although he had read love 
stories which fired his imagination, he was fatalistically 
certain that no one "would ever love him in that way" (p. 96). 
On the Sunday morning which saw his revolt from 
religion, Denis left his family as he would have left a 
crowded schoolroom, simply because he felt a compulsion to 
run away, to be alone. When moods such as this were upon 
him he always returned to the same place which he had 
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discovered and made his own-- 11 to the pool, t he old hawthorn, 
a nd the half-burie~ altar with its faint and faded stain 
of blood" (p. 91). For Deni s , thi s pool i s haunted, and 
he feels that somehow, "long, long ago, 11 he h a s come into 
its power. 
On that summer day he seems to hear a voice calling: 
"Follow; follow! Follow the wind and the water fl' (p. 89). 
He sees a naked figure which represents "the projection 
of his s ubconscious urges into nature." He has hoped that 
a messenger will come to hici, and the music which he plays 
on his flute (as Narcissus played on a reed) puts him 
into a semi-hypnotic state. He almost sees 11 the dim 
paleness of a god" and hears his low voice sounding in the 
trees (p. 88). In a mystic-like trance this vision becomes 
real and there is "quite distinctly a figure before him, 
naked and beautiful, standing there on the other side of 
the stream in the hot, clear sunlight" (p. 89). It is a 
tantalizing vision, S)~bolic of the desire for union with 
someone, and as it gradually fades into the woods Denis 
gives chase in hot pursuit, through the bushes and under-
growth, until he arrives bruised and exhausted at the 
pool in the sun-dappled glade. There is both an unconscious 
pleasure and a masochistic pain accompanying this mad 
chase. When Denis reaches the pool he lies down on his 
stomach and sees both the clouds and his own face "white, 
strange, half unknown" (p. 90), reflected in the water. 
Invisible presences seem to be all around him, and he is 
aware of some strange power in the pool drawing him to 
itself. He remembers that he has seen the pool by moon-
light, and that he "pictured strange mysterious creatures 
fleeing down through the water on his approach 11 (p. 90). 
When the voice of his tutor searching for him broke 
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in upon the silence of this enchanted world Denis was 
annoyed and lay hidden watching Rusk's figure moving through 
the glade. When the tutor had gone he crept out "like 
a cat," with a half-mocking smile, and lay down beside 
the pool. But the magic was gone, the spell broken, and 
the physical hunger of which he was now conscious brought 
him back to the reality of an everyday world. In this 
short period he seemed to have lived through endless ages 
of time. It now becomes clear that as a narcissistic 
type and because of his loneliness, Denis turns outwardly 
to nature and inwardly upon himself. In his own image he 
sees the only person he is able to love and like Narcissus, 
pathetically admires and desires himself. Such desire 
consumes his energy until his weariness and lassitude lead 
him to the realization that there is neither happiness nor 
fulfillment for him in this world. Thus his own nature 
becomes the dark spirit of nemesis which pursues him to 
his death. 
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The strangeness of the boy Denis is further emphasized 
by the revelation that he is a moon-worshipper. The 
fascination which the moon held for him reached far back 
into early childhood. Subsequently stimulated by his 
reading in Greek religion and mythology and nourished by 
his Celtic heritage, this initial interest grows as time 
goes on. He dreams of the moon, and in his mind becomes 
Endymion, the lover of the chaste goddess. In one of 
his moon-dreams, he sees within a shadowy glade an altar 
upon which ancient sacrifices had been offered to Selene. 
Almost as if directed by the dream he finds in actuality 
an old Druidical altar in the glade near the pool and the 
hawthorn. Here periodically, and always at night, as if 
compelled by some force outside himself, Denis worships as 
high priest and offers sacrifice to the moon. 
This strange reversion to the old pagan religions, 
both Celtic and Greek, can be explained in several ways. 
Denis had read about the history of moon-worship from 
Babylonian through Judaic times. It is actually not any 
particular deity which interests the boy, but rather some 
ancient concept, primeval with the race of man, and designed 
to give meaning to a strange and terrifying universe. When 
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Rusk speaks of the moon as a principle of fertility and a 
cause of madness, Denis is uneasy because he is superstitious-
ly frightened of the effect which the moon may have on the 
lives of mortal men. 
"Madness?" He CPenii} paused on the word, and when 
he went on again there was a vague disquiet in his 
voice. He spoke slowly and as if with a certain 
difficulty. Rusk regarded him, while a faint shadow 
of uneasiness crept for the first time across his 
mind. 
nYou begin your work when the moon is growing--
and the full moon brings it to perfection. • • • If 
you fill a silver basin with water, and hold it so 
that the full moon is reflected in it, and if you 
drink the water, then some power of the moon---- 11 
"But my dear boy, you surely don't believe all 
these old superstitions, do you?" Rusk interrupted, 
sharply. 
"No; I don't. 11 A troubled look came into his face. 
"I--I don't know what I believe.n His voice shook, 
and he turned away. Rusk could see that he had sudden-
ly become very much agitated; that he was even trembling. 
And this perception brought him up at once with a 
quick, unpleasant shock (p. 57). 
When Denis shows Rusk the altar in the clearing, the tutor 
asks, "'Has anything been killed here? • • • Has there been 
any living sacrifice--any blood spilled?''" (p. 58) "Denis 
drew back. His face was white and scared, and his eyes 
had grown darker as with an awakened memory. 'Yes,' he 
whispered • • • " (p. 58) • In instinctive aversion Rusk 
wrenches himself away, but Denis throws himself on the 
ground and insists that he has never really been cruel 
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before: "'I never really hurt anything before. Something 
made me do it. . . . It is as if it--was something from 
outside. • . . It is like trying to struggle against a 
dream when you are dreaming'" (pp. 58-59). Rusk is glad 
to emerge finally from those woods which seemed to cast a 
sinister shadow "suggestive of some mysterious horror that 
might still be hidden there" (p. 61). 
It is now evident that several influences working 
together have shaped and formed the mind and imagination 
of the youthful Denis Bracknel. The extent to which these 
influences lead him to action become apparent to Rusk one 
night when, hearing Denis slip out of the house, he follows 
him to the clearing in the woods and watches the boy in an 
enactment of the rites of the moon-goddess. For there, 
in a dream-like state, Denis appears in the moonlight: 
the boy was naked, and this simple fact, so unexpected 
and astonishing, had in some inexplicable way the 
property of banishing from Rusk's mind all hope that 
the whole thing might be merely an elaborate child's-
play. He lay still and watched, the strangeness of 
the performance holding him more and more, as by the 
force of some mysterious influence which drew his 
mind from its accustomed sphere. Denis advanced into 
the middle of the grove, and there was something in 
his movements, a kind of rhythmic precision and 
alacrity that was, yet not haste, which gave Rusk a 
momentary impression that he might perhaps be walking 
in his sleep. The idea brought him a sudden hope, but 
of this hope he was doomed to swift disappointment when 
he watched the boy uncover the altar and place a large 
moon-shaped cake upon it. This cake, Rusk saw, was 
declced with white tapers--tapers which Denis was now 
lighting. When all were ablaze, he bowed low before 
them, as to some unseen and ghostly presence, and 
then proceeded to go through as amazing a ceremony 
as Rusk was ever likely to behold. He must surely 
have invented it, and yet it suggested to Rusk an 
actual survival from a half-forgotten pagan ritual. 
The boy poured out a libation. He burned incense 
as he moved about, waving it up to the mysterious, 
pale divinity t hat hung in the deep sky above him. 
Th e thin, aromatic smoke rose up in slender spirals, 
while the young priest, like a white, sylvan 
creature of a primeval world, performed his simple 
rites ••• somehow, as he watched it now, alone, 
at this hour and in this place, with the dimness of 
night and the stillness of motionless trees all 
around stretching away into what might have been the 
very womb of the past, he found it difficult to see 
it in the light of anything childish or trivial •••• 
It was real--too real. What then, was the relation 
of this naked pagan boy, with body bared to the 
whiteness of the moon, to the young Presbyterian, 
who sat Sunday by Sunday in his father's pew? 
Suddenly, as Denis drew closer to him, he had a clear 
view of his face, and his heart sank. That strange, 
rapt, almost ecstatic expression was not the ex-
pression of a boy playing a game . . •· • (pp. 160-161). 
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By this ritual and ceremony Reid sets Denis in the 
character of an archetype of Endymion in love with the moon 
as the symbol of chaste beauty and spiritual love which he 
finds lacking in his own world. The ceremony becomes Denis's 
hymn of praise to the natural beauty of the universe. This 
beauty alone makes life tolerable and keeps relationships 
ideal. 
A further element involved in the character of Denis 
is his belief in and fear of ghosts. Many years ago, 
before the story opens, a murder had been committed in the 
house which is now the home of the Bracknel family. Denis 
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is extremely superstitious and when he finds confirmation 
of his fears, he becomes convinced that a terrifying curse 
hangs like the sword of Damocles over the house and his 
family. So conscious is he of the presence of evil and 
of the pervading influence of evil spirits that his dreams 
become affected. One of his dreams shows his father 
struggling with a malignant form and succumbing to its 
fatal power. 1.Vhen in actuality his father dies and it 
becomes known that Alfred is implicated in his death, Denis 
is convinced that evil spirits are all about him--that he 
is the instrument of their malignancy. He feels that his 
whole family is contaminated, and agitatedly inquires of his 
tutor: 
"Why are we like this, Mr. Ruslc? Why should we 
be different from other people? But we are--we are. 
We are all tainted. There is something wrong with 
Alfred--with me--with all of us. • • • You must go 
away; you can do nothing. Why should you stay among 
us? This house is haunted. It is not meant for you. 
For us it is differeht--that is the air we have 
breathed for long--long. We are tainted--we are 
tainted." His voice broke in a kind of sob, though 
there were no tears in his eyes (p. 272). 
This curse becomes in effect a Nemesis which pursues 
its victims and demands placation for the spilling of blood. 
Denis's sacrifice and offerings of both flowers and blood 
seem to be made in expiation for the crime, and as a means 
of "riddance" of these evil spirits. In order to banish 
these spirits and ghosts it was necessary to undergo a 
personal purification. That personal purification is 
related to this ceremony is evident from the excavation 
in the altar stone which appears to be phallic as well as 
from the fact that the celebrant is naked. 
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Since Denis is both attracted and repelled by blood 
sacrifice, his actual involvement may seem to him to be 
pollution, and therefore demand the only perfect purifica-
tion which is death. Reid's own interest in the problem 
of sacrifice is evident from his statement in Apostate to 
the effect that he, like the ancient philosopher Empedocles, 
had a "hatred of blood sacrifice and the eating of 
flesh" (p. 13). 
The evening after his father's death, when alone in 
Dr. Birch's house, Denis feels the presence of mysterious 
forces as an actual, almost physical, reality which draws 
in closer upon him. Having dropped off to sleep for a 
few moments Denis is awakened; it seemed "as if all the 
horror of the world" was outside, "invisible, but drawing 
closer: he should never be rid of it nowu (p. 282). Rusk 
also comes to believe that Denis is in a "state of mortal 
terroru (p. 278). By some strange process of telepathy 
or psychic transference, Denis has communicated his fear 
to his tutor. In Denis's mounting horror reason and 
prayer alike fail to comfort him. In utter despair he 
fled to his old haunt by the hawthorn, and hanged himself 
on a tree. 
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Structuring this whole story is the friendship of 
Denis and Rusk as it influences the lives of both. Though 
there were temperamental differences between them, a deep 
feeling of sympathy evolved over a short period of time. 
Each grew to a deeper realization of himself; yet strangely 
it is Rusk whose vision is extended. At first he saw the 
boy as childish and moody, incapable of distinguishing 
between the real world and the dream world. But gradually 
this feeling changed until he felt himself the "boy's 
protector." Denis's dependence on him enriched Rusk's 
whole conception of life. 
To Denis Rusk represents both a confidante and an 
ideal companion, standing in sharp contrast to his brother 
Alfred who is always preoccupied with sex in some form. He 
confesses that his tutor's friendship means very much to 
him and though Rusk does not reply to Denis, he has a strange 
inexplicable feeling that he had "drifted back into some 
old f orgott en life that had been washed up to him again 
from the deep mysterious sea of tim~' (p. 120). Denis, on 
the other hand, felt an "infinite sense of loneliness, of 
some mysterious longing that would never be satisfied, of the 
impossibility of lmowing even for a moment anything save the 
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few sad or happy impressions that passed through his own 
mind'' (p. 120). Even after the ceremony to the moon Rusk 
sees Denis's difference as a "rarer quality of spirit, a 
more perfect sensitiveness, a higher, a subtler power of 
imagination. 
• • • And what was there, perhaps, in the 
most striking degree of all ••• was an astonishing, a 
complete absence of anything gross, of anything that could 
••• associate itself for a single instant with vulgarity 
or sensuality" (p. 165). 
~\Then Denis realizes that Rusk must leave because of 
Amy's infatuation for him, his loneliness is more intense 
than ever, though he appears to accept the situation with 
"a kind of uncompromising fatalism" (p. 222). The reader 
knows, however, that Denis's world has suddenly collapsed. 
Nature itself reflects the finality; for "everywhere was 
struck the strictly impersonal note of nature--of earth, 
and water, and sky" (p. 224). Though it had comforted on 
previous occasions, now nature, too, fails at the moment 
when Denis most needs consolation. 
It is Rusk who is able to see the whole pattern of 
their lives in relation to a force outside them. He muses; 
There were unseen, unknown forces at work, moving, 
at any rate, if not controlling, destiny. It seemed 
to him, in his present mood, that the only power in 
the world. lay in these unseen, unknmm forces. They 
were reality. He had lost faith in appearance, in 
matter as he had hitherto conceived of it. The 
solid ground he trod upon might dissolve at any 
moment, the W1 ole aspect of things change, but 
spirit was eternal. It was as if he were on the 
point of awakening from some heavy, stupid slumber, 
as if the curtains of sleep already trembled to the 
pull that would draw them back, as if he could 
catch even now, throufh the curtain, the dimmed, 
softened glow of thelaming vision beyond (p. 277). 
Although The Bracknels shows a marked advance in 
Reid's technique over his two earlier stories, it is, 
nevertheless, a very strange and subtle novel because of 
the moon-story within the framework of a realistic family 
chronicle. In fact, the moon-story predominates and 
controls the entire narrative. As a story within a 
story it establishes Reid's values in a unique way and 
makes Denis's reversion to primitive ritual comprehensible 
in the light of the larger symbolic meaning of the novel. 
Reid shows exceptional power and expert craftsmanship in 
his fusion of the family chronicle and the moon-story as 
well as in his treatment of the adolescent turmoil as it 
is related to a family problem. 
Reid himself considers the difference between 
The Garden God and The Bracknels as that between "a lyric 
and a drama'' (Private Road, p. 88). Both books treat the 
friendship theme, but in different ways. The Bracknels 
is no longer "a 'solitary song' with an accompaniment of 
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Platonic reflections and divagations, but is mingled with 
other themes, other interests and influences, the naturalistic 
form is accepted, and the whole thing is brought into 
touch with actual life"· (Private Road, p. 88). The 
relationship between Rusk and Denis is more complicated 
than that between the two boys in The Garden God. Rusk 
is older than Denis; he has assumed the position of tutor 
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to his young charge and hence has more "moral responsibility." 
In The Garden God Reid depicts nonly the instinctive 
affection of children" (Private Road, p. 89). Rusk fails 
Denis, Reid maintains, through a "weakness of his imagination," 
for "the friends are not equal, and it is the younger 
friend who is the more intelligent, the more imaginative, 
the more sensitive. The tutor can do nothing for him 
in the hour of danger, because he cannot really understand 
him. He feels his own helplessness; he blunders and 
stumbles, and perseveres; but he is fighting against an 
invisible enemy who watches and waits, and when the hour 
has come strikes" (Private Road, p. 8.9). 
The Bracknels is a penetrating study of a disturbed 
state of mind of an unusually sensitive boy who loses his 
hold on reality and lives in a dream world of both beauty 
and horror. The ni ghtmare of the horror dream so dominates 
his life that he is finally overcome by an evil force which 
takes the form of a recurrent s-pectre. He is the only 
person to see visions or to have hallucinations, but so 
great is his psychical power that he communicates his 
terror to Rusk, who then comes to feel these presences 
too. He is thus drawn into Denis's world of fantasy and 
horror and himself loses touch with reality when he 
should have been able to act as a force of opposition to 
Denis's obsession. Rusk failed therefore "through a 
weakness of the imagination." He did not have the 
intelligence necessary to see Denis's mania for what it 
was, and when Denis is left alone, the dreadful darkness 
overpowers him and he commits suicide. 
Reid has succeeded in writing a realistic psycho-
logical novel dealing with the operations of the human 
mind obsessed by phantoms of the imagination. His work 
rests on the assumption that ghosts are real to the 
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person who sees them and may be related to a deep-seated 
feeling of guilt or pollution. If this feeling persists 
the mind of the person, like that of primitive man, tries 
to placate the ghosts--to rid himself of them by performing 
some ceremony or ritual appeasing to them. When, on 
repeated attempts, this effort fails and the spectre 
persists, the mind has no recourse except to death, which 
is the end of all fear. 
The Bracknels was more readily accepted by the reading 
public than Reid's two earlier novels. The domestic tragedy 
of the Bracknel family combined with the personal tragedy 
of the young Denis, set against the background of the 
beautiful Lagan valley made this book more human than his 
earlier works. An anonymous reviewer, writing in the 
Nation (London) on December 9, 1911 says, 11Mr. Forrest 
Reid's excellence lies in the spiritual integrity with 
which he observes, analyses, and records the 'unpleasant 
characteristics' of his interesting and disconcerting 
family, the Bracknels. • • • It would be a mistake to 
exaggerate the author's achievement, but we have selected 
it as a good example of a sombre work of art, which 
braces and fortifies the spiritual life by its very 
refusal to ignore things 'unpleasant' n (p. 432.). 
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The Bracknels launched Reid upon a successful literary 
career and pointed in the direction of both the Greek 
world and the region of the supernatural. 
Forrest Reid spent the last year of his life 
rewriting The Bracknels and published it under the title 
Denis Bracknel in 1947. Be did this because he wanted to 
bring it 11 into tune with Apostate11 (Private Road, p. 85) 
where his dedication to Greece and the Greek world was 
explicit. Had he lived longer he intended to rewrite 
several of his earlier novels for the same reason. In a 
prefatory note to Denis Bracknel, Reid writes that this 
novel nis more than a revision. The theme remains, but 
from first to last it has been so completely rewritten 
that the result is practically a new book" (p. 7). 
Stylistically this is true. There is a directness and 
simplicity in Denis Bracknel and a stronger focus on the 
main problem than in The Bracknels. As in the original 
story, Denis's identity as a moon-worshipper is directed 
and sustained throughout the story. Although Basil de 
Selincourt regarded this aspect of the novel as a "luxury 
of the imagination" (Private Road, p. 170), it is integral 
to the story's total meaning. 
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In Denis Bracknel the moon-story seems to dominate 
and control the emotion of the novel, with the family 
chronicle merely the framework for his idea. The family 
represents the antipathetic surroundings into which the 
sensitive young Denis is cast and against which he rebels. 
Step by step the reader is prepared for Denis's final 
death, whereas in the earlier novel hi:s end came somewhat, 
though not altogether unexpectedly. In addition, the 
failure of Rusk to understand Denis's adolescent 
disturbance seems to come out more directly in the later 
story. The background of nature in Denis BraclUlel is the 
same as in The Bracknels. Of this Reid writes, "the lovely 
Lagan valley, the river itself, the house, the woods--all 
these, I think must be there, must come through; for they 
had been my world from childhood, and were the kind of 
thing I found easiest to do" (Private Road, p. 87). One 
passage, indicative of many, will show Reid's ability 
to capture the surrounding landscape: 
The trees at the end of the plantation were dark 
and compact, though faintly veiled by a thin 
quivering haze which indicated the full heat of 
the day, while those closer at hand stood out clear 
and vivid, showing in relief against the remoter 
landscape with the freshness and brightness of a 
child's transfer-picture. A few swallows were 
skimming over the grass in low curves of flight, 
and in the hedgerow at the foot of the incline, 
the purple of a mass of foxgloves caught the 
sunlight. On the right, higher up, one had a 
glimpse of a corner of the house itself--with a 
thin wreath of smoke from one of the chimneys 
floating up into the still air. The grey stone 
spire of a church peeped between the trees on the 
left, and the distant crowing of a cock came faintly 
across the fields from the same direction, mingled 
with the low sounds of summer (Denis Bracknel, p. 54). 
At his publisher's insistence, Rei d vrrote a final 
scene for The Bracknels in which Rusk returns to say 
goodbye to the family before leaving for Australia. When 
he came to rewrite the story as Denis Bracknel he restored 
the original ending with the suicide of Denis and the 
discovery of his body by Rusk and Dr. Birch. The final 
question, "How are we to tell his mother?" adds poignancy 
to the story and was the kind of ending that Reid liked 
best. 
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The Bracknels was the first fruit of Reid's maturity;· 
it shows his continued interest in Greek material. When 
he rewrote this novel as Denis Bracknel in 1947, the 
Greek world had long since become an organic part of his 
vision. 
Because Reid was convinced that "the years of boy-
hood and adolescence are the most significant" (Private 
Road, p. 120) and formative years in life, he again chose 
a boy hero for his next novel, Following Darkness (1912), 
which is partly autobiographical. Dedicated to E. M. 
Forster whom he had recently met, Following Darkness is 
a psychological study of adolescence; Reid claims that 
it was "the first novel of its kind to be written in 
English" (Private Road, p. 117). The physical setting 
is the beautiful countryside of Northern Ireland embracing 
Newcastle beach, the Mourne mountains, and the green-
hilled district of Derryaghy. The psychic or supernatural 
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setting, which extends "into the eighth sphere" (Private 
Road, p. 117), accounts for the difference between this 
novel and Sinister Street with which it has been comparect. 19 
Puck's song in "A Midsummer-Night's Dream" is the 
source of Reid's title for this work, since he felt that 
those lines could best suggest his meaning: 
19see Private Road, p. 116; also Burlingham, p. 79. 
And we fairies, that do run 
By the triple Hecate's team, 
From the presence of the sun, 
Following darkness like a dream, . 
(Act V, sc. i, 11. 390-394) 
The quotation on the title page from Shelley's "Alaster" 
poetically mourns man's failure to grasp the vision of 
beauty by which he is obsessed:: 
Lost, lost, forever lost 
In the wide pathless desert of dim sleep 
That beautiful shape. 
(11. 209-211) 
Both quotations are integrally related to the story. 
The prologue to Following Darkness establishes the 
background of Peter Waring's life through fragments of an 
autobiography which has come into the possession of his 
friend, Owen Gill, after Peter's mysterious death. At 
the time of his death, Peter was an art critic living in 
Italy, and Owen suspects that he has been murdered. 
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Peter's intention, had he lived, had been to write a story 
of his early youth in Ireland, hoping to recapture the 
spirit of youth in words as Rembrandt had captured it in 
color. Here Reid makes knoWn his belief that literature 
and painting are closely allied arts in which light and 
shadow may be used to heighten the effect and intensify 
the meaning. "The spirit of youth," Reid writes, "is 
not merely bright and vivacious; above all, it is not 
merely thoughtless and noisy. It is melancholy, dreamy, 
passionate; it is admirable, and it is base; it is full 
of curiosity; it is healthy, and it is morbid; it is 
animal, and it is spiritual; sensual, yet filled with 
vague half-realized yearnings after an ideal--that is 
to say, it is the spirit of life itself, which can never 
be adequately indicated by the description of a fight or 
of a football match" (Following Darkness, p. 10). 
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Peter's self-portrait, as painted in the autobiography, 
coincides with Owen's memory of him at school as an "in-
tensely one-sided" boy. "His whole manner of looking upon 
life was, in my opinion, unfortunate," Owen writes;: "it 
was as if everything had become subservient to an aesthetic 
sense, which was extraordinarily, morbidly acute" (p. 3). 
When Owen had last seen Peter, a year before his death, he 
seemed to him like a man 11 haunted by some secret thought 
that had come between him and everything about him" (pp. 3-4). 
Peter's memoirs reveal that he had been under the influence 
of nstrange and disreputable persons1' who experimented 
11 in occult sciences ·, spiritualism, and even magic 11 (p. 4). 
Reading the fragmentary autobiography, Owen remembers 
Katherine Dale, Peter's childhood sweetheart, whose 
picture Peter in later years had painted from memory. 
Owen recalled too, that as he gazed at the portrait, the 
candle he was holding was suddenly extinguished, which 
left him with the odd feeling that somebody or some 
presence was in the room with him and had "blown it 
out (p. 7). 
This preface is significant because it establishes 
a pervading sense of mystery which is the undercurrent 
of the story. Peter Waring, hero ru1 d narrator of the 
story proper, is the son of an Irish schoolmaster in 
County Down. He is an only ch ild whose mother had left 
his prosaic, pedantic father shortly after the child's 
bir t h. Mrs. Carroll, a wealthy benefactor with a 
beautiful home in Derryaghy, virtually adopts Peter, 
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opens her home to him, pays his expenses, buys his clothes, 
and intends eventually to send him to the university. 
At t h e open ing of the story Peter is a boy, dreamy, 
extremely sensitive, and unusua lly imaginative. During 
the summe r holidays, Gerald and Katherine Dale, Mrs. 
Carroll's twin nephew and niece, come to visit their 
aunt. At the sight of Katherine all Peter's dreams, 
colored by his reading in Rhoda Broughton's novels and 
Shal<:espear e 's "Venus and Adonis," come to life. Out of 
his rich i magination, aided by an old picture of Prudence 
Carroll, an ancestor of Mrs. Carroll, which he had found 
in the attic, Peter evolved a vision of ideal love and 
beauty, which he soon attached to the unimaginative, 
matter-of-fact Katherine. Actually, Peter had more in 
common with her brother Gerald since both were lovers 
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of music and art, but no friendship ever developed between 
them because Gerald's manner and superior airs antagonized 
Peter. 
After the summer vacation the Dales left Derryaghy 
and Peter was sent to a boy's school in Belfast, being 
oblig ed to board with miserly, odious relatives who lived 
in a dreary flat in a shabby neighborhood. His painful 
experiences with his cousin George who hoards nude 
photographs, his friendship with Owen Gill, his discovery 
that Katherine can never love him, his morbid despair and 
final decision to travel with Mrs. Carroll, form the main 
incidents of the story. 
The controlling image of Following Darkness is a 
beautiful portrait of Prudence Carroll seated at a spinet, 
which Peter discovered as a boy and with which he fell 
in love. This love, however, seems to be the accumulated 
memory of a past which he can but vaguely remember. He 
seems to stand on a promotory in time, looking back to 
a p ast dominated by a pattern of continuous strivings and 
repeated futilities and failures. He is t h e image of 
youth searching for a reality which can never be 
realized. Prudence Carroll represents the archetype 
of ideal feminine beauty with whom he has been in love 
for all of his life, and around whom he builds a 
romance. When he meets Katherine he feels that they 
have met somewhere before; even Gerald seems a figure 
from an old portrait. 
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In everyday life Peter's adolescent love for 
Katherine takes t h e form of resentment of her slightest 
remark. Yet she has the same beautiful eyes, the same 
spirit as Prudence. He knows his reactions are as ancient 
as time, as primeval as the hoary old hills of Slieve 
Donard. Yet he finds no words to express what he feels. 
Katherine objects to being identified as Prudence, but 
Peter keeps up the illusion to the extent of pretending 
to be the artist's apprentice in order to paint her picture. 
The image of Prudence Carroll, however, floats constantly 
between him and his painting until, finally convinced that 
he is being watched by a presence in the attic window, 
his portrait is a sad failure. When Katherine ultimately 
rejects his love, Peter attempts suicide. 
The Peter whom the preface introduces and the boy 
of the story are connected by means of this portrait. As 
a boy Peter fell in love with the ideal which it repre-
sents. When, at the age of eighteen, his love was 
rejected, he travelled in I taly and could find "no taste 
for society." His early interest led him into art 
criticism as the only medium through which he could 
satisfy his extreme love of beauty. Because he was 
still in love with an ideal of beauty which could never 
be realized in the flesh, he followed the darkness of 
instinct and passion in pursuit of his ideal. Owen's 
description of Peter's "morbidly acute" aesthetic sense 
is important in establishing his strange and untimely 
death. He had become a man haunted by a sense of the 
past, and by a vision which pursued him with relentless. 
fury even to death. If the poem "Alastor" is the key to 
Peter's character, then the spirit of solitude is the 
image of a self absorbed in the pursuit of an ideal which 
can never be realized; hence solitude and unhappiness 
become his lot. 
Several threads emerge in the fabric of this novel 
not at all dissimilar to those which appeared in his 
earlier stories. By means of fate, animism, mythology, 
and the friendship theme, Rei d establishes Peter's values 
and identifies t hem as his own. Each of these aspects 
in turn serves to bring out certain charact eristics of 
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the adolescent as he awakens to the realization of sex, 
himself, and the world arotmd him. In order to explain 
Peter's nature and his private world Reid again has 
recourse to Greek mythology and themes as the best means 
£or conveying his meaning impressionistically. Employing 
the device of a flashback into early childhood, Reid 
uses the Greek figure of Destiny to explain the pattern 
of primitive instinct in Peter. 
Peter's earliest recollections of childhood and 
puberty center around urges ann sensations connected 
"with the dawn of obscure sex instincts" (p. 12). In 
reality, these are experiences, both sensuous and 
sensual, not at all unusual for any natural, uninhibited 
child. The pleasures induced by dancing naked on the 
table, by the feeling of a new suit of clothes, or by 
the feeling of clean sheets against the flesh are the 
sensuous experiences which Peter enjoys at this stage 
of his development. Tactile sensations particularly 
give him t h e most satisfaction and pleasure. His instinc-
tive love of animals and his inexplicable fear of dust, 
his sense of strange wonderment at the thought of his 
mother's departure, constitute basic aspects of Peter's 
psyche which remain through adolescence. Reid is well 
aware that such experiences have definite meaning for 
the psychologist, and even confesses that 11 they throw 
a disquieting light upon all human affairs, reviving 
that somber figure of destiny which over-shadowed the 
antique world11 (p. 12). 
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The figure of destiny is used to demonstrate Reid's 
belief that man's nature is determined at birth by 
Nemesis, Fate, or Destiny who controls his lot in life 
supernaturally or by necessity. Her figure is sombre, her 
effect d isquieting. Thus Peter's destiny is determined by 
a force outside himself and he is fated never to find 
happiness. A haunting sense of the inevitability of fate 
overshadows the entire story, recalling Owen's description 
of the elder Peter as a 11haunt ed man. rr 
In developing the concept of Peter's heightened 
imagination, Reid uses the image of two worlds--the 
Arabian and the Greek--both of which stand in contrast to 
the world in which the boy lived. On the one hand Peter 
is a normal boy enjoying fairy-tales, animal stories, and 
nursery rhymes; on the other hand, he is a rebel against 
his father and indirectly, against religion because of 
the sanctimonious tales that seemed to be a par t of 
Sunday. Not unlike Denis in The Bracknels, at this early 
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stage he is in love with the moon so vividly imagined in 
the nursery rhyme "Hey diddle diddle" (p. 15). In order 
to escape from the normal everyday world--from "dissatis-
faction with life" as he found it--Peter creates and 
peoples two worlds of strangeness and beauty in his day 
dreams. The exotic world of Arabia and the East as he 
imagined it to be--a world of magicians, sphinxes, and 
wonderful gardens--clearly indicates his reading in the 
Arabian Nights . But his secret world, his inner world of 
imaginative life, is the terrestrial paradise of the 
Elysian fields, identified in Reid's first two novels, but 
just as real here. Again, with Peter, we find the Greek 
world of beauty created out of his loneliness and a deep 
desire for a playmate. Peter played cricket and foot-
ball, but he had no close friend. Thrust back upon 
himself, he created an imaginary boy, gave him a name, 
and invented exciting adventures. In this world he 
lived to a great extent until his fifteenth year. He was 
an avid reader of poetry, and constantly came upon passages 
which described his "other world." This imagined world 
was most vivid on drowsy summer afternoons when, against 
the music of the sounding sea, dream and reality blended 
and fused, leaving the boy happy and at peace. 
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Nightly dreams of terror disturbed Peter during 
adolescence, and Reid uses the classical principle of 
descent to structure their frightening reality. One 
particularly terrifying dream was typical of many which, 
somehow, were associated with the dark mahogany war drobe 
in his father's bedr oom. In this dream he and another 
boy, attracted by the bare wall of a house, climb through 
a small window into a room which had no doors and no other 
windows, and y et, inexplicably, was lighted. They descend 
a flight of never-ending stairs to a "charnel house or 
unknown place of death' 1 (p. 19). At the pit a low lamp 
burned and in a flash Peter knew his companion had 
awakened something, "a memory of a mysterious hor r or, a 
memory that I had been here before" (p. 19). With in-
creasing terror and heavy steps he raced up the stairs 
to t h e window, pursued by the sensation of being followed. 
Suddenly a dog barked and , just as he squeezed his head 
a nd shoulders through the opening, he was grasp ed from 
behind and "awakened screaming and bathed in sweat" (p. 20). 
A feeling of shame made him keep his dream a deep secret. 
Peter's dream is a revelation, real and terrifying, 
of the darkness which surges beneath the surface of his 
conscious self. If we grant tha t dreams have a significant 
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meaning t h en they may reveal our deeper impulses, our 
hidden wishes, or even warn us of future dangers. Peter's 
nightmare is indicative of the troubled st a te of the boy's 
mind at this time. His day-time reverie of a companion 
is realized in this dream as part of a wish-fulfillment 
process. Within t he course of the dream a sexual ting e 
is acquired when they descend into the darkness of the 
"charnel house, 11 or the pit, to the point of discovery and 
remembrance of having been there before. As his companion 
is lost and the self revealed , in terror Peter makes the 
ascent to light . The content of t his dream can best be 
understood not in terms of Freudian psychology, for which 
Rei d had no respect, but in a broader sense, as t he 
descent of Orpheus into Hades, or Odysseus into the under-
world, or of Vergil into the region of the shades. It 
may also be that the ni g htmare is prophetic of the world 
of sex into which Peter's cousin George will draw him. 
Since dreams often invert processes, it could be that the 
descent mi ght t ypify his ascent to the garret room where 
the pornographic pictures are concealed ben e a th a carpet. 
In the light of the fact tha t Peter has no feeling for 
his companion's presence or departure, when theoretically 
he should have, it may well be that the companion is 
George, the revelation the photographs, and memory connected 
with something which happened earlier at school. As 
Walter de la Mare says, dreams which have a nsexual 
tingen may '.'bristle with as many vexatious points of 
20 
the problematical as a porcupine with quills.n In 
any case, the dream is used to organize the principle 
of a descent into another world for information or into 
self .for a clearer knowledge of the deeper self. 
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Reid uses Peter's rejection of his orthodox religion 
with its high code of moral conduct to emphasize his 
subconscious fear that his m'IT:n minor peccadilloes may be 
detected (in religion--God may~). P'eter's return to 
nature then, is an acceptance of his own world with its 
amoral values. Somehow in his mind the narro;.mess of his 
father and his religion become intricately connected. 
Repelled by the idea of an all-seeing God, Peter detests 
Sundays in the Presbyterian church with its "prayers, 
hymns, and sermons," yet fears lest the end of the world 
might come at night. In his fear he confesses that he 
prayed on his knees "lying to my God of a tremendous love 
I had begun to feel fo r h im" (p. 25). By deft, sensitive 
touches Reid establishes the character of Peter as a rebel 
against parental authority and religion. 
20Behold, This Dreamer! (New York, 1939), p. 15. 
Peter's positive rejection of the formal religion 
of his childhood is coincident with his convalescence 
from a minor illness and shows Reid's keen understanding 
of the psychology of adolescence. 21 A mysterious new 
birth, a baptism of nature stirs in Peter a feeling for 
the beauty of the earth, and a sense of communion with 
its spirit. Such an experience relates to the physical 
changes which occur in his growth from childhood to 
adolescence as symbolized by Spring. 
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As his spirit yearned for satisfaction it could not 
seem to find in formal religion or in a companion, Peter 
discovered the life-force in nature. The ecstasy of this 
spiritual communion with the spirit of nature is animistic. 
Here we can clearly see the my thopoeic imagination at 
work. With the trees, the clouds, the grass, the plants, 
he felt in harmony. As he lay on the warm, dry moss 
listening to the song of the skylark, he had a curious 
experience: 11 lt was as if everything that had seemed 
to me external and around me were suddenly within me. 
The whole world seemed to be within me. It was within 
me that the trees waved their green branches, it was 
21
see Justin O'Brien, The Novel of Adolescence 
in France (New York, 1937), pp. 155-157. In this work 
Mr. O'Brien notes that illness in adolescence is 
frequently followed by either conversion to religion or 
rejection of it. 
within me that the hot sun shone, and that the shade 
was cool. A cloud rose in the sky, and passed in a 
light shower that pattered on the leaves, and I felt 
its freshness dropping into my soul, and I f~lt in all 
my being the delicious fragrance of the earth and the 
grass and the plants and the rich brown soil. I could 
have sobbed with joy" (p. 42). 
In contrast to the beauty of nature and Peter's 
feeling of union with it, the tension and constraint at 
home grew so acute that the effort to say "good-night ' ' 
to his father became almost insurmountable. Nightly he 
suffered as his father read aloud the Biblical texts 
and the ''more than boring explications" of them. In 
his mind h~ thought it odd tha t his father prayed so 
earnestly and at the same time used such artificial 
language as "thees" and "thous' 1 (p. 60). Before "Amen" 
had been spoken, Peter was on his feet, "dusting the 
lrneesll of his trousers. (p. 60). 
Yet as soon as he returns to nature with his 
beau tiful Katherine Dale or alone, the spirit moves i n 
him and he feels strangely fulfilled. He responds to 
a "silence of unending music, as though the great, living 
earth were breathing softly in its sleep" (p. 78). By 
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night he experiences the "luxurious enjoyment of life" 
surging through his body. "My spirit was no longer 
passive," he writes, "but had taken wing, grown lighter, 
more volatile •••• It seemed to me . . • as if my 
spirit ••• were flowing out through the surrounding 
atmosphere, through the sky and the sea, were moving 
with the mov emen t of the wa ter . Th e earth bene a th me 
was living and breathing, and, obedient to some obscure 
prompting of my body, I turned round and pressed my 
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mouth against the dry grass, closer and closer, in a long 
sil ent embra ce" (p. 78). Nature became a living force 
in whose embrace personal feelings were released and 
refined. In response to the ebb and flow of these 
instincts, nature takes on h uman attributes and is 
capable of response. 
With this ex hibition of primitive and eternal 
instinct came a passionate happiness and ecstasy: 
My head was bare, the salt sharp smell of the sea 
seemed to have set all my nerves tingling, and I 
unfastened my shirt that my breast might be bare 
also. All the past had slipped fro m me, and I 
lived in this moment, squeezing out its ecstasy to 
t h e last drop, as I might t h e juice of some ripe 
fr uit. It seemed to me t hat I was on the brink 
of finding something for ~1ich all my previous 
existence had been b u t one long preparation and 
search. I was fmnbling at the door of an en chanted 
garden: in a moment it would swing open: already 
t h e p erfume of unlmown flowers and fruits was in 
my nostrils. My feeling was deep and pure and clear 
as a forest pool (p. 79). 
The above quotation is rich in sexual imagery in terms 
of discovery and initiation into a new world--an 
enchanted gard en at the end of Peter's search for a 
meaning to life. Reid describes such instinct in its 
purity and natural ness. A parallel incident is found 
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in Thomas Mann's Joseph and His Brothers (New York, 1934), 
in which joseph is shown sitting by the well enjoying the 
light of the moon upon his disrobed body (pp. 60-65). 
To emphasize Peter's introversion as well as to 
foreshadow his search for a reality he can never grasp, 
Reid t urned to the Greek world of myth . In one i n stance, 
as Peter lay half naked in the moonlight , with the blood 
racing through his veins in a kind of midsummer-night 's 
ecstasy, he imagin'es h imself to be Endymion. The world 
of reality intrudes only when he returns home late ana 
mus t s uff er the ang ry words of an outraged father. In 
his dreams, however, his love for Kat h e r ine is realized 
and "the heather of reality" becomes mingled with the 
heather of his dreams . The d ream and t he desire are one. 
Th e delicate spirit of beauty manifest in the leaves 
and in the new-mown grass now seem t o him a reflection 
of an eternal undying beauty. He speculates on the 
strange pauses in life--the feelings of suspense, of 
expectation, and of silence which seem to rise up from 
the depth of time (p. 85). He wonders about his soul 
and thinks of it as the primitive Greek did, as a 
"little candle-flame," hovering at his lips, "waiting 
to take flightu (p. 85). By means of this feeling for 
nature expressed as natural, spontaneous emotion , Reid 
has idealized and romanticized the concept of primitive 
instinct connected with Greek animism which is recurrent 
in certain character-types under conditions similar to 
these. 
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The goodness and purity of nature's world which 
has a formative effect on Peter's growth stands in sharp 
contrast to the cheap sordid s urroundings of his cousin's 
flat in the noisy, dirty city of B.elf a st. TI1e horror of 
sexual evil in all its hideousness is brought home to 
him by his cousin George with his pornographic photographs 
and his equally repulsive stories. Sex had been something 
beautiful up to this point , but the sewer of George's mind 
touched and polluted the well-springs of Peter 's being, 
and he felt physic ally affected by it. Such an experience 
appears to have spoiled normal sexuality for Peter ever 
afterward. 
At the lowest point in his spiritual life, he meets 
Owen Gill, whose friendship literally changes the whole 
course of his life. The highest kind of relationship 
Reid knows, the spontaneous pure friendship of boy for 
boy which springs from a mutual sympathy and leads to 
intellectual stimulation, is sensitively described here. 
"That there can only be friendship among the good," is 
clearly evident now, for Owen symbolizes the good; "that 
there can be no friendship among the evil," is equally 
apparent, for Geor g e has become the symbol of evil. 
The questions these boys discuss are not unlike 
those discussed by Socrates and his pupils as they 
walked along the banks of the Ilissus, or sat under a 
plane-tree. Reid uses the comparison intentionally. 
Questions of the immortality of the soul, conversion, 
t he existence of God - -not unrelated to their reading in 
Tolstoi--are part and parcel of everyday conversation • 
.Music and art are shared experiences. The Socratic 
method of dialectic and irony is used by Peter the 
agnostic to refute Owen the skeptic. Such exciting 
adventures of the mind far outweigh the boring routine 
of school, or the nightmare of his cousin's garret room. 
At home on Christmas eve , Peter becomes prey to 
sensations of loneliness. He walks out across the golf 
links with Remus his dog as his companion, and in his 
sense of isolation sees death as a possible solution to 
hiS unhappiness. Later he dreamed that he had rejected 
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Christ, was stripped naked, anointed by a dark angel, and 
cast down into the depths of hell. Obsessed by some 
problem of guilt, he began to ponder over evil, sin, and 
damnation. Compulsively he feels the need to confess. 
His search takes him to a Roman Catholic church where 
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in solitude he tries to think out his problem . But he 
c anno t confess and is emotionally repulsed by 11 t.he smell 
of stale incense, the cheap decorations, and the bad 
pictures 11 (p. 222). Sudcl.enly he knew that for him 
confession was wrong. The last t hi ng he saw as he left 
the church was "the thick sediment of dirt at the bottom 
of t he stoup" (p. 222). Sometime l ater , still in a dis-
turbed state, he desired to confide in Owen because he 
a dmi red him and envied him his freedom from all tha t made 
his own life so difficult. With Owen he discussed the 
question of free will but, he writes, n.I no more believed 
in it than did my Arabian N.:i,ghts heroes" (p. 212). Here 
we have the problem of guilt working on the mind of a 
sensitive boy who is endeavoring to find a place for 
himself in society, and searching for a religion in which 
he can believe. 
Religion is a constant and unending source of con-
versation between Owen and Peter; it becomes almost an 
obsession, although an interesting one . Owen is 
disappointed at Peter's declared intention to confess 
and so launches him on a project of reading in Spencer's 
First Principles. The question of whether religion can 
bear scrutiny is debated for hours in boyish fashion. 
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Through reading Peter comes to question all religions, or 
to see them at times as myths, but Owen staunchly defends 
extensive reading in philosophy as perfectly compatible 
wit h Christianity. By means of their heated conversation 
the religious values of Greek paganism and Christianity 
are structured: 11 'One man lives for his stomach,'" 
Peter jeeringly quoted, "'another for his soul, for God, 
in truth. You'd find the same thing in any tract. And 
why should it turn you to Christianity particularly? A 
man who believed in Pan could live just a s much for his 
soul as a Christian. 111 
'''I don't bel1. eve anybody ever b~11· eved 1. n Pan '" 
e ' 
said Owen, "tany more than they believe in Father 
Christmas'" (pp. 216-217). 
At home in Derryaghy during the summer holidays 
Peter becomes even more conscious of his feeling for 
nature, for the warmth of . the sun and the coolness of the 
grass. As his love for Katherine intensifies, his 
preoccupation with religion also deepens_. Unsettled and 
disturbed, he wishes that "the world was the way it is in 
old romances and fairy-tales" (p. 245); he has a fear 
of growing out of his child's world. As he and 
Katherine walk through the woods at Derryaghy, religion 
and his own feelings weigh heavi ly on his mind. 
The leap from religion to sex comes so instantan-
eously that Peter is as amazed at himself as he is at 
Katherine who rebuffs his physical adv ances: 
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Wh en I got up she was out of sight. I did not 
know how long I had lain there, but I made no 
attempt to follow her. As I brushed mechanically 
the earth and bits of grass and twigs from my 
clothes, I felt almost dazed. It had all passed, 
and I did not want to think. I heard the drowsy 
prattle of a stream, and became aware t hat I was 
hot and thirsty . I went down to it and followed 
the bank till I reached a deep green pool, from 
which, lying flat on my belly, I drank greedily. 
As I raised my head I saw my own image in the 
water--my bright eyes, my dark, flushed face, my 
coarse, ruffled hair (p. 282). 
Peter's failure to win Katherine's love, his realization 
of his own awkwardness as a lover, and his desire to die 
are delicately interwov en at the end of the story as 
Mrs. Carroll makes plans to take him abroad~ 
In Following Darkness the reader notices a chang e 
in the author's treatment of Greek ideas and themes. Greek 
allusions are not listed in catalogue fashion any longer. 
Rather Reid has succ e eded in blending and fusing his 
ideas and Greek material into the fine texture of the 
work itself. Pre-natal memory and the doctrine of 
reminiscence are an essential part of the story. Like-
wise the Greek figure of Destiny, the myth of Endymion, 
ideal beauty, primitive instinct and animism are warp 
and woof of Reid's vision. Because his imagination is 
mythopoeic, Reid has succeeded in communicating a sense 
of oneness and of mystical union with nature which gives 
to the novel a rhythmic, poetic quality. Following 
Darkness anticipates the best novels of Reid which were 
to come in his last period. 
This novel shows a considerable advance in writing 
over Reid's three earlier novels. Although the story 
lacks a tight structure and shows some indecisiveness 
in conception, still there is a haunting melody in it, 
a wistfulness and romantic melancholy that makes the 
reading of it a memorable experience. It is almost 
feminine in its delicacy, and dreamy in its romanticism. 
The introduction to the story by Owen Gill suggests much 
mystery that is not quite satisfactorily unravelled, and 
the psychic communication of the portrait demands from 
the reader an unusual "wil~ing suspension of disbelief. rr. 
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Following Darkness met wi th a mixed reception from 
the critics and failed a lmost completely with the public. 
Professor G. Stanley Hall, however, one of the foremost 
Ameri c an authorities on adolescence, sent to Reid a most 
enthusiastic letter about the book. 11It seems to me," 
he wrote, "the best presentation of the psychical 
phenomena of the adolescent f erment that I have ever 
seen. I shall take the liberty, unless you object, of 
referring to it in a forthcomi ng edition of my book 
, 
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on Adolescence" (Private Road, p. 118). Whereupon Hall 
suggested that Reid should write a book on the adolescent 
turmoil in girls. Reid, however, did not take kindly 
to this suggestion because he knew nothing on the proposed 
subject. Moreover, he was no t looking for a scientific 
reading public, but for a p ublic who would appreciate 
his work as li terat ure. He said of himself that he had 
"limi tations- -limi tations of imagination, limitations 
of sympathy" and could never "even attempt to write a 
Tess or a Madame Bovary--let a lone a book about adolescent 
girls'' ( Private Road, p. 119)~ and of course he was right. 
The most negative criticism came from Miss Anne 
.Macdonnell , a fellow reviewer on The Manchester Guar dian. 
She wrote that Following Darkn e s s could only appeal to 
"doctors and schoolmasters" (Private Road, p. 119). She 
went one step further a nci asked: "It had some of the 
features of Sinister Street, h a dn 't it? Both seem to 
waste a good deal of talent on wha t is not very important. 
I am willing to face evil, even sordid evil, any amount 
of it, in the presentation of the drama of life, if it 
is the genuine thing. But a boy's little experiments 
in naughtiness, his imitative and furtive dashes into 
dark and vicious ways are by no means always the genuine 
thing. They are manifestations of his egoism and not 
at all int eresting as a rule. vfuy flatter by elaborate 
analysis a boy's silly aping of better sinners than 
himself?" (Privat e Road, p. 120) 
Both Edmund Gosse and Walter de la Mare encouraged 
Reid to continue with his writing. According to Gosse, 
"the contemporary English novel didn't matter; it was 
negligible"; and in any case Reid had "nothing to do 
with it, Following Darkness bei ng in the Russian 
tradition" (Private Road , p. 121). Walter de la Mare 
was always encouraging, for he believed that the years 
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of childhood were the most vital, and that time conscious-
ness could not be handled imaginatively by too many 
writers (Private Road, pp. 120-121). 
One anonymous reviewer caught the quality of the 
novel and wrote, "once read, Following Darkness is not a 
book that will be easily forgotten, and that is becoming 
22 
a rare tribute for a novel." 
22TLS, Oct. 17, 1912, p. 443B. 
Twenty-five years later, in 1937, Reid rewrote 
Following Darkness and published it under the title of 
Peter Waring (London, 1937). There can be no question 
that Reid had travelled far toward artistic fulfillment 
in that period of time. A study of parallel texts 
reveals the mastery in style and technique which came 
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to Reid through experience and conscious artistry . The 
title of the work was changed because the public had 
associated Following Darkness with the Bible, thus attribu-
ting to it "a moral significance alien to the mere 
imaginative suggestion" that Reid had in mind (F·eter 
Wari ng, p. 9). He also deleted the lines from "Al as ter'' 
and substituted for them Puck's song from "A Midsummer-
Night's Dream" which was the source for the title of the 
original. Discarding the preface of Owen Gill wlrich had 
created a myster ious background for Peter Waring's death, 
Reid opens the new novel wi th the narrator revisiting the 
home of Mrs. Carroll after a lapse of twenty years . I n 
his clrildhood he had been happy here, and the house is 
haunted by memories; the ghost of the young Peter takes 
him bac k to his boyhood days. As he climbs the stairs 
he looks at the portrait of Mazo's young "Philip" which 
replaces that of Prudence Carroll in Following Darkness . 
By sleeping in the same room he had occupied as a child, 
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he dreams the same dream as formerly and decides to set 
down "simply and faithf ully what that boyhood was" 
(Peter Waring, p. 13). This method is much more direct 
and literary than the earlier attempt to convey the 
relationship between a painting and his story. Further-
more, the statement which he made direct ly about the 
spirit of youth in Following Darkness (p. 10), he now 
does no t st a te but makes it become the informing spirit 
of the whole novel. 
A comparative study of several passages drawn from 
these two novels reveals Reid's stylistic maturity. In 
Following Darkness he refers to the "dawn of obscure 
sex instincts" (p. 11); in Peter Waring this becomes the 
"dawn of sex consciousness" (p. 15). His "impressions" 
of his mother (Following Darkness, p. 13), are now "a. 
vague recollection of my mother•• (Peter Waring, p. 15). 
The passage about the imaginary playmate in Following 
Darkness is completely deleted. Moreover, in Peter Waring 
there is added a description of Peter's father, which 
explains him more fully and allows the reader to see him 
in another light: "He may have been different before 
the tragic failur e of his marriage had disillusioned and 
embittered him. I suspect that he had pa ssiona tely loved 
my mother; but I suspect too, that it was with a gloomy 
and jealous love, for he had a gloomy and jealous 
nature" (Peter Waring, p. 21). 
In order to emphasize his annoyance with the 
momentary conversion to religious fear to which Peter 
had succumbed in Following Darkness, Reid has Peter 
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add in the later novel: "A few months later I felt 
nothing but contempt for that brief conversion" (p. 23). 
In Peter Waring Rei d has Peter grappling with Herbert 
Spencer's "Unknowables," to strengthen the idea of time 
in relationship to a beginning and an end (p. 27). In 
order to intensify Peter's nature, Reid adds the word 
"sensual" (Peter Waring, p. 28) to "egotistical, proud, 
impatient and stubborn" of Following Darkness. In the 
earlier novel a letter which Peter received from his 
father is described as ttamazingly unintelligentn (p. 36); 
this is changed in Peter Waring to read "annoying and 
tactless" (p. 40). To the passage in Following Darkness 
in which he speaks of the complex forces in nature as 
corresponding to the adolescent awakening, he adds, "for 
what I imagined to be new was really old--old as life 
itselfu (Peter Waring, p. 87). In the passage in 
Following Darkness which is a paen to primitive instinct 
as the boy embraces the earth, Reid had used the phrase 
"obscure prompting," but in Peter Waring he inserts the 
adjective "physical" to control his meaning: "The 
earth beneath me was living and breathing, and obedient 
to some obscure physical prompting ••• " (p. 93). Wh~n 
Owen and Peter discuss attendance at church, Owen says 
in Following Darkness, "You'd like your children to give 
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up going to church then?" (p. 140). In Peter Waring (p. 164) 
this becomes ''You'd like them to grow up godless a theists 
and idolators?'' George has a "licentious imagination'' 
in Following Darkness (p. 148) which becomes "a naturally 
lascivious min~' ~Peter Waring, p. 174}. Peter is reading 
Spencer's First Principles in Following Darkness which 
is changed to Caird's Evolution of Religion in Peter 
Waring (p. 249). In order to stress his concept of 
primitive time in contrast to clock time, Reid adds the 
following passage in Peter Waring: "And still I stood 
there, for the will to act was gone. . . • Myself 
motionless and detached, I had the strange impression of 
watching those others gliding steadily on and on in time. 
It was not an abstract idea, a metaphysical figure of 
speech: I seemed literally to see it--as if they w~re 
moving away from me in time that had become also space--
moving away, never to return. Then with a startling 
distinctness I hea.Id the clock strike ten" (Peter Waring, 
pp. 346-347). 
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By the time Reid had re-created the character of 
Peter Waring his earlier stylistic models had been 
outgrown. Through his discovery of clarity and direct-
ness in the writing of Anatole France he came to realize 
that his own private spiritual vision demanded a 11more 
naked and Grecian" style. In this later novel Reid 
portrayed the disturbing childhood and painful adolescence 
of Peter with greater intensity; his method is more 
direct and objective and his style is characterized by 
simplicity and quietness. 
Two reviews may serve to point up the difference 
between Following Darkness and Peter Waring. Of 
Following Darkness an anonymous reviewer writes, "in the 
depths of his consciousness Peter knows that he is 
'following darlmess.' It is so we read the book; but it 
is not so filled out and finished that it is readily 
discoverable. The music was bound to be incomplete; but 
the execution need not have been. The touch is not sure, 
especial! y in the latter stages of the booktr. · (TLS, 
Oct. 17, 1912, p. 443B). Years later, another anonymous 
reviewer of the later novel, Peter Waring, writes: 
"There is no striving for effect, no touch of modernity 
in manner, style, or treatment, but a delicacy and 
grave beauty which have their own quiet appeal" (TLS, 
Sept. 18, 1937, p. 673). 
During a quarter of a century Reid had perfected 
his style by study and practice. Moreover, one must 
also take into consideration the change in taste of the 
reading public during the interval between these two 
novels. Reid's growth, maturity, technical dexterity, 
and firm touch are everywhere apparent in Peter Waring 




THE MIDDLE YEARS (1913-1922) 
The ~entle Lover, At the Door of the Gate, 
The Spring Song, Pirates of the Spring, 
Pender Among the Residents 
Because Reid had failed to reach a wide reading 
~udience in Following Darkness, in his next novel, 
The Gentle Lover: A Comedy of Mi ddle Age (1913), he 
consciously endeavored to interpret life on an adult 
level in the hope that it would appeal to the public. 
The result is not highly successful. Planned as an 
ttamour de voyage,rr in the manner of the earlier novels 
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of Henry James, the book actually becomes a fictionalized 
version of the author's own travels in Bruges and Italy. 
These experiences serve as the framework of the story 
which revolves around the hero, Mr. Bennet Allingham, 
a fifty-year-old bachelor traveling alone in Europe. 
By intention the mood of the novel was to be "light 
and gay" (Private Road, p. 144); but in reality it is 
a threnody of romantic nostalgia for a beauty and a 
spiritual reality which can only be partially realized. 
The thinly-woven plot deals with Allingham's 
newly awakened love for the young Sylvie Grimshaw, 
and his ultimate disappointment in losing her. A plot 
such as this is important only as it points up the 
hero's character, and the problems he meets in his 
journey through Bruges, Ghent, Paris, Sienna, Pisa, and 
Florence, visiting numerous museums and countless famous 
churches. Within the story's European setting, several 
themes show Reid's continued preoccupation with Hellenism 
in various forms and aspects. 
Allingham's loneliness is immediately assuaged when 
I he meets on the Beguinage in Bruges, the red-haired 
young Irish boy, Brian Grimshaw, who is just sixteen 
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years of age. The older man is immediately struck by the 
boy's natural beauty; he seems to be "part of the bright 
September morning, and as friendly and approachable as 
sunlight" (p. 4). Casually dressed in a "loose flannel 
suit, with his slender body and straight legs" (p. 4), 
Brian represents to Allingham the spirit of eternal youth, 
who has strayed by some odd chance into an auturu1al 
garden. 
Thus the story begins by establishing the relation-
ship of a lonely, middle-aged artist to a young and 
handsome boy. In this sense the story's opening is not 
unlike that of Thomas Mann's Death in Venice (1911), 
when Aschenbach sees Tadzio on the beach. The similar-
ity ends there, however. Brian becomes the instrument 
by which Allingham meets the Grimshaw family, the motley 
group who share their pension, and the clergyman who 
becomes in time his opponent on two levels. At first 
sight Allingham is enchanted with the freshness and 
natural simplicity of Brian's sister Sylvie, whom he 
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sees as uthe spirit of Springu (p. 8), and whom he 
compares with the beautiful paintings he has seen in 
museums. Such contact with the beautifully young elicits 
an ecstatic apostrophe to youth: 
Youth, youth--everything was in that! It was 
unspoiled, untried! It was romance! It was the 
dazzling, glittering mirage that beckoned and 
called irresistibly. It awakened strange melodies 
that sang in low passionate undertone--coming from 
far away, out of the past, out of the future. 
It blew on dying fires and fanned their ashes to 
flame. It filled the day with brightness and 
the night with dreams (pp. 50-51). 
Reid is careful to explain that young people had always 
held a strong fascination for Bennet Allingham who believes 
that friendship is a matter of spiritual sympathy rather 
than an accident of consanguinity or age. We are told, 
furthermore, that the artist himself is uboyish,u and has 
a "well of unspoiled youth within" (p. 30). It is 
therefore natural for him to fall in love with the spirit 
which he recognizes in both Brian and Sylvie, and for 
different reasons in each case. In its inception and 
progress his love for Sylvie is tinged with a quality 
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of pathos--almost of wistfulness. The emotion which 
Allingham feels for Brian is more like the Greek passion 
for the beauty of their young boys, which Reid describes 
in the introduction to his Poems from the Greek Anthology: 
We are, in truth, all too constantly reminded that 
to the Greeks youthful beauty was in itself a thing 
to be worshipped as almost divine. It certainly 
partook of divinity, was beloved by the gods, the 
gift of the gods, and, except by a few persons like 
Socrates, was perhaps regarded as the most precious 
gift of all. In their open-air life, their games 
and sports, it was constantly before their eyes, 
naked as the statues which immortalized it. Nor can 
the admiration it aroused be dismissed as merely 
sensuous. It was a source of inspiration, not only 
to the plastic artist, but also to great poets, and, 
as Plato explicitly tells us, to Socrates himself. (p. 9). 
Allingham's friendship for Brian never goes beyond buying 
him inexpensive presents, taking him for a visLt to 
Sienna in order to see the religious paintings, or walking 
companionably with him along the river-bank in the evening. 
Yet his feeling for Brian is just as real and deep as is 
his love for Sylvie, who has become for him an ideal of 
youth and loveliness. Brian is more human, more affectionate, 
and infinitely more real. 
Bennet Allingham is indeed the "gentle lover" of 
the novel's title. Thirty years before the opening of the 
story, he had left northern Ireland for America, keenly 
disappointed in his prospects of an art career. Now, 
"fifty, solitary, and melancholic," he has ~mbarked 
upon this tour of Europe in pursuit of beauty, happiness, 
and spirituality. In Bruges he meets Brian and his 
sister Sylvie, their mother, and their aunt, Miss Sophie 
IGlronan, who rather ironically had been his childhood 
sweetheart. This meeting chang~s the whole course of 
Allingham's life, enriches it, and gives it a deeper 
meaning; he is reborn and transformed by the youthful 
spirit of adolescence. 
To explain the miracle of transformation in 
Allingham as w~ll as to convey an idea of the survival 
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of the ancient in the medieval, Reid employs the principle 
of metamorphosis which he knew from Apuleius' The Gold~n 
Ass. The pictur~squ~ charm of the city of Brug~s and 
its quaint, autumnal character make it a perfect survival 
of m~dieval Europe, where the sense of time is blotted out, 
and where one lingers in the languorous mood of the 
Lotus-Eaters (Retrospective Adventures, p. 201). Allingham 
reacts to the spirit of Bruges in which he perceives an 
element as primitive as that of ancient Thessaly. As 
Apuleius was transformed the minute he set foot on the 
Mediterranean island and had a series of strange and 
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wondrous adventures, so Allingham feels a metamorphosis 
in himself from the moment he walks along the Beguinage 
and meets the Grimshaws. Allingham contrasts the 
medieval character of Bruges with that of primitive 
Thessaly by reference to a spirit informing and transform-
ing each setting. It is natural that he should look 
first for the spirit in art, since art is the consuming 
interest of his life. But because medieval art is a 
representation of medieval life and beliefs, he is led 
to compare it unfavorably with the naturalness of Memlinc. 
From art it is but a step to medieval religion; that is, 
Roman Catholicism, which he judges on the one hand by 
an elaborate processional, and on the other by a story 
about St. Louis which doubtless had its source in 
1 
Pater. 
Allingham is emotionally captivated by the carillons 
sounding canonical hours, by the spirit of the old city 
with its moods and shadows, and by the principle of 
quietude buried below the surface. Yet he is repelled 
by medieval religion as revealed through its art and 
in its outward ceremonial. He recoils aesthetically 
from the many realistic specimens of religious art--"a 
~alter Pater, Plato and Platonism (New York, 
1905), p. 266. 
life-size painted statue of Christ after scourging, 
with drawn white face and pale, blood-streaked body" 
and huge, ungainly madonnas in wall niches reminding 
him of a religion which he thinks is an illusion. He 
thinks it ironical that this city should house the 
natural, life-like paintings of Memlinc. Allingham's 
impressions are exactly those of Reid at the time he 
himself visited Bruges. Reid tells us that the art 
treasures of Bruges were not to be found in the churches; 
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rather they are housed in "the Academy or in the Hospital 
of Saint John" where Memlinc can be studied "as nowhere 
else in the world" (Retrospective Adventures, p. 205). 
Although Allingham is repelled by a religious 
processional in honor of a new cure, he is fascinated by 
"many young boys 11 wearing "flesh-coloured tights, with 
skins, like rabbit skins around their loins and across 
their shoulders" representing St. John the Baptist ( p . 78). 
He sees them as "lithe, brown-skinned, faun like'' each 
bearing a cross, almost like a survival "from the 
antique past" (p. 78). As the processional becomes 
more ecclesiastical he is more repelled by it--not so 
much by the "incense boys in red and white" (p. 79) who 
bear the Virgin's image aloft, b u t by the priests old 
, 
and young, and particularly by the new cure, "fat, bald, 
with little shifty eyes, loose, thick mouth, and an 
almost simian absence of forehead" (p. 80). 
Passing from medieval Catholicism as he sees it, 
Reid next brings Episcopalianism under scrutiny. 
Through his conversations with the Reverend Mr. Halvard, 
a n~wly-ordained minister in the Church of England, 
about the reality of spirit, Allingham comes to realize 
that the doctrines of established religion may not 
always bear scientific scrutiny. The young clergyman 
invites Allingham to attend a spiritualistic seance in 
the hope that if communication with the spirit world 
could be established, it would be the death-blow to 
materialism. With great detail and sustained irony, 
Reid describes their visit to Flame!, the medium, the 
drab setting and false ceremony of evoking spirits, 
and Allingham's breaking the mood just as th~ spirit-
ualist, amid trembling, groans, incense, and flickering 
lights, calls up the spirit of Mr. Halvard's mother's 
sister. By means of this episode Reid shows the 
fraudulency of spiritualism as practiced by Flamel, 
which Allingham realizes but cannot prove. Yet 
Allingham is not a materialist; he does believe in the 
spiritual presence which he feels in the dreamy city of 
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Bruges as he walks along the river by moonlight. 
Allingham's belief in the reality of spirit is 
in no way related to or dependent on revealed religion. 
It springs directly from his realization of the creative 
imagination manifest in Greek tales, myths, statuary, 
and modern painting on Hellenistic themes. When he 
goes to Paris as part of his search for spiritual 
reality, it is not surprising that he discovers a 
special significance in Watteau's "Embarquement pour 
Cyth~re." Watteau's romantic interpretation of the 
Greek theme of an earthly paradise appealed to 
Allingham's imagination so much that he was filled 
with a strange longing to set sail for that isle. 
Nostalgically he idealizes the distant, remote Greece 
as a place of happiness and contentment, in sharp 
contrast to his dislike of the busy, noisy, commercial 
city of Paris. His loneliness as well as his desire 
to escape from the everyday world of reality is re-
emphasized by Watteau's art. · Not only Allingham and 
Reid, but other romantics were attracted by Watteau's 
painting. Walter Pater's "A Prince of Court Painters11 
2 
describes the particular spirit and technique of Watteau, 
2
see Imaginary Portraits ., (New York, 1887), pp . 1-49. 
and Arthur Symons regards this painting as one of the 
favorites of the symbolist group. 3 
Not only in painting, but also in sculpture, does 
Allingham discover the power of the creative imagination 
to transform objects of nature into objects of art. A 
statue of Venus with winged cupids and the statue of a 
stone god which he discovered as he walked along the 
Bois de Boulogne signify for him the reality of a 
spiritual principle which has the power to reawaken his 
deepest memories. 
When Allingham travels from Paris to Florence, he 
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sees Botticelli's "Birth of Venus" in the Uffizi gallery; 
this he prefers to that of the "Annunciation" by the 
same artist. Not in Christian religious paintings then, 
but in Renaissance interpretations of Greek themes 
did he find the spiritual beauty he was seeking. 
Cn the surface, Allingham's religion seems to be 
a religion of art, but in explaining himself to Sylvie, 
he reveals himself as a humanist. It would appear that 
up to the time when he met Brian and Sylvie, Allingham's 
world was composed solely of his work and an appreciation 
3 . See The Poems of Ernest Dowson w1th a Memoir by 
Arthur Symons (New York, 1909), p. xxvi. 
of beautiful pictures, but now his vision has been 
extended. The irony of the situation lies in the 
fact that his awakening comes too late. 
The latter part of this novel is concerned with 
the contrast between a humanistic ideal of life as 
symbolized by Allingham, and an ascetic way of living 
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as represented by the Reverend Mr. Halvard. Reid was 
doubtless aware that one aspect of modern Hellenism, 
particularly in France, was its attitude toward the 
celibacy of the clergy. In a very vivid scene, after 
Allingham has come to realize that Sylvie is in love 
with the clergyman, he and Mr. Halvard quarrel about the 
naturalness and unnaturalness of a celibate state. 
Allingham thinks of celibacy as abnormal and unhealthy, 
while Mr. Halvard regards it as essential to his calling. 
To support his view that he can live on spiritual food 
alone, Mr. Halvard tells the story of St. Catherine 
of Sienna who took no food other than the consecrated 
host, and he insists that this is an °historic fact 0 
rather than "poetic fiction" (p. 192). At the height 
of his annoyance, Allingham refers to the literature of 
the saints as "reeking of the hospital and the charnel 
hous~' (p. 195). In an outburst of emotional vehemence 
Allingham declares: 
It isn't merely t hat, personally, I find it~he 
literature of the saints] distasteful, but that 
I don't believe any fine thing ever came to flower 
in such an unsavory soil. A genius may, I suppose, 
succeed in throwing a deceptive glamour over the 
unnatural, but he can never make it natural. Even 
from your own point of view, from the most strictly 
religious point of view, don't you see how futile 
it must be? You may chloroform your intelligence 
with the ideal and the mystical, but all that will 
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do very little for you in the practical difficulties 
of life. So far as keeping a healthy mind is 
concerned, a day out in the woods, or by the sea, is a 
better tonic for the soul than incense, a plunge in 
the river than half-an-hour in the confessional (p. 195). 
Allingham's statement is significant inasmuch as it 
predicates a religion of nature as more valuable to the 
soul than the ritual of orthodox churches. Through the 
words of Allingham echo the author's rejection of formal 
religion for the animism of the Greek world. 
In order to characterize the Reverend Mr. Halvard 
symbolically, Reid uses the Greek myth of Hippolytus 
4 
as he is revealed in Pater's essay. In Halvard's 
naivete he regards his relationship to Sylvie as a 
Platonic friendship, while she very humanly has fallen in 
love with him. As a token of his friendship he gives 
her Pater's romance to read. In her imagination she 
411 Hippolytus Veiled," Greek Studies, pp. 152-186. 
. pictures him as the youthful Greek hero with "golden 
hair ••• clear, delicate s kin ••• finely moulded 
features, ••• beautiful forehead ••• and graceful 
form" (p. 228). The likeness between Hippolytus and 
the young clergyman is even more complete in the ligh t 
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of the religious ideal to which he is dedicated. She 
sees both the pagan Hippolytus and the Christian minister 
as symbols of the highest idealism which is based on 
"the power of renunciation, the renunciation of one's 
personal pleasures for the love of a spiritual 
beautyu (p. 228). Thus Reid uses the t h eory of primitive 
archetypes to explain the survival of antiquity in the 
modern world. 
When the Reverend Mr. Halvard leaves for Pisa 
because he feels that he cannot become involved with 
Sylvie, Allingham pursues him, confronts him with the 
injustice of his conduct, and succeeds in inducing him 
to return to her. As these two plan for their coming 
marriage, Allingham's loneliness is intensified. Hope 
springs for a fuller life, however, when three months 
later Sophie Kilronan, his former sweetheart, asks him 
to rebuild his life with her. He quietly accepts his 
own destiny, and with Sophie sets out to experience 
a "happiness nearer than anything either of them was 
likely to find alone" (p. 319). On this note--
sentimental, quiet, and gently ironic--the novel 
ends. An anonymous reviewer humorously, if ungrammati-
cally, remarks: "One has the feeling that all four of 
them get the mate that they deserved11 (TLS, Oct. 23, 
1913, p. 467B). 
There emerges from the story in quiet relief the 
friendship theme between Brian and Allingham as it 
develops in the course of their travels. What stands 
out in even sharper relief is the figure of Allingham 
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as a man displaced from his country and religion, 
searching for meaning through art, and finally discover-
ing it in human beings. On the religious level the 
values with which Reid is most concerned are structured 
around the conflict between clericalism and humanism as 
represented by Halvard and Allingham. 
The Reverend Mr. Halvard represents the Christian 
tradition--the Creed, dogma, and practice of which are 
inimical to Allingham. The latter is a humanist whose 
reason has led him to regard formal religion as both an 
illusion and a restraint on man's normal, natural develop-
ment. There is a sustained irony in his lectures to the 
young clergyman on the evils of celibacy, since with 
no such firm conviction he apparently walks in the same 
narrowing path. To Allingham, Christianity meant 
repression whereas Hellenism symbolized freedom from 
man-made laws and a return to nature. His religion 
and morality are not dependent on reward or punish-
ment; rather they take their sanction from right 
reason and conscience. Where Allingham conceives of 
human nature as basically good, the Reverend Mr. 
Halvard, representing Christian orthodoxy, regards it 
as essentially depraved, yet capable of regeneration 
through redemption within an orthodox tradition. 
Reid was not happy about The Gentle Lover or the 
character of Allingham whom he later regarded as "not 
essential." He writes: "The story, I felt, was just 
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a little thin, needed an incident or two. To a realist 
it is a severe handicap to be by temperament romantic, 
unless, like Flaubert, he is sufficiently resolute to 
keep the two elements in his nature separate, and write 
alternate books in which, without confusing, he expresses 
both of them. I think I found the way eventually, but 
for a long time, and certainly in The Gentle Lover, I 
fumbled" (Private Road, p. 145). 
The Gentle Lover was not well received by either 
the press or the public. In writing this novel Reid 
apparently lost his hold on the mythical method of 
writing which had been most effective for conveying 
his mean i ng in his earlier works. Although he still 
maintained his sense of the past as living on in the 
present, he was less successful in projecting his 
meaning through adult characters than through the 
mind of the adolescent. 
Although this novel shows an advance in Reid's 
use of dialogue and in the relationship of characters 
to each other and to society, there is a too conscious 
straining after effect in the attempt to prove by 
dialectic the superiority of humanism over Christianity. 
The conflict is real enough, but it is stated rather 
than dramatized. Furthermore, though Reid is excellent 
in describing masculine types--Brian, the Reverend 
Mr. Halvard, Allingham, and even the repulsive Flamel--
his Sylvie is so stereotyped and ideal that one feels 
that he drew her from a statue rather than from life. 
Miss Sophie Kilronan and Mrs. Grimshaw serve merely as 
background and are not fully developed characters. 
Reid's descriptions of Bruges and Italy are 
poetic; he captures in word s what a painter might 
arrest through light and shadow. His descriptions of 
Florence on the Arno, and Sienna sleeping in the sun, 
may stand comparison with those in Henry James's 
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Roderick Hudson since both works are painted with 
sensitive, delicate strokes. He has the ability to 
evoke various moods, and relate the changing aspects 
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of day and night to the interior state of his characters. 
The device of having Allingham travel from Bruges to 
Florence, Paris, Pisa and back, coupled with day trips 
in and out of Florence, give variety to the story and 
make Allingham's quest for beauty and spiritual reality 
more convincing. An autumnal tone pervades the story 
and helps to emphasize the loneliness and melancholia 
of the hero. 
Most difficult to put into words because most 
effectively achieved by the author in writing is the 
musical feeling of Allingham for Sylvie. Never once 
does he reveal his love for her directly, although to 
the reader it is conveyed in deep undertones. His love 
is tender, almost paternal; he is incapable, however, 
of either great heights or depths. What he has to offer 
is a life of friendship, loyalty, and devotion. When 
he accepts Sophie Kilronan's proposal it seems not so 
much that he "knows how to be old" as the quotation at 
the opening of the book would lead one to believe, but 
that lacking t h e ability to take action on his own, he 
is content to be acted upon. There is something of 
Eliot's Prufrock in Bennett Allingham and very much 
of his lonely Irish author. 
The Hellenic element in The Gentle Lover is not 
as pronounced as it was in the novels previously dis-
cussed, yet it is present as an undercurrent and an 
informing spirit. Bennet Allingham as drawn is a 
frustrated modern artist whose concept of beauty is 
based on a Greek aesthetic. From Greek sculpture and 
literature he has learned that the only real beauty is 
spiritual. When he discovers this spirit in the youth-
ful Sylvie and Brian Grimshaw, his attitude toward life 
changes and he becomes more human. Within the novel 
several Hellenic themes emerge: the friendship between 
Allingham and Brian; the ideal of beauty as embodied 
in the youth of Brian and Sylvie; the conflict of 
humanism with established religions and asceticism; 
and the contrast between medieval Bruges and the 
Thessaly of Apuleius as a study in moods. 
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Because Hellenism is integral to Reid's philosophy 
of life and aesthetics it colors even a novel like 
The Gentle Lover which was professedly designed as a 
departure from his usual adolescent subject and "other 
landscape. n 
Whither shall I go from Thy spirit? Or whither 
shall I flee from Thy presence? If- I ascend up 
into heaven, Thou art there; if I make my bed 
in hell, behold, Thou art there. If I take the 
wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost 
parts of the sea; even there shall Thy hand lead 
me, and Thy right hand shall hold me. 
(Psalms 139, vv. 7-10) 
The above quotation, prefixed to the title page 
of Reid's novel At the Door of the Gate (1915), 
introduces a transcendental note which permeates and 
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controls the entire story. Although Reid tells us that 
this novel was "a solitary attempt to write a purely 
objective and realistic novel about Belfast lower 
middle-class life" (Private Road, p. 188), the dedication 
of the work to Walter de la Mare, together with the 
above quotation, is a clear indication that the meaning 
of the term ''realistic" must be extended to include the 
realm of the supernatural. 
At the Door of the Gate is similar in theme to 
The Gentle Lover, insofar as both involve a search for 
a reality which transcends everyday life and is spiri t .ual 
in essence. Both very skilfully employ myth to convey 
the central vision--the myth of Hippolytus in The Gentle 
Lover, and the story of Cain and Abel in the novel under 
discu.ssion. By the artistic manipulation of a mythical 
mode the novel becomes a study of several levels of 
reality. The story begins in the lower middle-class 
neighborhood of Belfast, on Myrtle Row at the lower 
end of Blenheim Gardens. In Blenheim Gardens live 
the elite--physicians, lawyers, professors--and 
Mrs. Wilberforce, whose constant discussion of the 
problems of t he "working classes," their misplaced 
ambi tions, and the evils of a spreading democracy 
represent the attitude of her social sphere. Number 
Eight Myrtle Row is the home of the widow, Mrs. 
Seawright, described in the words of Mrs. Wilberforce 
as an "admirable woman of her class" (p. 4). In order 
to support her family, Mrs. Seawright conducts a 
combination post-office and lending library. Class, 
distinctions are thus carefully and realistically 
outlined in the early stages of the story, in which 
the two divisions of the street become symbols of the 
actual divisions in Belfast society. 
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Each member of the Seawright family is as acutely 
portrayed as the matriarchal system itself. Through the 
medium of a flashback we learn that Mr. Seawright had 
been an attractive Irishman who seldom worked, drank 
heavily, and died in time to avoid a scandal involving 
a misappropriation of company funds. Although his 
widow kept the "futile, hopeless story" from the children, 
and professed. no more love for him in death than she 
had in his lifetime, nevertheless, her sole ambition 
was to set a headstone over his grave. That he was 
''a poor specimen of humani tytt in no way diminished the 
pleasure she derived in visualizing the erection of 
"something beautiful" in his memory, like a "marble 
angel with the broken harp'' (p. 31). 
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The contrast between the two Seawright sons, 
Martin and Richard, is striking. Martin is his mother's 
favorite--probably because he is a handsome boy, with 
delicate features, and is, as well, an excellent 
conversationalist with many social graces. Martin also 
drinks heavily, gambles, and is naturally cruel; yet 
he brags that "no matter what else he had done, .•• 
he had always gone to church to please his mother" (p. 80). 
We are made to realize that Martin's appearance conceals 
a weakness deeply-rooted in a mother-complex. 
Richard Seawright is pictured as a sensitive, 
imaginative, taciturn boy whose one desire is to write 
poetry, but who is forced by economic conditions to 
leave school and enter the hated tea trade. The first 
half of the novel is concerned with the turbulence of 
his adolescence, his resentment of his mother's 
preference for Martin, his abhorrence of his middle-
class environment, and his dislike of his religion. 
The second half tells the story of his marriage, 
disillusionment, and strange conversion. 
Grace Mallow, the third member of the Seawright 
household, is the daughter of Henry Mallow now deceased, 
whom Mrs. Seawright had once loved. Although an ugly 
birthmark disfigures her face, Grace is inwardly a 
sensitive, understanding and artistic spirit. Into her 
music she pours all her love for Richard which she has 
never dared to express openly. In time, music becomes 
her life~ bringing her fame and recognition. Ultimately 
she marries Mr. Campbell, an older man, only to discover 
that she is still in love with Richard. 
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The Cain and Abel myth, coupled with the Greek idea 
of Fate or Destiny, enables Reid to direct the story so 
that it becomes more than a realistic novel. At the Door 
of the Gate is a powerful presentation of a soul's 
alienation from God who pursues the soul He has marked 
with the brand of Cain, until an emotional crisis pre-
cipitates a conversion and brings about a return to the 
spirit which is also the protector. 
The early action of the story acquaints us with the 
tension between Richard and Martin (Cain and Abel), based 
upon temperamental differences, and upon Richard's 
growing jealousy of Martin's place in his mother's 
affection. When Richard is compelled to enter the 
tea trade this feeling is deepened and intensified. 
The commercialism of his everyday occupation conflicts 
with the idealism of his private world and he withdraws 
further from reality. His tragedy, if we may call it 
such, is the tragedy of an idealist who fails to see 
things and people as they actually are. When he meets 
Rose Jackson alone on the street at night, he sees her 
as a symbol of "wronged innocence," rescues her, and 
gradually becomes attracted to her. Because their 
courtship is carried on in dark movie houses he fails 
to see her as she is. Although he realizes that her 
mother is slovenly, her father a devotee of spiritual-
istic meetings and her sisters slightly promiscuous, 
Richard does not relate Rose to this background. When, 
however, she invites him for a week-end in the country, 
in mid-winter, in the full knowledge that there are no 
trains returning that day, he suddenly feels caught in 
a mesh of overwhelming circumstances which eventually 
force him into marriage. Following this tragic union, 
both he and Rose deteriorate until the birth of their 
son brings them closer together for a time. But Rose's 
dissatisfaction with her life soon sends her into Martin's 
waiting arms. 
When death takes Richard's son, darkness envelops 
Richard who discovers, quite by chance, that his brother 
was indirectly responsible for the death of the little 
boy. After Rose's suicide, Richard feels driven by a 
force outside himself and completely beyond his control. 
Although obsessed by his intensified hatred of Martin, 
he tries to gain equilibrium by renewing his friendship 
with Grace, who is now the wife of Mr. Campbell. Pursued 
by the furies of his 0~1 hatred he goes to Whiteside-by-
the Sea and confronts Martin. Fate has ordained that 
they shall meet on the cliffs from which, in a savage 
fist-fight, Martin accidentally falls to his death. In 
his supreme agony Richard prays to God for enlightenment. 
At the moment of most intense depression he goes out 
into nature and there, amid the rain, the lightning and 
the thunder he experiences a mystical communion with the 
earth and feels that he has seen God. 
Reid has fused the Greek concept of Fate with the 
Cain and Abel story in order to give depth and complexity 
to his meaning. The original title, The Three Women, 
which the author preferred, indicates that he modernized 
the Greek concept of the three Fates or Parcae to explain 
their relation to man's destiny. The Fates are the 
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female goddesses who r ule man's life at his birth, 
determi ne the course of events as he lives, and cut 
the thread at the end. From the beginning of his li f e, 
therefore, man is seen as the victim of a dark feminine 
force which eventually brings about his destruction. 
During the course of Richard's life he is pursued by 
a force outside himself and haunted by feelings he 
cannot understand. As Reid portrays his do\rnfall it is 
directly related to the destructive force of women who, 
collectively, symbolize a love which seeks to destroy 
his identity. 
In the Biblical story, although God had marked 
Cain and therefore set him apart from other men, He 
had also promised him ultimate protection. Fate is 
both the complex force of man's downfall personified 
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in the three women in Richard's life and the supernatural 
reality behind Cain's curse. Thus Richard's strange 
conversion at the end of the novel, not to the God of 
Christianity but to the spirit of nature he sees as God 
in all thi ngs, i s $tructured by the Biblical story to 
which Rei d gives a completely i ndividual interpretation. 
His adaptation of a Biblical story to explain a modern 
psychological problem is clearly revealed in this novel. 
The extent to which Reid uses Greek imagery to characterize 
Richard will be indicated in the following pages. 
At the opening of the story, when Reid is des-
cribing the visible ugliness of Grace's birthmark, he 
contrasts her with Richard who possesses a "perfection 
of body as admirable as that of a youthful Greek 
divinity" (p. 7), but with an inner brand of identifi-
cation--the brand of Cain. He is further described as 
handsome, with "locks of thick black hair, eyes darker 
than black, and • • • a trick of moving his ears" which 
to his mother brought him close to the "quadrupedal 
world" (pp. 10-11). Mrs. Seawright "had an idea that 
such powers in a boy who attended Sunday school were 
illicit, the gifts of an unspiritual creature, and 
though she had never seen a picture of a faun, she 
conjured up in her own mind a vision of a being not 
wholly dissimilar to that happy denizen of pagan 
woodlands" (p. 11). Richard could climb trees no one 
else could, walk narrow parapets from attic to attic, 
cross the river on broken ice, but Mrs. Seawright was 
disturbed because he never played cricket or football, 
preferring to read or to write poetry. Richard's 
unusual beauty and sensitivity seem to predestine 
him to tragedy. The sombre note is sounded early 
when Richard dreams that he kills his brother and 
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becomes forever damned. He sees himself as a figure of 
Cain, with Nemesis in pursuit at every turn. 
Since Richard believes the mark of Cain to be on 
him, a tinge of melancholy becomes "part of the whole 
cast of his features" (p. 57). His mother comments on 
him as strange; his author intrudes from time to time 
and comments on his appearance of unusual "personal 
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beauty." In referring to Richard's shyness, Reid writes: 
11 It is beautiful in a way, the shyness of youth" (p. 37). 
Richard is depicted as writing about "birds, trees, flowers, 
and clouds," which the clergyman thinks are like the poems 
of Saint Francis, but which, in reality, are the author's 
translations from the Greek Anthology. 
Richard is also strongly attracted to and affected 
by the moon, who seems to share his loneliness, and to 
whom he has written some of his poems. Implicit in this 
allusion is the Endymion myth which Reid uses to reinforce 
his original image of Richard as a Greek type of character. 
Moreover, when Richard finds at his office a man who 
reminds him of Socrates he is better able to endure his 
role in the busy world. But Richard is happy only when 
he gets away from the business world and returns to 
nature; here he feels a presence which he cannot explain 
but desires to know. He is not interested in the current 
problems of Socialism, Home Rule, Women-voters, and 
knows that he would be unable to write an essay on 
"Marriage and the Value of the Home" like other 
boys (p. 100). What interests him most is "the some-
thing that goes behind other things." (p. 100). As 
in the .earlier novels, Richard invents a dream companion 
with whom he can talk freely, and the image of his dream 
is the imaginative symbol of his subconscious desire for 
a friend of his own, since Martin had always disrupted 
any previous friendship Richard had tried to form. 
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On the occasion of a summer outing in the mountains 
with the McGlade family, Richard is repulsed by the 
liquor, the noise, and the choral singing, and withdraws 
to the woods. When he loses sight of the group, he 
plunges into the cold water which "stung him for a moment, 
and then its sweetness passed through all his limbs and 
into his mind and spirit" (p. 105). As he stood in the 
moonlight on the water's edge he was "like a silver statue 
of a woodland god, the water dripping from his smooth, 
shapely body. Then he clambered up to where his clothes 
lay tumbled in a heap, dressed himself, and waited for 
the breaking of the day" (p. 108). His identity has 
now changed from ''faun11 as a boy to nwoodland god" as 
a young man, but he still prefers his own company to that 
of ordinary people. 
When Grace attempts to analyze her feeling for 
Richard she says that she liked him in "a queer unsatis-
factory sort of way" (p. 110). Richard himself cannot 
understand his own impulses. He thinks about his 
experience in the woods and wonders what "strange brief 
madness ••• sent him running down naked to the water--
as if for protection. Protection from what? What was 
there to fear?" (p. 112) 
Having left the tea trade to attend t he university, 
Richard gave up reading Bradley's Appearance and Reality 
and returned to Zeller and ''embarked upon the tranquil 
sea of Greek philosophy" (p. 120). Most significant in 
the light of his interests is Richard's own statement 
that to outsiders he was successful but that, as Martin 
and Grace had accepted life on their own terms, he must 
accept life on his. By December of that year he had 
finished Volume III, "Socrates and the Socratic Schools" 
(p. 120). The reader can see how closely Reid's own 
life and reading become the fabric of this story and how 
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a return to Greek philosophy through reading re-emphasizes 
his proclivites for that world. 
Although Richard's nature seems to undergo a change 
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after he meets Rose, whom he sees as the ideal of all 
women, in reality he has merely substituted her image for 
the "Apollo Belvedere" (p. 127), his former ideal of 
beauty. Love has failed to satisfy him, however; he 
still feels a restlessness, ennui, and dissatisfaction 
with life as it is lived from day to day. He sees him-
self "like a slave who listens to the sound of violins 
and watches the grace of dancing girls, through the 
pain of an ever-gnawing passion for freedom, a nostalgia 
for tropic stms and waving palm trees and the dusky skins 
of his own playmates" (p. 141). Once again we find the 
"other landscape" and the "dusky skins 1 ' as images re-
calling the boy's longing for his ideal and his own 
private world. 
By an effort of will Richard is sometimes able to 
recall "a 1:>are hillside under the moon with dark woods 
below, stretching down to a lonely sea" (p. 142), which 
alone brings him back to serenity and peace. Through 
Reid's use of this recurrent image the pattern of the 
novel is established at the same time that the reader's 
attention is focussed on the 11other landscape." 
Even Rose finds Richard strange. Although she 
dominated their relationship and felt that her power over 
him was "like having power over some strange, beautiful, 
dangerous creature of the jungle,u yet she vaguely 
attributed his "beauty, grace, and symmetry of body" 
to his peculiarity (p. 163). His reading to her of 
Browning's nPorphyrio's Lover" as they sit in the hotel 
lobby becomes a symbol of his attitude toward sex. When 
Rose asks why the lover killed the loved one, Richard 
answers, "to keep her pure • • • to save her from him-
self and from herself" (p. 196). The poem's meaning 
for him is a foreshadowing of his inability to relate 
to Rose in marriage. 
Upon their return from their unchaperoned weekend, 
Richard concludes that his fate is sealed. Suddenly 
he realizes that "she had intertwined herself about him 
like a fragile convolvulus, soft and yielding, yet 
clinging closely" (p. 205). During their honeymoon he 
is repulsed by their intimacy: "There was something 
in their intimacy which at this moment made him feel 
ashamed. He was caught in it, but he feit it like 
bird-lime clinging to the beating wings of his spirit. 
It was as if all his life long he had trembled in awe 
before some holy and mysterious shrine only to find , 
on drawing a curtain, no beautiful and divine figure, 
but a primitive image of wood or clay" (p. 220). Each 
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quarrel brought an aftermath of "reconciliation, an 
erotic impulse of which he felt ashamed11 (p. 224). 
He disliked the nature of the tie that bound them: "In 
his ideals he was almost passionately ascetic, but in 
his blood were other instincts that seemed equally 
strong11 (p. 225). Thus Reid makes it clear that it was 
not Rose herself Who repulsed Richard, but the intimate 
relationship of the marriage bond. 
After Rose's death by poison Richard is free again, 
except for a thick darkness which seems to settle over 
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his life; this reaches a climax when Richard accidentally 
knocks .Martin over the cliff. He prays to know "the 
spiritual reality" behind things which is "not the mere 
invention of a few exalted minds" (p. 299). His struggle 
appears to him as a "fierce, protracted beating at the 
gate of the infinite" (p. 300), and he sees himself as 
"Jacob wrestling all night with the angel" (p. 300). The 
reader has followed Richard through two major crises which 
are not unrelated to the spiritual experience he next 
undergoes. 
In a state of dejection he goes out to nature where 
in the sound of the wind he seemed to hear a voice saying: 
"As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth 
my soul after Thee, 0 God" (p. 315). The rain poured down 
on him, the lightning flared, and the thunder broke; 
suddenly he had no fear but only a sense of wonder and 
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admiration. As the rain-washed world was new and clean, 
so Richard was reborn: 
A barrier had broken down within his soul, and a 
light had entered there. It transfigured every-
thing, it poured into his spirit as it poured 
over the fragrant earth. He dropped down upon the 
soaked grass. He had no thought of personal salva-
tion, he had nothing save a sense of being at one 
with this great glorious earth, and at one with 
God. He felt himself as a minute oart of a vast 
whole. He remained perfectly passl ve, and that 
dazzling light engulfed him, lapped about him like 
a sea, entered into all his being, with a gift 
of peace. All he had to do was to offer no 
resistance, simply to let it flow over him in wave 
after wave, gentle and strong, a great cleansing 
flood that sanctified and blessed (p. 316). 
The revelation that the earth is God, as spirit, and 
himself a definite part of it, becomes both his purifi-
cation and salvation. Richard has found a religion, 
animistic in kind, resembling that of the primitive Greek. 
He feels a mystical oneness with the spirit of earth: 
It was quite dark when he came down from the hill to 
the river, but he had had no knowle dge of the pass-
ing of time, there had been no time, for in the 
interval between his dropping down on the grass and 
his rising, cramped and stiff, to his feet, his 
soul had been caught up into the spirit of God. 
He still felt that spirit close to him, breathing 
with his breath. The actual vision was gone, but 
he knew that it h a d left something behind it which 
though i t might at times grow dim, could never leave 
him. He had been with God; he had been in God. 
It was real; it was true; there was a meaning though 
he might not grasp it: but it was there--he 
k.~ew (p. 318). 
By his rejection of Christianity and its concept 
of retributive justice, Richard has discovered the 
peace of natural man in hi s communion with earth. His 
is the mystic's vision of God , though not perhaps the 
mystic's way. Yet he becomes in effect a priest of 
nature who, by following an ascetic rule, hopes to 
achieve salvation. He explains his vision to Grace, but 
she sees in it only a selfish concern for personal 
salvation: 
"I have seen God. He has been with me; I know now 
that He has been with me from the beginning. I 
thought He was not there, because He was everywhere. 
I remember once, when I was a boy, being too 
frightened to go down a certain road alone, because 
He was in the trees waiting for me; speaking in 
the moving branches. I heard His voice, but I did 
not recognize it and was afraid. Now I can see Him 
wherever I turn. I do not know where He will lead 
me; I do not know what He will do with me. But 
wherever I go He will be there. That is why I must 
be alone. I must have no ties, no one depending on 
me. I must be His, so that He can claim my life or 
death at any moment" (p. 328). 
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It is Grace who gets close to the core of Richard's 
problem when she says, "It was your mother you loved 
best of all (if you ever loved anyone)--not Rose--not 
me" (p. 331). 
The controlling myth of Cain is complete here when 
the hunted ret urns to God (seen here as the spirit of the 
earth), in keeping with God's original promise of 
protection even to those He has marked. Richard's 
final rejection of Grace is symbolic of his freedom 
from the "three women" who were the disruptive forces 
in his life. Once rejected, he is free to wander like 
Cain wherever his o'~ nature will take him. 
As joyce used myth to effect a parallel between 
"contemporaneity and antiquity,u so Reid blends the 
Biblical story of Cain with the Greek concept of Fate 
to elucidate a modern psychological problem, that of 
Richard's attachment to his mothei:, which is not unlike 
that treated by D. H. Lawrence in Sons and Lovers. 
By following the implications of the Cain myth, the 
ending has its own particular logic and is credible. 
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But the unusual twist of Richard's religious conversion 
to animism, when in the light of the Biblical quotation 
one might have expected Christianity, leaves the ordinary 
reader slightly perplexed. That there are many 
"varieties of religious experience" is certain, but it 
appears that Reid has almost too mechanically manipulated 
his material to make it conform with the ending which the 
logic of the Cain myth demands. The concept of the brand 
of Cain becoming erased by a sudden flash of lightning, 
of guilt and sin being instantaneously washed from the 
soul by the elements, is difficult to grasp. Yet when 
these outward signs are understood as symbolic of 
psychical experience and a spiritual state, the meaning 
becomes more clear. This novel, however, demands of 
the reader a "special knowledge of Belfast psychology 
• to realize how in spite of the brand of Cain, 
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Richard is able to attain the door which not only includes 
a disastrous past, but opens on a fair, if unspecified 
future." 5 
Basil de Selincourt was partially right in his 
attitude towards Reid's use of the supernatural. He 
believed that Reid depended too heavily on the "spiritual-
is tic," the "magical" and "a kind of sixth sense'' in 
portraying his vision of the spiritual (Private Road, p. 172). 
Reid defended his own position by stating that he was 
not really interested in the trappings of supernaturalism, 
but in "an animistic conception of nature--something that 
the listening spirit hears in the sound of the waves, or 
feels in the silence of the woods--a telepathic communi-
cation from a spirit that seemed • both human and 
divine" (Private Road, p. 168). He compares his own 
state of mind and his underlying belief to Wordsworth's 
pantheism, which he felt was also a "psychic experience'' 
(Private Road, p. 179). 
5 Anon. rev., TLS, Sept. 30, 1915, p. 346. 
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At the Door of the Gate was the first of Reid's 
novels to be published in America; it was not very 
favorably received or understood. One critic, however, 
found it attractive "by reason of its unusual treatment 
of an unusual theme, the intrinsic interest of the story 
it tells, its vital and clear-cut characters, and the 
charm of its style." He does admit, too, that he found 
it interesting because "of a certain cryptic and elusive 
significance which we feel we ought to have grasped, but 
cannot be quite sure of."6 
Several British reviews sensed the particular 
quality of the novel. "Its origin," one reviewer noted, 
11is related to the spiritual chaos of our times, the 
tentative reaction from their grosser materialism, the 
inability of orthodox religions either to square man's 
dealings with his fellows .•• with God, or to offer 
an y imaginative exposition of his transcendental destiny." 
Reid, he believed, was the only one of the contemporary 
novelists to attempt to come to terms with what may 
"happ en to man in the next world" since man was "destroy-
ing himself so thoroughly in the immediate world.H The 
story, he declared, "is strained" b u t "well conceived, and 
6Anon. rev., New York Times, April 16, 1916, p. 146. 
7 
told with subtlety and power." The reviewer for the 
Times Literary Supp lement (Sept. 30, 1915, p. 346) paid 
tribute to Reid's ability to re-create Belfast and its 
society i n realistic fashion. He commented: "One 
admires t h e su~tained skill with which in a succession 
of small strokes Mr. Reid builds up his admirable 
story. rr 
At the Door of the Gate is the most subtle and 
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complex novel that Reid had written up to this time. The 
paradox of a conversion to pantheism which the ending 
demands in the light of the logic sustained throughou t 
the story is difficult to understand either on psycho-
logical or religious grounds. It may perhaps be better 
understood as a symbolic statement of the soul's trans-
formation under the influence of nature's power - to 
chasten and subdue. 
Reid's novel The Spring Song (1916), was written 
in the hope that it might "wake up the libraries" to 
include books which portrayed children as they were, not 
as they ought to be (Private Road, p. 189). The musical 
7Anon. rev., Nation, XVIII (Oct. 23, 1915), 158, 160. 
note which dominates the complete novel is sounded 
in the title which is based on an Italian aria from 
Peruzzi. The theme is the music of a silver flute 
which Grif alone hears--at first sweet and alluring, 
later frightening and strange. 
In this story Reid turned again to the analysis 
and interpretation of a highly imaginative boy's mind. 
Grif Weston is the central character in a story about 
a group of children, each individual and lovable in 
varying ways. Grif is a dreamer and a visionary who 
stands apart from his family and friends by reason of 
natural endowment and physical delicacy. He is both 
different and in a way "abnormal." 
Accompanied by his governess, by his brothers 
Edward and Jim, by his sisters Ann and Barbara, and by 
Palmer Dorset, his brother's school friend, Grif comes 
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to spend his summer vacation with his aunt and grandfather, 
a canon and a folk-lorist. Through the long, golden 
days, the children devise games for their own amuse-
ment, including at one point a dramatization of the 
very sentimental novel, "Be True, Fond Heart," which 
the governess is writing. But Grif never really takes 
part or appears to belong to the group. He wanders off 
alone into the woods, hears the spring song which lures 
him on, forgets his meals, and stays in the woods 
endlessly listening to the voices of the wind and the 
trees. 
When Grif meets Mr. Bradley, the organist at his 
grandfather's church, he is at first fascinated by his 
queer clothes, silvery hair, and beady eyes. As he 
thinks about him, however, he feels "haunted" by some-
thing vague and sinister. Although he goes to church 
to read about Tobias and the angel, Mr. Bradley's music 
puts him into a reverie in which the organist takes the 
form of a huge black bird sweeping dol'm upon an old 
city. The next time they meet in the churchyard Grif 
tells Bradley about the flute song, ~1ich the organist 
claims to know because it was the song sung by his 
former pupil, Billy Tremaine, before he died. Grif 
knew that Billy was the nephew of Nancy and Captain 
Batt whom he had visited one day in his wanderings. On 
that occasion, time had not permitted him to see Billy's 
room, but he did learn that Billy had owned a flute. 
Playing on Grif's over-active imagination, Mr. 
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Bradley now tells him that Billy wants Grif for a 
companion and is trying to get ''at him.'' Shortly 
thereafter Grif becomes ill, and the organist visits him 
and recounts weird tales to him behind closed doors. So 
terrifying are these tales that Grif feels the presence 
of something in the room, sees Mr. Bradley's shadow, 
and cannot look into the mirror. Palmer Dorset, 
amateur detective, reveals to Dr. O'Neill, the family 
friend, what he knows and what he suspects about Mr. 
Bradley. Before the opening of the story, Mr. Bradley 
had been in a mental institution, placed there because 
he believed he had lost his shadow and in a deranged 
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state had killed his brother. When the Doctor and Palmer 
visit Mr. Bradley, Palmer mentions the word "shadow.'' 
Immediately Mr. Bradley is transformed into something 
sinister and evil, and from that time forward never 
recovers his mental balance. At midnight he is discovered 
playing the organ at full blast, while the church is being 
consumed in flames. Suddenly Mr. Bradley appears at the 
top of the turret, and with arms outstretched in the form 
of a cross, hurls himself to his death. Although Grif's 
equilibrium returns slowly, he is unable to attend 
school. When he visits the Batts and reveals his story, 
he discovers that Billy was a normal, fun-loving boy 
and that Mr. Bradley's story of Billy luring Grif by the 
sound of the flute was merely the creation of an un-
balanced mind. So great is Grif's relief at this 
discovery that the shock proves too much for him and 
he falls into a deep sleep in Miss Nancy's arms, never to 
awaken. 
The growth of Grif's imaginative terror under 
the influence of the deranged organist, Grif's illness 
and final sleep are sympathetically portrayed and 
artistically treated in the story. We suffer with 
Grif, yet the other characters and their normal world 
are very real and human. With Palmer Dorset as 
"Sherlock Holmes" we rejoice; and the reader will never 
forget the lovable, plump little Ann, Grif's sister; or 
Jim, hovering between the "lively'' and the "naughty"; 
or Edward who hated to be called "Angelina"; or even 
the gullible Dr. O'Neill. Captain Narcissus Batt and 
Nancy, his sister, are homespun characters whom Grif 
visits on occasion, and Pouncer the dog is an essential 
part . of that company. One remembers, too, the image 
of Aunt Caroline "like a white yacht on a green sea, 
and Grif was a little boat she had in tow" (p. 8); or 
Canon Annesley late at night leafing through The Golden 
Bough. Reid is at his best in his creation of this 
varied and interesting group of characters. 
In this novel there is very little conscious use 
of Greek material, although an animistic approach to 
nature is maintained in Reid's treatment of Grif's 
response to the sound of the wind. At first it would 
seem that the story is a clear-cut psychological study 
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of hallucinations, but as the action progresses we 
realize that Reid bas used the child mind as a symbol 
of his own approach to nature. There is a deep 
undercurrent of mysticism present,- in addition to a 
subtle portrayal of psychic states. 
As Reid conceived him, Grif is a child of nature 
who, like the yotmg Wordsworth of the Prelude, responds 
to the spirit in nature and feels a vital presence in 
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all t h ings. He is "extraordinarily sensitive to sounds"--
the whole of life seemed to come to him in a woven 
pattern of music. He feels presences and hears voices 
in the sighing of the wind, by day or night: "The 
tree trunks showed almost black in the hot light and 
the leaves pale and semi-transparent quivered, altered, 
taking strange forms, so that what Grif saw was now 
a tree, now a spiritr' (p. 11). From the spare room of 
his grandfather's house he could hear the soft murmur 
of the pines as the sound "of many whispering voices.'' 
He stands at the window listening to the strange cry of 
the corn crake and thinks that "a low whisper • • • might 
have been the wind" (p. 42). In the stillness of the 
night he hears the "Spring Song,n and the "green, slender 
voices of the wood" sang (p. 43). He seemed to have 
found the "ancient gods of dim woodland places" (p. 44) in 
their song. 
Here Reid uses the song to symbolize the sensa-
tions and psychological change which Grif feels in his 
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own body. Then too, because his own mother is travelling 
in the East, the Earth Mother becomes his archetype 
mother; in his loneliness he is conscious of her 
proximity. He loved the cool summer night--the "dim 
shadowy trees, the stars, the sky--loved them in a way 
he loved people at certain moments, with a desire to 
put his arms about them and kiss them. Unconsciously, 
he loved the s pirit that was behind them--that great 
eternal mother who sang to him while he was waking, and 
through his dreams" (pp. 45-46). 
On the brink of sleep he hears the clear, low 
note of a flute, and a restlessness invades his soul. 
On one occasion, when he stays out all night and 
experiences the thrill of dawn, his imagination vividly 
interprets the spectacle in all the poetry of Greek 
mythology: 
To Grif, standing there on the bank above the 
river, the sound of the tremendous chariot wheels 
was clearly audible, and the beating hoofs of the 
great flaming horses, rushing upward, an immense 
wind and fire in their manes. Before their 
headlong course the white mist broke and fled in 
a host of shadowy phantoms, with waving arms and 
pale tossing hair. He saw them as a white army 
retreating in disord er: and the light, dazzling, 
glorious, flowed on and on, spread abroad, 
resistless, effortless, as an incoming tide. 
The fields reflected it; the dew on the grass 
blazed like a carpet of precious gems; it beat 
downward an d upward; the last lingering remnant 
of the misty host vanished, and Grif stood, a 
solitary witness of their rout, on the golden 
threshold of the su~~er morning (pp. 168-169). 
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Grif's liken ess to Denis Bracknel becomes apparent 
as the story develops. Reid describes him as "a little 
river-god huggin g his knees" as he sits on the river-bank 
watching a dragon fly. The boy senses his own kinship 
with all forms of life; he wants to share the thoughts 
and learn the language "of all these creatures who 
shared his world, and were really close to him--in many 
ways, he felt, almost closer than human beings" (p. 171). 
Grif is like the primitive Greek in his spirit of 
comm~~ion with the lowest levels of animal life. All 
nature responds with the same life he feels throbbing 
within himself. While Palmer is a natural botanist who 
sees nature with a scientific eye, Grif has a feeling 
for a presence in nature which reason cannot give. In 
commenting on his impression of Norman Douglas' 
Birds and Beasts of the Greek Anthology Reid says that 
he found the work disappointing because Mr. Douglas 
had "ignored the sentimental view"; yet "the Greeks had 
this feeling of fellowship with birds and beasts; certain 
of their philoso hie theori es were founded u pon 
it ••• " (Retrosp ective Adven tures, pp. 124-125). 
In t his novel, The S pring Song, Reid conveys this 
belief imaginative l y . 
Like Denis, Grif i n his isolation creates an 
imaginary comp anion who is like himself, "a lover of 
nature, a wood boy, a follower of Pan" (p. 173). He 
bel ieves tha t t h e sound of t h e flute, if followed, "would 
have led him to some defi n ite p lace, whic h he would have 
recog nized as the place, the end of his journey, the 
home of his hidd en friend " ( p . 174). 
Grif's obsession with the s ong of the flute is 
intensified when Mr. Bradley associates it with the 
abilit y of d eceased souls to return and draw preferred 
companions beyond the boundaries of the real world. 
Playing on the boy's fear, he tells him: 
He ~il ly Tremain~ wants you. You must have put 
yourself in touch with him someway. He wants 
you to go away and play with him--where he is 
now. He finds it h a r d to come to you, and perhap s 
he c an only do so at certain times. For tha t 
matter, t h e d ea d a re a lway s trying to re ach t h e 
living . ~ometimes they make use of dre ams, 
sometimes t h ey find ot h er ways. He is trying to 
lure you to him by t h e sound of his flute, and 
the more you listen to him the closer he will 
come to you and the more power he will g et over 
you ( p . 192). 
When Grif fearfull y asks wh a t Billy may want with him, 
Mr. Bradley exp lains: 
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He wants you to be his playmate: he wants to 
take you into his country. It is not anything 
dreadful. His country is really here, all 
around us. Probably he feels lonely. • • • If 
you are frightened to go with him you must be 
careful. There is danger everywhere. There is 
danger in mirrors; there is danger in still 
waters; there is danger at this moment in sitting 
talking about him. Do you see how your shadow 
is lying just across his grave? (p. 192) 
To Grif's expressed fear of death, Mr. Bradley 
replies: "All music is a preparation for death. It 
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is a foretaste of it" (p. 193). Then with the sustained 
logic of a deranged mind caught in an ecstasy of its 
own web, Bradley tells Grif that he has the power to 
call up spirits. "Beneath the softness of Bradley's 
voice lurked something greedy and inhuman, an immense 
vitality, a kind of feverish flame that lapped against 
Grif's spirit and withdrew, and advanced again, a 
resistless, devouring force 
• • ." (p. 215). The 
graveyard seemed to creep closer until it was just 
below Grif's window. 
After his conversation with Mr. Bradley, Grif 
became strangely depressed. He listened for the flute 
but it had no magic or beauty now; he looked at the 
mirror which possessed for him a "fatal fascination." 
He wandered out into the night and listened to its 
song, and in the morning became ill. Even after Grif's 
recovery from his illness and Mr. Bradley's death, the 
"Spring Song" sounded in Grif's ears from morning to 
night. And "sometimes he felt that the player on the 
flute was very near, sometimes he seemed to see him. 
Mingled with this fascination was a fear" (pp . 302-303). 
With a terrible insight he saw, at times, whither he 
was being drawn. Grif could hear "far away, the low 
roar of the whirlpool into which he was being sucked; 
he could feel the overpowering drag of those dark frozen 
waters" (p. 303). 
Urged by his need to confide in someone, Grif 
visited Miss Nancy and there poured out his story; "she 
s uddenly saw it in all its horror; and what made it 
horror was that he himself did not, or could not, 
perceive it in the light of delusion" (p. 308). When 
Miss Nancy showed Grif Billy's room with his toys and 
his books, he suddenly realized how ordinary the boy 
had been, and an ecstasy of relief swept over him. From 
exhaustion and release, Grif falls into an eternal 
sleep, and a final peace. 
The Spring Song is a frightening adventure in the 
psychical realm, imbedded in a delightful story about 
happy, normal children. Reid uses the term supernatural 
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in several ways in his many novels. It becomes evident 
from this story that to him the term signified a spirit 
or energy behind matter, which can be experienced by 
imaginative people. His belief in spirit is intuitive 
rather than rational or scientific, and this faith he 
himself calls animism or pantheism. In The Spring Song, 
Reid makes this ancient Greek concept the basis of 
Grif's mystical experience of nature and his feeling 
of oneness with various aspects of life. In writing to 
Reid, Ernest de Selincourt said that Reid appeared to 
believe that "there exist good and evil spirits who 
hold intercourse with men" (Private Road, p. 175). 
Although Reid denied this when he wrote: "I was never, 
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I think, so definite as this, and had no experience at 
all of evil spirits" (Private Road, p. 175), it would 
appear that he did believe in the psychic communication 
of spirits between people and that these spirits were 
sometimes malign. In this novel, Reid has contrasted the 
reality of a psychic experience, which is pantheistic 
in quality and brings happiness, with the psychic 
experience of both human and deceased haunting which 
brings with it fear, terror and, as in Grif's case, 
death. 
Although the story is ordinarily seen as the 
influence of the sinister Mr. Bradley on the mind of 
an innocent boy, it may also be seen as the influence 
of a hyperimaginative boy on the already unbalanced 
mind of the organist who, up to the point of Grif's 
appearance, had managed to keep his humble job in the 
Canon's employ. The subtle song of the flute which 
follows Grif until his death is somehow related to 
the stirrings of adolescence within him, with which he 
seems too weary to contend. At the point when Grif 
learns that Billy Tremaine was a normal boy he dies, 
which suggests that Grif could not see the story told 
about Billy by Mr. Bradley as a delusion. Since 
Mr. Bradley's death was the real climax of the novel, 
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it seems almost too much for the reader to bear when 
Grif also dies. Mr. Bradley is purposely described by 
Reid as a "monstrous bird, black with curved beak and 
red glowing eyes 11 (p. 72.) in order to incite fear in 
Grif. Had Grif imagined the stories which Mr. Bradley 
actually tells him the reader would be less disturbed. 
There is a violence in Reid's description of Bradley's 
hallucinations which is unlike his usual qui·escent tone. 
Of Reid's treatment of children in this novel, 
one critic wrote: 111 Children are a heritage of the 
Lord' as the Psalmist says, but we do not care to think 
that 'He giveth his beloved sleep' as a respite from 
undeserv:ed mental anguish."8 Although this attitude 
may sound sentimental, since the treatment of the 
child mind is approached more realistically today, 
the emphasis in this novel on the undeserved suffering 
of Grif is painful to the reader. Of this novel 
another critic believes that "the author's intentness 
on the pursuing nightmare robs the later part of the 
book of some balance, until Grif's delusions appear 
9 . 
real against a rather shadowy background,u wh1le 
still another reviewer finds that there is ''nothing 
slovenly or unfinished" about the work, and that nthe 
10 
author has the artist's instinct" for treating 
contrasting light and shadow. Stylistically 
The Spring Song shows Reid's undeniable power in 
describing the summer scenes of the countryside, a 
painter's ability to capture the color and shades of 
day and night, and his delightful children are full 
of life and vitality. Only two characters fail to 
come through convincingly--the too ingenious Palmer 
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8Anon. rev., Spectator, CXVIII (Jan. 13, 1913), 49. 
9Anon. rev., TLS, Nov. 9, 1916, p. 536. 
10Anon. rev., New York Times, Feb. 11, 1917, p. 51. 
Dorset when, in emulation of Sherlock Holmes, he 
solves the mystery of Mr. Bradley, and the too 
credulous Dr. O'Neill who is deceived by the boy. 
Although Greek material was not used as extensive-
ly in this novel as in Reid's previous works, animism 
is present as a background and interpenetrates the 
other themes. In his next novel the Greek influence 
is even less noticeable; this is doubtless due to the 
fact that both of these works were written to please 
the public. When they failed to gain a wide reading 
public, Reid returned to the Greek world for his 
inspiration and achieved his best work. 
Reid's novel, Pirates of the Spring (1919), 
was originally entitled Beach Trail!. It is a subtle 
study of boyhood and boyhood friendships, jealousies, 
rivalries, misunderstandings, and reconciliations which 
are so vital a part of their world. 
The characters in the novel include Mrs. Trail! 
and Father O'Brien, whose friendship was established 
by the fact that they both found themselves "aliens 
among dour northern Protestants" (p. 2); Mr. Oulton, 
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the uncle of Miles, Beach Traill's friend, and interested 
in Mrs. Trail! to the great distress of her son; 
Palmer Dorset, whom we have already met in The Spring 
Song, the leader of the 11 gang"; Evan Hayes and his 
family, who represent the lower-class element of 
Belfast; a boy named Cantillon, who bullies younger 
boys; and Beach Trail!, whose activities constitute 
the focal point of the story. 
The background of the story is Belfast and its 
environs, within walking distance of Osborne, a fashion-
able school for boys, in reality the Royal Academical 
Institution which Reid attended as a boy. 
Once again Reid returns to the friendship theme 
and weaves a slight thread of plot around Beach Traill's 
friendship for Evan Hayes. Although Beach is the 
central character, the lyrical unfolding of Evan's 
awakening to beauty is delicately portrayed throughout 
the story. Evan is an exceptionally intelligent boy 
from a lower middle-class family, whose education at 
Osborne was made possible only by a scholarship. Dis-
turbed by a growing awareness of beauty through his 
contact with the wealthy Trail! family, he comes to 
realize the commonplace quality of his own environment. 
Symbols of an economic condition become symbols of an 
interior state. The stained tablecloth, the sickly 
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geranium, the uncomfortable furniture upholstered in 
black horsehair in his own home, cause Evan many an 
anguished moment. Evan's growing consciousness of 
Mrs. Traill's loveliness and the beauty which surrounds 
her, combined with the awakening of his own response 
to beauty are skilfully portrayed by Reid in terms of 
the music of feelings. Of Evan he writes: "His 
senses, like the strings of an instrument, quivered and 
vibrated to an unknown, enchanted music when she asked 
him about his school work" (p. 23). A word, a glance, 
or a song sends Evan into a romantic dreamland where 
Mrs. Traill's image seems to haunt him. 
Beach Trail! adopts Evan as his best friend. He 
becomes so infatuated with him that he dreams strange 
dreams which reveal his disturbed state of mind and 
the emotional involvement which accompanies it. In one 
such dream, he and Evan seemed to be in a boat together: 
They had no need to row, for the boat glided of 
itself down a dark, smooth, silent river, under 
great dim boughs in which extraordinary birds of 
the brightest colours sat swinging above the 
water. Th~y floated on and on, in the cool, 
scented shadow, and then suddenly he saw that 
what he had taken for a particularly brilliant 
bird was in reality a monstrous scarlet spider, 
as big as a tea-tray. Before he could reach the 
rudder they had floated into the web, and the 
boat came to rest. The shining eyes of the spider 
fastened on him. The web floated about him, 
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tickling his face and neck, and the more he 
tried to brush it away the more he got entangled 
in it. The tickling increased: he jerked his 
head from side to side to escape it; and opened 
his eyes (p. 185). 
The two boys spend their leisure time in close proximity 
to nature which, at times, reveals their moods. Reid 
paints a beautiful picture of them on the low hills 
behind Carrick-a-rede at the close of the summer 
vacation, by using nature as symbolic of their relation-
ship: 
The gulls, drifting out in ever increasing numbers 
over the blue, wrinkled sea, were whiter still. 
They were white with the soft whiteness of foam 
or snow. These birds, and the two boys, were the 
only living creatures visible in all that wide 
expanse of sea and land and sky; and the birds 
were like spirits from some arctic world, who ~ad 
flown into the summer. They were free and beautiful, 
detached beings hovering on the fringe of the earth, 
bright as angels. They wheeled over the water, 
and suddenly uniting, dropped in a compact flock 
among the foam in the shallows, filling t he air 
with a harsh exultant crying, ceaseless, eager, 
voracious (p. 218). 
When a storm breaks outBeach stands in awe of the 
elements while Evan is completely frightened.. Suddenly 
Beach sees his relationship to Evan clearly: "He could 
hear the scream of witches above the thunder. With 
his hand on Evan's shoulder, he could feel the nervous 
tremor that ran through his body, the start with which 
he recoiled from every flash, and that protective 
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instinct, which had coloured all his friendship, sprang 
up anew" (p. 226). 
Not all relationships in this story are as poetic; 
at least, not from Beach's point of view. When Mr. 
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Oulton looks at his mother in a "strange" way, he cannot 
accept what faces him. On one occasion, when Beach 
skilfully tips the boat so that his rival for his mother's 
affections falls into the river, and when Beach offers to 
give up all his friends if his mother will agree to 
give up one, the reader becomes sympathetically involved 
in his heartaches and growing pains. 
At school Beach has difficulty also, because he 
is "just average" and Vergil must be "trotted" or never 
get done. Well-liked by all the boys except Cantillon, 
a bully and a trouble-maker, Beach with the aid of 
Palmer Dorset, controls his "gang." Palmer is a whole-
some boy; he loves pranks, a good fist fight on occasion, 
and hates sentimental attachments. 
Within this realistic setting the friendship 
between Evan and Beach is a deep undercurrent. Reid is 
at his best when treating this theme; here, however, 
his emotion is more restrained and subdued than it had 
been on any previous occasion. Beach's friendship for 
Evan is markedly different from his feeling for Palmer 
Dorset, or Miles Oulton, or his other schoolboy com-
panions. It is a feeling far more intense and 
emotional than Beach had ever experienced. The growth 
of this friendship as it affects Beach's character 
and ideas is delicately and convincingly portrayed. 
Beach sees Evan as the ideal of boyhood, the 
embodiment of youth, "of an unspoiled beauty, clean and 
flawless--a beauty that from its very proportion and 
harmony gained a kind of spiritual quality" (p. 89). 
Such idealism stands in sharp contrast to the realistic 
attitude of Mr. Ledgerwood towards the boys he teaches: 
"The human boy was the last animal in the world he was 
inclined to view sentimentally. • • • He had little 
faith in Wordsworth's 'priest of nature' theory, and 
still less in the 'trailing clouds of glory.' The 
average boy was an indecent little beast, cunning, 
plausible, callous, with the temperament of a monkey, 
aggravated by a rudimentary sense of humour, and hardly 
modified by an antique and threadbare code of ethics" 
(p. 83). 
Against the background of firelight from a bon-
fire they had lighted on one occasion Beach sees Evan 
as strangely different, for "his beauty had, in this 
strange light and in these surroundings, a quality that 
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it perhaps borrowed from them. • • • He looked now 
like some young faun who had crept in from the woods, 
drawn by the bright blaze. Through the night the 
murmur of water passed, like a voice from the beginning 
of time" (p. 181). Reid has a penchant for describing 
young boys as fauns to emphasize their litheness of 
body, their agility in action, and their lack of 
inhibitions. 
Because Evan is more intellectual than Beach, he 
discusses such qu~stions as the mutability of life and 
beauty, the eternality of time, and the "something 
beyond" other things. Into this adventurous world of 
ideas Beach is readily drawn. Although he cannot 
quite comprehend Evan's depth of insight, he thinks 
that "Socrates might have found it easier11 to solve 
these deeper problems (p. 224). 
To Palmer, friendship means being a pal, not 
a sentimental relationship. He is very firm when he 
declares: "For me to be your pal means something--
something worth having, something you could rely on 
absolutely no matter what you were to do--even if it 
was murder. I daresay you don't believe me" (p. 115). 
When Palmer ultimately supplant~ Evan as Beach's 
friend, Reid shows his understanding of boyhood 
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friendships which are shifting and temporary by nature. 
Although Reid intended this novel as an adult 
book and wrote it as such, there is a youthful quality 
in it which makes it more juvenile than any of his 
other works. In this work there is a warmth, a 
happiness, and a joyous sunshine, with no tragic or 
morbid overtones as had appeared in his earlier works. 
A gentle irony and hlli~or color Reid's treatment of 
childhood and add a note of naturalness to the novel. 
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In this study of boyhood friendships and school 
problems, Reid has written an exceptional novel--a 
classic of its kind. With the pastoral world as a 
background, it is an idyll of exquisite beauty and 
subtlety. What emerges most clearly is the emotional 
melody of the boys' feelings toward one another and 
toward the world in which each finds himself. Although 
at times nature reflects the harmony of their happiness, 
it is often indifferent to their sufferings. No real 
sadness threatens the child's world that Reid has 
created here, yet Evan comes close to being touched by 
it because he is intellectually aware of differing 
economic levels conditioning and limiting life. In 
Reid's portrayal of the problems of class conflicts and 
religious prejudice, through the character of Evan, he 
has painted a realistic picture of Belfast society. 
In t h e opinion of Mr. Burlingham (p. 154), this 
novel reveals "an exhausted imagin ation." That there 
is no fire of intensity or tension here is true, but 
an imagination which can portray t h e subtleties of 
friendship so sensitively yet quietly , is surely not 
exhausted; rather it has found a different level of 
op eration . And wh en the en d of the story is reached 
it leaves the reader with a satisfy ing conviction of 
t h e tru th of the narrative and t h e acc uracy of the 
author's point of view. 
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Pender Amon g the Residents (1922) is professedly 
Reid's first direct study of the occult and the psychic. 
The title of t his novel is double-edged. First of all 
it pertains to Pender's relations with his flesh and 
blood relatives and neighbors, and next to his ex-
periences with his forebears, for mer inhabitants of 
t h e old manor house, who return in this tale to re-enact 
the trag edy and romance of their past lives. 
Ballycastle, a sea-side resort village which 
attracts a motley group of visitors, is both the setting 
and t h e framework of t h e story. Its residents include 
Pend er, the young bachelor squire; Miss Foy, the gentle 
but impoverished music teacher; Doctor Olphert, the 
strength and pride of the community; the Reverend 
Mr. Burton, mild and meek himself, but dominated by 
a masterful, gossipy wife, both of whom are bent 
upon Pender's marriage to their daughter, Norah; 
Trefeusis, the child poet-genius modeled on Master 
Romney Robinson of Belfast, the son of Professor Heron 
in the novel. In point of fact, Professor Heron is 
none other than Professor Skeat with whom Reid had 
studied at Cambridge. 
Shaken and wounded by war service, Pender returns 
to Ramoan, a country estate inherited from h~s grand-
father. There he resumes an old romance with the 
rector's daughter, but discovers that he has been 
replaced in her affections by a younger man, George 
Best. Pender is actually happy to accept his destiny 
as a bachelor, dedicated to writing stories for the 
remainder of his life. 
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This, on the surface, is the old-fashioned tale 
which Reid tells, but skilfully interwoven into the 
fabric is another more compelling romance of supernatural 
phantasy--the story of Pender's strange and wondrous 
affair with the ghosts of the past who step from the 
frames of family portraits, enact their ancient family 
scandal in his presence, and nearly involve him in 
their tragedy. The Greek element in Pender is not 
as obvious as in the earlier works, but inevitably 
Reid resorts to Greek mythology and statuary for his 
imaginative organization of the relationship of Pender 
to Norah. 
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In the introductory chapters Reid carefully 
describes both of these main characters in terms which 
foreshadow their ultimate separation. In Doctor Olphert's 
opinion the war has changed Pender; he looks "old and 
intelligent, and horribly ill11 (p. 24), completely 
transformed from the schoolmaster type of his earlier 
days. The author delineates his facial appearance and 
interprets his expression with infinite care. Pender 
was 11 Clean shaven, his nose was straight but rather 
thick ••• and the lines running from the nose to the 
wide, straight sensitive mouth, the lower lip of which 
was perceptibly thicker than the upper, were deeply 
marked" (p. 24). Lest the reader fail to see Pender 
as the author conceives him, Reid remarks: "He might 
have been a priest. • • • It was not ••• the face 
of an ascetic, yet the sensuality in it seemed strangely 
to express a spiritual force" (p~ 24). 
The unusual combination of sensuous and ascetic 
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details in art and in characters was one of Pater's 
favorite themes. Pender seems to embody the ideal 
of "ascesis" in the sense in which Pater uses it--as 
a quality or a spiritual force in life and art, which 
is the result of discipline, self-restraint, and even 
chastisement of an over-expansive nature. The character 
of Socrates, Greek sculpture, and even Greek athletes 
. . . . d" p 11 B possess th1s character1st1c accor 1ng to ater. oth 
celibacy and temperance are basic to such a theory. 
In Pender's dedication to art and in his aesthetic 
asceticism he approaches the Greek artistic type as 
Pater interpreted it. 
Outwardly Norah seems to be a simple, fun-loving 
girl who wishes to marry Pender yet fails to inspire 
in him the warmth he had felt for her when they had met 
before the war. Norah is not lacking in personal warmth. 
Her failure to respond to Pender is due to her instinc-
tive reaction to Pender's own nature since he, in his 
desire to preserve his celibate state, manages unwittingly 
to project his innate frigidity. Doctor Olphert, who g ives 
us a description of Norah, cannot imagine that Pender 
is really her lover, and he has been Pender's friend 
since childhood. We first see Norah through Doctor 
Olphert' s eyes: "Norah stood beside him [Pendef} with 
11
"Preface" to The Renaissance, p. 6. See also, 
p. 22.1 , n • 6 • 
that serene beauty which seems hardly to belong to 
the mo dern world. The small head, the waved, red~ 
gold hair, the delicate ear, the rhythmic line from 
neck to ankle--these things were Greek. And Norah 
herself--well perhaps Norah too, was Greek" (p. 25). 
Norah has always seemed to the doctor to be 
"unapproachable." She reminded him of "a story of 
Prosper M~rime'e' s '"La Venus d' Ille'" (p. 25). 
This allusio~ to M~rim~e's "La Venus d'Illen 
becomes the controlling image of the story. By means 
of it the theme of the fatal woman is introduced, 
changed as it may be from traditional interpretation. 
The only visible difference is the use Reid makes of 
the theme. Whereas the aesthetes were concerned with 
the sensual attractiveness of woman, to these two 
bachelors, who also approach life from an aesthetic 
point of view, Norah appears as the symbol of frigidity. 
Doctor Olphert has qualms about Pender's approaching 
marriage, and his uneasiness is apparently related to 
the ''Venus d' Ille" story in which, according to the 
myth, a Fatal Woman suffocated her young bridegroom 
in her bronze arms because he "had committed the 
12 
imprudence of placing a wedding ring on her finger." 
12Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony (London, 1951), 
p . 208. 
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When Pender explains to the doctor the change 
that has come over him since his war wound, the 
aesthetic side of his character is further accentuated. 
His senses have become abnormally alive to stimuli; 
on one occasion when the nurse brought him some violets, 
their scent seemed to beat against his brain in "dark 
purple waves." He confesses, "I could actually taste 
it" (p. 39). Is this awakening or heightening of 
sensitivity due to a psychic wound? If so, then P·ender 
. 13 
may be a symbol of the wounded Philoctetes, and his 
desert island is the manor house of Ramoan where, in 
comparative seclusion, he can work out his own salvation 
and write his occult novels. 
Pender's romantic nostalgia for the days of his 
childhood, which symbolize a state of innocence and 
happiness, is also an image of his subconscious fear 
of what marriage and a future with Norah holds for him. 
Vaughan's "The Retreat," which is quoted almost in its 
entirety by Reid, emphasizes Pender's retrogressive 
attitude toward modern life. Three lines toward the 
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13see Edmund Wilson, The Wound and the Bow (Boston, 
1941), pp. 272-295. Wilson traces the Philoctetes myth 
from the Renaissance to the present. Although he is pre-
occupied with the abnormal psychological aspects of the 
wound, Reid seems to treat Pender's wound as indicative of 
a withdrawal from the world with a corresponding immersion 
in literary activity and a heightened interest in the psychic. 
end of the poem are set in context to reiterate 
Pender's longing to return to childhood: 
0, how I long to travel back 
And tread again that ancient track! 
That I may once more reach that plain • 
That the exclamation point after the word "track" is 
Reid's, not Vaughan's, may have some significance here. 
A feeling of insecurity swept over Pender when it 
appeared to be too late to withdraw from the marriage 
he did not really desire. For months he had refused 
to "dwell on the inevitable consequences of his 
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acceptanc~' (p. 43). At the introduction to one chapter 
Reid quoted lines from Poe to precede Pender's recollec-
tion of his meeting with Norah in Italy. They are strange 
lines for a young man to be thinking about when on the 
point of marriage: 
TI1e lady sleeps! 0 may her sleep, 
Which is enduring, so be deep! 
Heaven have her in its sacred keep! 
I pray to God that she may lie 
Forever with unopened eye, 
While the dim sheeted ghosts go by! 
After an attack of influenza, Pender comes to a realization 
of the only kind of love he can accept: "He wanted 
quietness and peace and the intimacy of shared thoughts, 
shared sympathies. • • • A beauty of voice, • And 
love--that, too, quiet--a kind of white purity, such as 
follows on the spent wave of passion • • ." (pp. 59-60). 
He asks himself what right he had to draw Norah "across 
the threshold of his shadowy dwelling-place" (p. 60). 
He tells her he wishes they could be friends. 
On one occasion, after Norah had left from a 
visit with him, Pender realizes that they had been talk-
ing across a gulf. He thinks of her then as Doctor 
Olphert had thought of her earlier: "She struck him, 
somehow, as being remote and passionless as Diana 
wandering upon the cold moonlit mountain side, and he 
remembered that he had never at any time seen her 
irritated, or put out, or very strongly moved in any 
direction" (p. 68). Again, when they had climbed the 
hill to the edge of the cliff and looked out over the 
sea, he saw Norah as Diana: "Something statuesque in 
her poised immobility, in the buoyant grace of her form, 
in a sort of virginal freshness and purity it suggested, 
made him • . . think of Diana--Diana the huntress--
Diana with her moonshine, making beautiful yet dangerous 
this high, lonely place" (p. 142). But, "Alas! he 
E d · 14 b " ( 142) A th· k was no n ym1on, no eager oy · p. • 1C 
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14see Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony; here he notes 
that "ancient myths such as 'Diana and Endymion• were 
used to illustrate the Fatal Woman theme" (p. 206). 
silence came over them then, and his kiss had no 
meaning for 11 it was as if the coldness of the moon 
had entered into it, the coldness of the sea'' (p. 144). 
Ultimately it is Norah who has the courage to 
break their engagement, but not enough courage to 
marry George Best who has no means of security. Al-
though this decision gives Pender the freedom to 
pursue his literary career and his hobby of stamp 
collecting, yet all nature seems to reflect the dark 
mood which broods over the end of their romance: 
The white ch alky rocks of Kenbane ran out into 
the dark water; on the right, the black shape 
of Fair Head, huge in its sullen shadow, loomed 
against the sky; and on the right also, and far 
below where these two solitary human figures 
stood, was the pallid crescent of the beach, 
with its long, thin line of breaking foam. And 
these things seemed to have life--a strange and 
fabulous life. Fair Head was like a crouching , 
dark Chimera--brooding, slowly awakening--an 
immense spiritual force reaching out to engorge, 
to destroy (pp. 141-142). 
In writing this romance, which forms only a part 
of the entire novel, Reid has fused the Fatal Woman myth 
with the Philoctetes legend to explain and symbolize 
both Norah and Pender. Norah, as Reid draws her, is 
neither the traditional siren nor the Diana which Pender 
conceives her to be. That she does not respond to him 
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is true, but she responds very spontaneously to George Best. 
From Pender's point of view she has pursued him; in 
realit y there is no pursuit but a set of circumstances 
of his own making which leave h i m with a trapp ed 
sensation. Any woman who disrupted the harmony of his 
life would be a "femme fatale." 
Pender is a Philoctetes type not only in his 
physical wound and illness, but also in his psychical 
disturbance, which is given expression in the str~~g e 
and occult novel he is writing during the course of this 
story. Like Philoctetes, he relieves the pain of his 
suffering by trying to recapture in his \rriting some 
of the beauty which he knows exists and which he has 
exp erienced. 
Through the medium of a novel being written within 
the novel, a n d a poem in composition by Trefusis, Reid 
is able to comment on the artistic process, and to see 
himself as in a mirror attempting to write a novel of 
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the occult and the psychic. Pender's expressed intention 
is to "create life," to write an imaginative work with 
the intensity of a lyric, and to portray psychic 
exp eriences wit h the vividness of the writer's experience 
of t h em. 
Using the background of a beautiful painting of 
Roxana, and some old letters which he found in the attic, 
Pender fashions a story about the relationship between 
Mrs. Edward Kilmartin, the Roxana of the picture and 
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his great-grandmother, and her half-brother, Tom Ferbis, 
carried on under the eyes of her jealous husband. 
Roxana's letters reveal a love affair which P'ender 
re-creates so imagina tively that the spirits of the 
past inhabitants drift back to haunt his room as he 
writes throughout the deepening night. They communicate 
the intensity of their lives to him and this, according 
to Doctor Olphert, Pender is able to recapture in the 
pages of his novels. It is interesting to note that 
when the doctor questions Pender about the relationship 
of Roxana to Tom, Reid uses the myth of Lamia, Lycius, 
and Apollonius, thus portraying Roxana as the "Fatal 
Woman" type. The conversation between the two men is 
significant of their attitude toward women. Pender 
reads aloud, apparently from Burton's Anatomy of 
Melancholy, the story of the lamia, and reminds the 
doctor that all Lycius got from the philosopher's 
interference was death. But the doctor replies to 
Pender: "Not all. He was saved from the serpent, and 
there are worse things than death" (p. 200). 
Between the conception of the Roxana tale and its 
realization, Pender attempts to instruct Trefusis on 
the proper way to write poetry. Using a myth and 
several hints for procedure, he sets the boy to work 
on a poem which brings the reader back to the Greek 
world at the same time that it reveals the author's 
attitude toward poetry. Pender tells Trefusis that 
he had read in Plutarch that morning nwhat seemed • 
quite a good subject for a poem •••• Look it up 
in Plutarch. But if you do write it, remember this 
time you are writing for me.n 
nwhat difference does that make?" asked Trefusis. 
nit must be done in my way--otherwise I shan't 
pay for it. You must try to see it and hear it 
and feel it and smell it before you even begin. 
And there must be no poetic language--not a 
word" (p. 170). 
When Trefusis asks what Pender means by poetry, he 
replies: "A mysterious thing ••• a mixture of 
. . 
enchantment and music--something immensely primitive--
a survival--old--old as Egyptian magic 11 (p. 173), or 
one may add, Greek myth. 
Pender Among the Residents is the most disappoint-
ing of all Reid's novels and the most unlike any work 
previously written. Actually it broke the sequence of 
his novels as he purp osely wrote them to give vision to 
his ideal. He himself was most dissatisfied with it, 
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referring to it as "professional" and "invented" 
(Private Road, p. 192). Because it contained "a 
rather conventional ghost story" and one in wh ich he 
never believed himself, be knew that it was unsuccess-
ful (Private Road, p. 193). 
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Very evident in the novel is the lack of imaginative 
intensity usually found in Reid's novels and a failure 
to fuse the two stories harmoniously. It is only by 
means of the Philoctetes myth that any unity is achieved. 
The occult theme, far more strange than the romance of 
Pend er and Norah, demands an unusual "suspension of 
disbelief" from the reader. 
This novel had a mixed reception from the public. 
An anonymous reviewer in the New York Times wrote 
that "there is no one writing today who exceeds 
him[Rei~ in the ability to deal effectively, persuasively, 
15 
with occult themes." Another critic feels that Reid 
would have written a better novel if he had kept the 
romantic mystery and the supernatural fantasy for 
16 
another book. 
In this novel the social comedy of life at 
l5Anon. rev., New York Times, Feb. 4, 1923, p. 16. 
16Anon. rev., TLS, Nov. 16, 1922, p. 746. 
Ballycastle is portrayed with quiet realism. Possibly 
this story is not as successful as his previous works 
because Reid does not have the ability to depict adult 
life with the same imaginative intensity as he does 
that of boyhood and adolescence. The background of 
nature, the light and shadow, the contrasting and 
opposing forces which are part of Reid's art are all 
here, but one misses the adolescent characters which 
make his novels come alive. 
In the intervening period between writing 
Pender Among the Residents and Demophon (1927), Reid 
wrote his spiritual autobiography, Apostate (1926). 
A romantic nostalgia for the enchanted landscape of 
Greece with all that it implies of paganism and 
individualism appears throughout the pages of this 
work. Greece and the Greek way of life become an 
ideal which establishes the pattern for each subsequent 
novel. From this time forward the lyrical quality of 
Reid's genius never falters; and thus the novels written 




THE LATER NOVELS (1927-1947) 
Demophon, Uncle Stephen, Brian Westby 
The Retreat, Young Tom 
The interplay of illusion and reality is clearly 
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the subject of Reid's next novel, Demophon: A Traveller's 
Tale (1927), the imaginative counterpart of Apostate. 
The author's self as interpreted in Apostate becomes the 
self which is reflected, imaged, and translated through-
out Demophon. To be sure that the reader understands 
the symbolism, Reid gives the following key: Demophon 
is Reid himself as a young boy, "Demeter is Emma, and 
Hermes is the dream-playmate" (Private Road, p. 198). 
Reid knew little of Hermes except that he was a 
"God of dreams, and also a boy God--a protector of boys" 
who played a minor part in Greek mythology, yet Hermes 
was he tells us, "the spirit I prayed to in my boyhood--
a nameless spirit" (Private Road, p. 198). There are 
innumerable references to this god in his translations 
from the Greek Anthology written, in part at least, as 
early as 1905, which shows that Hermes was one of Reid's 
favorite Greelc deities • 
. , 
/ 
Organizing his traveller's tale around the myth 
of Demeter which Reid knew from the Greek Anthology, 
Ovid's Metamorphoses, and Pater's "The Myth of Demeter 
and Persephone" (Greek Studies, pp. 81-151), Reid wove 
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a story which embodies his deepest feelings for Greece. 
The epigraph 6n the title page expresses this myth direct-
ly and succinctly: "But of Demophon, the son of Keleos, 
it is said that when he grew to boyhood he wandered 
from his father's house, and because of something 
divine in him met with divine adventures." Although 
both Greek and Roman versions of the Demeter myth 
elaborate on the theme of the Earth Mother, Reid makes 
Demeter the divinity who molds and shapes the boy 
Demophon, thus corresponding to his nurse, Emma. As 
written by Reid, Demophon is a romantic interpretation 
of a Greek tale of the immortal boy, who tended by the 
goddess, Demeter, would have acquired immortality except 
for his mother's intervention. 
The opening scene serves to establish the dominant 
mood of the story. From the opening line of the novel, 
the reader is transported to Greece, and for the 
duration of the story never once leaves the "golden 
isles": "Beyond the grove of laurels sacred to Artemis 
lay a blue, crinkled sea. It glittered dazzlingly in 
the hot sunshine; and far out in the bay where water 
and sky met, the dark rocks of Salamis rose like a 
dream-land, because a God had dropped a haz:e about 
them" (p. 13). 
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Details drawn from the everyday life of Greece 
give a unique charm to this tale. Keleos, the father 
of Demophon, on the threshold of old age, seems like a 
figure from Greek sculpture come alive as he walks home 
with his daughter, who "rubbed a dirty hand" across a 
11very dirty facen (p. 14). Reid uses realistic details 
of simple, country life to convey an impression of 
naturalness. Keleos'nbeard was grizzled, his skin 
tanned like leather, and the sweat ran in beads from 
the roots of his matted hair" (p. 14). Here is the 
figure of venerable old age in the simplicity of this 
homely character who takes his nobility from the earth 
itself. 
Again in the description of the fields "yellow 
with ripened cornn (p. 14) until "the spirit of the 
great earth mother passed over them changing their 
color11 is the painter's description of sensuous nature 
and the fertility of the earth with its bounty. Reid 
here has captured the sensuous aspect of life so natural 
to the Greeks who lived in this sun-baked southern land. 
Demeter is statuesque in appearance as she is 
first seen, but is soon transformed as she gathers her 
dark poppies: "Her throat rose like a strong column from 
the loose draperies of her dark robe, her feet were 
slender and beautiful • • • her eyes were very deep and 
stern" (p. 16). Symbolic of earth's fertility and 
health, Demeter stands in sharp contrast to the shrewish, 
jealous, arid Metanira, Demophon's mother. Hers is 
the power to give life, health, and divinity to Demophon; 
to transform him from illness to health; to metamorphose 
his humanity by bestowing divinity. In proportion as 
Demeter achieves her purpose, the strength of Metanira 
diminishes. Yet as Metanira prays with Keleos for the 
health of their boy, each knows that Demeter is an 
answer to their prayer--one chosen by the gods as their 
"intermediary." As the boy grows in health and strength, 
and winter turns to spring, Demeter protects him and 
watches over him; "sometimes she would catch him up in 
her arms and hold him close, so that the flame of life 
in him was strengthened, and through all his body and 
limbs there glowed the dawning spirit of a God" (p. 30). 
But Metanira's feeling of gratitude gives way to 
jealousy as she thinks of the witches of Thessaly and 
their unholy "transformations." When she sees Demeter 
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place the boy in "the red heart of the fire 11 and rake 
the ashes over him, she becomes very angry (p. 35). 
Whereup on the goddess, in anger leaves the house forever. 
As she rises into the heavens, "her yellow hair was 
like the corn at harvest time" (p. 37). 
Thus Reid portrays Demeter as the symbol of a 
life-giving force which transforms personality by the 
power of its love and care. She is at once the spirit 
of love and the s pirit of creativity, which dies when 
subjected to the narrowness and suspicions of t h ose of 
little faith. She is Emma, his childhood nurse, 
idealized and romanticized. Without her Demophon lives, 
but never quite forgets her influence, although her place 
is finally yielded to the divine playmate, Hermes. 
As a boy of nature, Demophon is educated by his 
father in tradition al beliefs and natural history. He 
learns of the stars and of the trees belonging to each 
god--as the oak to Zeus, the fig vine to Dionysius, the 
myrtle to Aphrodite. Never did he cross a stream without 
saying a prayer and bathing his hands in the pure water, 
or bowing to the car of Helios at sunrise. Most of all, 
he learns about husbandry and how to care for a farm; -
he knows the rules and prayers which will insure the 
fruitfulness of cattle. At school in Eleusis he studies 
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music, reading, writing, and poetry under Pittakos, 
his "cranky" poet-teacher. It is significant here 
that Reid purposely uses Eleusis since it was the 
place in classical antiquity where boys on their 
fourteenth birthday dedicated their hair to t h e river 
a nd became potential candidates for the final mysteries. 
Here, then, Demophon dedicates his newly shorn locks to 
the goddess of the sea, and overcome with lonelin ess, 
sets out on his romantic adventures in search of his 
lost playmate, Hermes. 
Although this odyssey takes only one year, it 
covers extensive geography. Demophon travels on the 
back of Pholos the centaur, past Parnassos to the 
mountain s of magical Thessaly, to the shrine of the 
triple Hekate, to the hills of Dionysius, where a 
festival in honor of Pan is h eld. Kidnapp ed by pirates, 
he travels to Euboea, the land of fantasy and magic 
where he meets Glaulws. On his way to Chalkis he 
encounters Laomedon, the priest of death, wh o imprisons 
him temporarily . After his escap e, he meets Talos, 
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the horse-tra iner i n Aulis, who gives him the magic herb 
moly; this Demophon uses to bring to life a huge ma rble 
serpent sacred to Asklepios. By the serp ent he is 
advised to "sleep with his ear to the g round," so that 
the wisdom of the earth ''would pass into his 
dreams" (p. 163). 
From Aulis Demophon travels to Thebes where he 
meets Euphorion of Ephesus, reputedly the most famous 
Sophist in Greece who had acquired his philosophy from 
the gods. By Euphorion, Demophon is instructed in the 
knowledge the philosopher has gained in his 0~1 travels 
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in the regions of the East. In a cave beneath Mount 
Helicon he visits Sophron, a wise man, bathes in the 
sacred waters there, and comes to realize that the spirit 
of love pervades all forms of life. He stays with 
Sophron through autumn; one day while here, he witnesses 
the ceremony in honor of Adonis. Though Demophon has 
grown in wisdom during this year, he becomes restless, 
and decides to make the journey homeward. By following 
the chain of mountains between Boetia and Attica, Demophon 
comes to an enchanted valley, rejects the enchantress, 
Xanthus, and is saved by his prayer to Hermes, his lost 
playmate, who comes to take' flim home. Hand in hand they 
walk together through the barley fields. 
In this novel, Hermes is Reid's symbol of what he 
calls "a faith in something11 or what may be called "the 
acceptance of an imaginative symbol projected from an 
unknown spiritual energy'·' (Private Road, p. 199). In 
his own life Reid sought for the exact meaning of his 
chosen symbol and asked himself if perhaps its origin 
were in some "spiritual force from which Christianity 
and all religions had sprung" (p. 199). He knew, he 
says, that to "the orthodox Protestant it would appear 
merely a childish superstition," so he wrote to Andre 
Raffalovich who, as a Catholic, would be "more under-
standing and less skeptical11 (p. 199); the latter 
replied giving "the verdict of the Catholic Church as 
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transcribed by him," or rather 11some clergyman's version 1t 
of it: 
Your friend can find in his Hermes whatever spirit 
he likes to evolve out of his hungers and desires, 
and this ideal of his ( in so far as it consorts 
with the ideals painted for us in the New Testament) 
is no doubt the same spiritual ideal as you have 
found in Christ, or rather one facet of it. Un-
happily I know nothing of his Hermes, so that I 
don't lmow what his ideals signify; but it is 
clear that Christ is the fulfilment of all our 
earlier hopes and the reality of our later dreams, 
so that there, in Christ, all religions touch 
hands. But it is only His own revelation to us of 
Himself and of God that gives us fully the meaning 
and reality of our hopes and hungers. Yet though 
His revelation is as complete as can be, our 
apprehension of it is not complete. We see darkly, 
and .that in a mirror (Private Road, p. 200). 
But Reid was neither impressed with this answer nor with 
that of Francois Mauriac who found in Reid's mental and 
spiritual outlook, "le vide effroyable que creuse dans 
les ~tres · 1' absence de Dieu" (Private Road, p. 201), and 
insisted that Reid was clingin g to an outworn creed. 
Whereupon Reid reiterated his belief in t h e Socratic 
creed: 
As I have said, I believe, with Socrates, that we 
can only really love what is good, but it would 
be as idle to p retend that the s pirit hovering 
before my imagination in the least resembled Christ, 
as to affirm that among our earthly friends we must 
all feel drawn towards and love the same person. 
The spirit I searched for was a spirit of nature--
a god, but not God, not the creator and controller 
of the universe. The statement that I must see him 
as Christ would, it seemed to me, be exactly 
paralleled were I to insist that the Christian must 
see Christ as him. Translated into the Christian 
mythology he would be much more like the angel who 
accompanies the youthful Tobias on his adventures 
(Private Road, p . 201). 
Actually, it would app ear th a t Hermes seems to be 
an imaginative occult symbol for desire which expresses 
itself in two ways: On a religious level it is the 
search of the soul for a spirit in nature; on a psycho-
logical level it is the search of a person for the 
fulfillment of his personality. 
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By means of Demophon's search for Hermes, Reid has 
organized and symbolized the friendship theme which 
ap p ears in his other works--from The Garden God on through 
his later novels. In Demophon, however, it is the feeling 
of need for fulfillment which is real, and it is this 
feelin g alone which is portrayed. The key word "lonely" 
which occurs at i n tervals serves to establish a pattern. 
From the very begihning of the story, Reid emphasizes 
Demophon's "difference"; he has a touch of the divine 
in him, thus "marking him off from the common race of 
men" (p. 36). By anointing his body in the fire, he 
has been transformed, or changed by the touch of 
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Demeter. His nature has been refined and rarified because 
the earthly elements of grossness and sensuality have 
been burned out of him. Thus Reid has established the 
Greek "idea of a god incarnate in human form," 1 but 
because the process of deification was not completed 
due to the interference of Metanira, Demophon feels 
his incompleteness and has a longing to share with some-
one like himself his ideas and adventures. When he 
meets Hermes who is the personification of the perfect 
human companion, but is divine by nature, Demophon is 
happier than ever before; he thinks that Hermes is his 
brother and immediately they become friends. To Demophon 
Hermes is 
the most wonderful person in the world. He could 
make toys out of wood or clay or pomegranate skin; 
he made a pipe of hemlock stalks (binding the 
hollow stems with white wax), and when it was 
finished he showed Demophon how to blow out of it 
musical sounds. He taught him how to throw a 
spinning quoit; he taught him how to run and leap 
and wrestle and box and swim; he turned the sylvan 
glade into a green gymnasium and Demophon himself 
into the smallest of small athletes (p. 31). 
1Sir James George Fraser, The Golden Bough, 
abridged ed. (New York, 1953), p. 106. 
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At Demeter's disappearance, Demophon is lonely 
and lost until Hermes takes her place. But when Hermes 
leaves, Demophon grows restless, listless, and inatten-
tive at school. At home he becomes dreamy and discontented 
with the duties of farm life. When he reaches the age 
of fourteen, the change from childhood to adolescence 
is seen in his dedication of his hair to the sea, 
symbolical of having arrived at puberty. In his lone-
liness his thoughts turn to Elysium, far away beyond 
the hills. Here, as in Reid's other works, Elysium is a 
symbol of an ideal world, a terrestrial paradise where 
desires may be satisfied and wishes fulfilled. It is 
always far distant but ever beckoning those dissatisfied 
with life as it is. It is a pagan paradise where "there 
are fields of crimson roses, and three times a year the 
trees bear fruit. No storms blow there, and there is 
no snow. But neither is it too hot. The land is never 
parched, and the sea-wind breathes softly through the 
branches. There by the streams that flow through the 
green meadows, everyone is happy after his own fashion--
making music or poetry, or wrestling or playing games, 
or running races, or dancing--and the lover is with his 
beloved'' (p. 55). 
Three threads of the story are thus brought 
together in this passage: Demophon's search for his 
divine friend Hermes, the theme of a terrestrial 
paradise as the land of heart's desire, and the concept 
of divinity in humanity. 
In Demophon's search he encounters several classes 
of mythical creatures who are also divided creatures, 
and hence lonely. First Pholos the centaur, half-man 
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and half-horse described as a "shy, beautiful creature" 
approaches Demophon reluctantly because of his fear of 
being hurt. To Demophon he says: ''Boys and even men • • • 
are inclined to snatch up stones when they see anyone 
who is not the same as themselves" (pp. 49-50). Demophon 
has no fear, however, because he is like Pholos in the 
sense of being a divided self. As Pholos was lonely 
because of his nature, so Glaukos, whom Demophon next 
meets, is also lonely. With the upper part of his body 
a man, and the lower part a fish, he is condemned to spend 
his days beneath the sea pining away for his beloved 
Scylla in his house of shells, crystal, and sea-weed. 
When Demophon says he is searching for Hermes, Glaukos 
advises him that "it is better not to look for people. 
For when you find them, they don't want you. Scylla is 
lost because I loved her" (p. 113). 
As Demophon passes over the mountains sacred to 
Pan, he witnesses the ceremony to Dionysius wherein the 
female worshippers evoke "their dark ambiguous God and 
the fructifying powers of Earth11 (p. 70). Prudence 
fought with curiosity in the boy's mind as he watched 
. 
the wild, rhythmic, hypnotic sexual dancers until they 
dropped with exhaustion on the grass where they . lay 
"with swimming eyes and panting limbs" (pp. 72-73). 
In this episode Reid uses the sexual orgies of the 
Bacchic revelries to explain Demophon's attitude toward 
physical relationships. A feeling of aversion sweeps 
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over him and he turns his eyes from a "sight shameful 
and degrading" (p. 73). It was the disgust "that 
follows gratified curiosity" (p. 73). Although Demophon 
is lonely he takes comfort in the thought that his love 
for Hermes has grown deeper; yet he still longs to see 
his playmate face-to-face. 
Before Demophon can be reunited with Hermes, 
however, he must travel further and gain experience and 
lmowledge. In his travels he visits two famous Greek 
philosophers, Euphorion of Ephesos, the illustrious 
Sophist, and Sophron, his teacher from whom he listens 
to lectures on appearance and reality, on happiness, and 
on mutability. Thus Demophon's search becomes the 
philosopher's search for the nature of reality and the 
meaning of life. More important than the words of 
the philosophers, however, is a strange feeling which 
comes to him as he walks along the river--a mystical 
feeling of the oneness of life: "Demophon suddenly 
knew that he and the snakes and the lizards and the 
colored butterflies and even the earth over which he 
walked were one" (p. 182). The animistic feeling of 
unity with earth is the turning point in his search. 
In his introspection he tries to analyze the relation 
of his feeling for earth to the person he really is: 
What was it--this something that was not his mind, 
that was even closer to him than his mind? It 
dwelt in him: it was the sadness which rose and 
mingled with the beauty that flowed in through his 
eyes from the summer fields, and through his ears 
from the wind and the sea: it was his longing 
for his lost playmate, his love for those spotted 
snakes, his friendship with this tiny flying beetle 
that had settled on his hand. It dwelt in him; but 
might it not be truer to say that it ~ Demophon? 
His home really was, then, in those far-off islands 
in the West; and he was not setting out on a 
journey, but going back, going home (pp. 183-184). 
And as Demophon looks up with tears in his eyes, he sees 
that "the wooded slopes of Helikon are close at 
hand (p. 185). 
If this spirit within Demophon can be identified, · 
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it seems to be the spirit of love, or Eros, whose search 
for Hermes would be the union with the two halves of the 
separated self. Thus the journey for knowledge and 
reality ends in the realization of Demophon's own 
identity, and the bond of spirit connecting each level 
of life. Thus the search is far more important than 
the wonders Demophon beheld. In the psychology of 
Carl jung a parallel quest motif symbolizes "a search 
for the wholeness of personality and for the indes-
tructible essence of the soul which • • • is expressed 
in countless images and symbols ranging from the elixir 
of life and the philosopher's stone to the image of the 
hermaphrodite." 2 
In discussing the p roblem of the nature of reality, 
Sophron tells Demophon that nothing remain s, that all 
things are con tinually passing into something else: 
"That which was once a plant becomes an animal, that 
whi ch was an animal, becomes a plant" (p. 195). Further-
more, he says, a man may gain happiness "if he can be 
persuaded to look for it where it really is ••• within 
himself" (p. 196). 
Although Sophron is a wise man, he also is lonely 
because he realizes that there is no perfection on earth, 
"no complete fulfillment of the soul's desire" (p. 197). 
~~s vision of the golden age where blood sacrifice was 
non-existent is a vision of the a g e of innocence which 
is one of Reid's favorite symbols. Sophron describes 
2
see Psyche and Symbol, trans. Violet de Laszlo 
(New York, 1958) p. xxvi. 
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this ideal state as "a single community which embraced 
heaven and earth, and Gods and men and animals were 
united in friendship and order and temperance 
••• " (p. 197). 
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In Demophon's further adventures he sees the 
ceremoni es of the cult of Adonis which express this 
god's strange dual nature. Demophon comes to realiz·e 
that this religion is a cult of physical desire and 
death. Of any cult coming out of the East, Sophron 
s peaks derisively, for he believes that "religion should 
be a preparation for life, not a preparation for 
death" (p. 207). 
From Euphorion, Demophon learns about the doctrine 
of metempsychosis whereby the philosopher explains his 
own memory of other lives in which he had been "a fish, 
a tortoise, a lynx, an eagle, a girl, a boy ••• 11 (p. 215). 
The end of knowledge, Demophon learns, is to rise from 
a lower to a higher self, and to make the lives of all 
earthly creatures as pleasant as possible if one believes 
that any divine compensation awaits man (p. 225). 
Before Demophon's journey ends he meets Xanthus, 
an enchantress who falls passionately in love with him. 
As she sings her love songs to him and plies him with 
gifts, he feels repulsion and aversion. To himself 
he admits that "this real love-making bored him. A 
single touch was enough to denude the whole scene of 
enchantment'' (p. 242). 
After his escape from Xanthus, Demophon feels as 
if a guardian spirit, "an angel, a God, a protector, 
a lover" has been with him all through his dangers. As 
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he kneels by the wayside shrine and prays to Hermes, the 
boy god came to him, and "though he was older and somewhat 
graver • • • he was a youth, a young shepherd, he was 
still the boy who had come to him in the woods, his lost 
playmate, his hero, his friend" (p. 266). 
Although Hermes cannot stay with him long, he 
plucks a golden hair from his head and places ''it among 
Demophon's black ones. And now you are indisputably 
mine • • • marked with my mark," he declares, and "not 
all the kings of the earth could remove it. I will tell 
you further, that I myself, even if I desire to, could 
not remove it, for our laws are not like your laws, and 
what we have once decreed is unalterable •••• " And 
Hermes continued: 
It is there for ever. I have done, though in a 
different way, something of what Deo tried to 
do. Just exactly what she had planned can never 
now be done: that promise that at the appointed 
time I shall come again for you; and that in 
the end all will be well. • • • And now we 
had better be starting on our JOurney. I am 
going to see you safely home, and though at 
your father's gate I must say good-bye, the 
whole long day is before us. 
So they set out together, hand in hand, through 
the waving barley fields (p. 269). 
From following Demophon' s '1divine" adventures and 
his search for the lost p1aymate, Hermes, it becomes 
evident that Reid is concerned with nothing less than 
a search into the nature of reality and a discovery of 
personal identity. When Demophon discovers his own 
identity, and comes to realize that there are creatures 
in the animal world with which he has something in 
common (Glaukos and Pholos), one aspect of the journey 
is fulfilled. From an acceptance of this fact, he comes 
to realize that man may achieve happiness if he looks 
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for it "where it really is ••• within himself" (p. 196). 
In addition to the friendship theme there also 
emerges from this novel the value of natural religion 
as the religion of joy and spontaneity--a religion of 
life, rather than a religion which looks forward to 
death. That all levels of life find unity in earth, 
whose spirit is a life-giving force, is the author's 
belief and Demophon's discovery. Thus Hermes also stands 
as an occult symbol for the principle which alone is 
able to unify all religions. Demophon's search for 
Hermes is the search for a reality of spirit in nature 
itself. As dreams were one means by which primitive 
man came to believe in . the existence of spirit, so 
Demophon's dreams of Hermes are the means by which he 
knows the reality of a presence outside of himself. 
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By Demophon's adventures with the characters of 
Greek mythology who love and fear and experience lone-
liness as does man, Reid has succeeded in presenting the 
process of creative imagination working on dry myths and 
infusing them with life and vitality. In effect, he has 
commented on the nature of the creative process operative 
when the artist has his roots in the earth, which gives 
him the nourishment necessary for creating forms of 
beauty. Each of Demophon's adventures are related to 
ceremonials, rites, customs, and practices deeply 
imbedded in Greek myth, which come alive by the magic 
touch of the novelist who is virtually a poet. It 
would seem as if Reid attempted to capture poetically 
the substance of Fraser's Golden Bough, or at least to 
create a new interpretation of the Hermes myth. 
The plastic quality of the Greek myth of Demeter 
is seen in the extent to which Reid adapts it to parallel 
and interpret the deep psychical bond which united him to 
Emma, his childhood nurse. Demeter's "magical rites" 
represent the love and affection which transform the 
child Demophon from a state of sickness to health. 
She stands in sharp contrast to Metanira, his mother, 
who is cold, distant, and lacking in vitality. In his 
ability to create the mythical adventures of Demophon 
through time and space, he reveals the mythopoeic 
imagination in operation. 
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One is conscious that Reid's purpose is more than 
a re-creation of Greek myth. He is involved in an 
attempt to create a symbol which will both organize and 
suggest the fundamental unity of spirit underlying 
matter and appearance, infusing all levels of life, 
and uniting both the outward and the inward worlds in 
its harmony. Thus the end of man's adventures is a 
realization of self and the spirit which is the unifying 
principle of all life. 
Demophon shows an advance in technique and in 
treating point of view. Because Reid has told the 
story from the boy's point of view and at his own level, 
with no intrusion on the author's part, this novel is 
successful. The style is clear, direct, and melodious 
and his sensuous descriptions of nature are painted in 
rich and varied colors. His feeling for Greek life 
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and thought is so intense that one feels his thrill 
in the discovery of a living reality of a race, a 
creed, and a way of life to which he believed he 
belonged by nature. He shared with the primitive Greek 
an animistic approach to nature, the "'sense of 
fellowship with every scaled and furred and feathered 
creature'" (Burlingham, p. 174). His unusual love of 
youth which almost approaches a cult of Hermes is in 
harmony with the Greek attitude toward all young, supple 
forms. Reid's extreme sensitivity to beauty in all 
natural forms is evident in this novel and felt on every 
page. 
Demophon is both an imaginative re-creation of 
Greek life, and a tribute to Reid's creative imagination, 
inasmuch as the religious and mythological aspects of 
Greek life come alive and take on a deeper meaning. 
Despite its pastoral disguise, it is a meaningful novel 
which probes by means of myth the deep recesses of 
feeling. In order to explain and portray Demophon's 
yearning for spiritual and emotional satisfaction, Reid 
uses the method of intuitive psychology. By employing 
Greek myth, by passing from autobiography to a more 
plastic form, Reid was able to make his own special 
experiences as revealed in Apostate the mythical 
experiences of Demophon. 
The spirit of Hermes inspires and informs Reid's 
next novel, Uncle Stephen (1931). He is the imaginative 
symbol of the emotion which links young Tom to his 
Uncle Stephen; he is the spirit giving form to art and 
nature; and as in Demophon, he is "like the angel who 
accompanies the youthful Tobias on his adventures" 
(Private Road, p. 201). 
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So inspired was Reid by Hermes, his tutelary 
spirit, that he wrote a dedication to the god, which he 
suppressed later because of the "weakness which dreads 
ridicule" (Private Road, p. 235). In substitution he 
prefaced the story with lines from the Book of job which 
convey the underlying emotion of the novel: "0 that I 
might have my request, and that God would grant me the 
thing that I long for." 
In its original form Uncle Stephen was "completely 
a dream story. That is to say, from beginning to end, 
it was composed in sleep ••• or 'lived' for I undoubtedly 
was Tom,'1. Reid wrote (Private Road, p. 231). Planned 
as a story of magic and mystery, the work in its early 
stages bore the title of "MY Uncle's a Magician," with 
the accent on "my" to indicate Tom's "natural pride 
of possession" (Private Road, p. 232). Reid's interest 
at this point was in the metamorphosis of form. In 
the original story, Uncle Stephen becomes transformed 
into the boy Stephen of his youth, and a fire in the 
house prevents his return to his natural adult form. 
This version, however, appeared melodramatic to Reid, 
and the spirit of the dream was lost. Therefore he 
recast the story into as realistic a form as its content 
would allow, without changing the intrinsic spirit of 
the story's meaning, and omitting the fire as the 
explanation of Uncle Stephen's metamorphosis. 
Uncle Stephen is the first in a trilogy of novels 
dealing with young Tom Barber, Reid's favorite hero. 3 
If the author had written no other work, the Tom Barber 
series would entitle him to a significant rank among 
modern novelists. In one way, Tom is a very ordinary 
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boy; in another, he is a precocious, imaginative dreamer--
like Grif and Peter and Denis. 
The story opens dramatically, yet solemnly, at 
3Although the Tom Barber trilogy was written in 
the following sequence--Uncle Stephen (1931), The Retreat 
(1936), and Young Tom (1944)--from the point of view 
of Tom's age they may be considered in reverse order. 
the funeral services for Tom's father, when the boy, 
unable to fasten his attention on the hollow words 
of the ceremony, allows his imagi nation to dwell upon 
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the beauty of nature crowding in around the open 
grave. The prospect of living with his stepmother and 
her family at Gloucester Terrace overpowers Tom, and 
he decides to run away. In his desire for a refuge he 
thinks of his Uncle Stephen, his only living relative. 
Although he has not met his uncle, Tom knows that he 
has written a book in Greek, which the boy has read and 
only partly understood. After the family discussion of 
what is to be done with him, Tom's small stepsister, Jane, 
helps him in his plans to escape. 
All day long Tom traveled by coach until, tired 
and hungry, he arrives by moonlight at Kilbarron where 
Mrs. Deverell, the housekeeper, greets him and tells him, 
strangely indeed, that his uncle has been expecting him. 
When Uncle Stephen comes to welcome him, he is the most 
wonderful, sympathetic, understanding uncle in the whole 
world. The very next day he makes plans to adopt his 
young nephew, and to have him tutored by the village 
schoolmaster. The Reverend Mr. Knox, he hopes, will 
give Tom his training, and Uncle Stephen will keep his 
nephew with him forever. 
Within the grounds of Uncle Stephen's estate 
is an ivy-covered carriage-shed, and there in a ruined 
gar d en is a statue of a boy holding an urn which 
immediately captures Tom's imagination. From the 
wi ndows of the old house Tom sees a face which he 
soon realizes is that of Philip Coombe; in actuality 
it is his Uncle Stephen transformed into the boy he 
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once h ad been. A further complication now sets in when 
Uncle Horace, brother of Tom's stepmother, arrives to 
claim t h e boy. Uncle Stephen has already settled matters 
with complete legality, however, and Tom knows that he 
is to be his Uncle Stephen's little boy forever. He is 
relieved and happy, and one day confesses to his kind 
and gentle uncle that he has discovered the boy, Philip. 
His protector and benefactor then takes him to his own 
room where he shows Tom a statue of Hermes, the divine 
protector of boys. Tom realizes then that Philip, 
Uncle Stephen, and the urn god are all the same person. 
In complete tranquillity he plays by day with Philip 
on the river bank, and at night reads books with Uncle 
Stephen. 
There comes an evening when Uncle Stephen decides 
that this situation has gone as far as it should. He 
shows Tom a picture of himself as a boy, and this 
portrait is signed "Philip." In his affectionate 
loyalty, Tom insists that he has known this all the 
time. Uncle Stephen explains that just as he had 
dreamed of Tom in his loneliness and Tom had come to 
him, so Tom's dream of him must have materialized in 
the same way. In this manner, a connection has been 
accomplished between time past and time present. 
After this conversation, Tom goes to the old 
carriage-house seeking Philip, but fails to find him. 
In a strange sort of fantasy, however, Philip comes 
and lives for one week with Tom at the manor 'house; 
Uncle Stephen's disappearance is explained by a 
mysterious errand in town. Weary after a week of 
this, however, Tom wishes Philip would become Uncle 
Stephen again. He insists that he sleep in his old 
room, and prays to Hermes that his uncle may be 
transformed again. As he sits by the stone boy in 
the garden, overcome by a desire to caress it, he 
gives in to his impulse and discovers that the greatest 
love of his life is for the real Uncle Stephen, for 
"Uncle Stephen was his master and he was Uncle Stephen's 
pupil" (p. 268). 
Of all Reid's novels, Uncle Stephen is the most 
involved in conception and must be read as a fantasy. 
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According to William York Tindall, fantasy, which 
has been persistently attractive to twentieth century 
writers, is an attempt of the disenchanted to capture 
4 
a former enchantment. Reid's use of fantasy, however, 
may be best explained as his total commitment to 
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imagination by which he can convey his meaning poetically. 
Because he is not converned to distinguish between the 
real and the unreal in this novel, or perhaps because he 
desires to fuse both, he employs the method of psychic 
transference as it relates to the boy standing at his 
father's grave, thinking longingly of an uncle whom 
he never knew but to whom he feels he belongs. 
Uncle Stephen is steeped in Greek allusions and 
references. It is the image of the Greek world and its 
values which Tom subconsciously evokes in his telepathetic 
communication with his uncle. For Uncle Stephen becomes 
the symbol of Tom's desire as it changes from the yearning 
for an uncle, to the wish for a boy companion as his own 
faithful friend. In the early stages of the novel Tom 
exhibits many tendencies which definitely ally him with 
the world of Hellenism. In the cemetery, when the 
Reverend Mr. Carteret launched Mr. Barber's soul on its 
perilous journey, Tom deliberately fastened his attention 
on a beautiful butterfly in its purposeless flight from 
4
see Forces in Modern British Literature, p. 92. 
flower to flower. Tom's mythopoeic imagination sees 
the butterfly as the primitive Greek saw it. The 
butterfly was "like a little soul newly exiled from 
the body and not knowing whither to fly. The soul of 
an infant, perhaps. Then suddenly he alit on a stalk 
of foxgloves and became at once a comfortable earthly 
creature, warm with appetites, eager, impatient, 
purposeful, as he explored cave after purple cave, 
forcing an entrance, greedy, determined. Tom smiled: 
he very nearly laughed" (p. 6). 
Burlingham's study of Reid states that in the 
revised text of Uncle Stephen, in the passage where 
Tom fixes his attention on the butterfly, the relative 
pronoun who replaces the earlier that. Such an 
emendation points up Reid's tendency to humanize the 
lower forms of life. He writes that Reid "would no 
more have deprived a butterfly of its identity than a 
human being" (p. 6 3). 
The imagery of the passage quoted above, sensual 
in its overtones, reveals the inner workings of Tom's 
mind. Not only does he see the butterflies in terms 
of sexual activity, but also the grasshoppers: "The 
thridding of grasshoppers sounded like the whirr of 
small grindstones. Tom instantly saw them as tiny men 
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dressed in green who went about sharpening still 
tinier knives and scissors for the other insects. 
A blue dragon-fly, like a shining airman, flashed by 
in the sun. There were lots of these small airmen, he 
~ew, among the reeds on the -lake; where they bred. 
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He had an impression of emerging from some choking 
stagnant valley of death into the worl d of life" (p. 9). 
Tom's mind seems filled with such ideas which reveal 
themselves in varying ways. In contrast to nature and 
its harmony, death stands out in its sheer ugliness, 
appearing to Tom as "some obscene inscription or picture 
chalked upon a wall'' (p. 7). Not only does he see 
death in terms of sex, but he also sees his stepmother 
as a cow "heavy, indolent, yet not ungra·ceful. She 
even suggested milk" (p. 13). 
When Tom arrives at Kilbarron he seems to have 
escaped into the Greek world which is also Uncle Stephen's 
world. The honeysuckle and beech trees become for Tom 
the natural countryside of Greece, as his imagination 
plays on his schoolboy mythology or perhaps Uncle 
Stephen's book of folklore: "The shrill hidden orchestra 
of grasshoppers played their ancient Greek melody, 
through which, from somewhere behind him, the two notes 
of a cuckoo broke monotonously--the dullest of all bird 
songs, Tom thought, really not much better than the 
clocks" (p. 9). As he lies on the bank of the river, 
with the rays of the sun warm upon his body, "he shut 
his e y es and tried to imagine the sun as a God" (p. 70). 
Or he felt that "a God might come to him out of the 
river" (p. 70). Like the primitive Greek, he had a 
tendency to humanize all forms of life. He closed his 
e y es and thoug ht how pleasant it would be if old tales 
were true, or at least some of them. His imaginative 
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world of Greece is dominated by images from Uncle Stephen's 
book. He thought, "Uncle Stephen seemed to believe, not 
exactly in the stories, but in something behind them--
powers, influences, a spiritual world much closer to this 
world than the remote heaven of Christianity" (p. 70). 
Reid uses stories from Greek mythology to explain further 
Tom's interest in Greece. The story of Demeter and 
Triptolemos appears again, as Uncle Stephen tell s Tom 
that all t h e Greek stories were "treated in different 
ways by different writers" (p. 96). 
When his uncle tells him about the commandments 
of Triptolemos, Tom prefers them to the ten commandmen ts 
of Moses. "Honour your father and mother. Offer fruits 
to t h e gods. Be kind and just to animals" (p. 95)--
these are Tom's kind of rules because he is very close 
to earth. He feels that it is "better to keep a few 
commandments absolutely than to bother about a lot 
that really don't suit you" (p. 95). 
The idea of magic is used to extend the credi-
bility of the strange adventures, and as a means of 
contrasting paganism with Christianity. When Tom asks 
about magic, Uncle Stephen replies: 
I dare say Homer believed in the magic of Kirk~, 
but I don't think Euripides believed in the magic 
of Medea. Doubtless there were real women, who, 
like the woman in the poem of Theocritus, turned 
a magic wheel to charm back a lost lover. But 
all that is utterly different from medieval magic, 
with its conscious evil and depraved association 
with Christianity. Apollonius of Tyana was called 
a magician, but · he and his master Pythagoras were 
really holy men, and if supernatural powers were 
attributed to them it was because they were in 
communication with the Gods, not with evil 
spirits (p. 124). 
It can be seen that the problem which troubles Tom is 
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religious as well as sexual. Having read Uncle Stephen's 
book, he ponders on the similarity of all religions. In 
his dreamlike experience, Uncle Stephen is the magician 
who explains Greek myth, literature, statuary, and the 
spiritual basis of all religions so that Tom is able to 
understand; he is really a magician. 
Several aspects of magic or references to the 
occult organize the middle point of the story. The 
connection between Uncle Stephen and Apollonius of 
Tyana is implied rather than stated. Uncle Stephen 
and his author were both interested in comparative 
religions and subscribed to the belief that Apollonius 
had planted talismans throughout the world to insure 
man's spirituality. The magic of religion, viewed as 
the basic spiritual reality of it, as not unlike the 
spirit which Tom feels emanating from the statue of 
Hermes. Because the statue is broken, Tom's imagination 
is forced to re-create the wholeness of its beauty and 
thus it seems to come alive as a spiritual presence. 
Hermes has symbolic meaning for Uncle Stephen as it does 
for Reid. Uncle Stephen explains that Hermes is identi-
fied as a boy's god: "He who cares for boys, and his 
statue was put up beside that of Eros in the palaestra, 
as a kind of symbol of the relations that ought to rule 
there. You have read of him in the Iliad--a boy before 
the down had begun to grow on his meeks, who is then 
most lovely. But he is also Hermes, the escorter, the 
guardian of souls. He is the prototype of the Christian 
Good Shepherd, and you can be his young ram" (p. 127). 
Once Uncle Stephen reveals to Tom the character of 
Hermes, the story begins to take the twist which leads 
Reid to his treatment of his story within a story--the 
search of young Tom for a boy compapion of his own age. 
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Hermes stands as the symbol of a state of feeling 
which Tom knows well, and also as a religious image 
of protection from all possible harm. As Tom goes 
to sleep that ni ght, Uncle Stephen tells him that 
sleep is a road back through time, "a gateway into 
a world where time is like space, and you may go 
backward or forward11 (p. 129). At this moment the 
statue of Hermes in Uncle Stephen's room seems to come 
alive for Tom, who associates his own loneliness with 
that of the boy god. 
Not only does Hermes come alive, but also the 
statue of the young boy in the garden whom Tom visits 
by moonlight: u:The lovely stone boy, though so near, 
was not conscious of him; his head was bent sidelong 
as if to listen to the water dropping from his urn, 
though there was no water. Perhaps he was content to 
stand there smiling at his thoughts; perhaps, like 
Tom, he felt lonely. And suddenly springing to his 
feet, Tom stepped across the basin of t he fountain on 
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to his small island and clasped him in his arms" (p. 149). 
Thus Reid conveys the idea of a. spiritual communication 
between an object of beauty and a lover of that object. 
In Tom's subconscious, wit h the strange and weird 
logic of a fantastic dream, Uncle Stephen is metamorphosed 
in form and becomes Philip Coombe, Tom's young 
companion. In reality he is Uncle Stephen as a 
boy, who comes to Tom in this guise in order to 
be a more suitable playmate. Here Reid is using 
the principle of partial metamorphosis of form, 
which he knew from both Apuleius and Ovid, to explain 
Uncle Stephen's change from age to youth. By this 
transformation, Uncle Stephen (now Philip Coombe) is 
able to become the companion to Tom which he turns 
out to be in the course of the story. Once the change 
is accepted by the reader, then the action of the 
story proceeds with a logic of its own. 
In the anxiety of Tom's dream-like world, he 
wishes Uncle Stephen to return. To accomplish this 
metamorphosis it is necessary for the boys to travel 
to Coombe Bridge where Philip asserts his identity 
as Stephen Collett, and grows more like Uncle Stephen 
as the boys return home. In the morning it is the 
real Uncle Stephen who awakens Tom and explains to 
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Mrs. Deverell "with a quietness that closed the 
conversation" that "Master Stephen has gone away" (p. 264). 
It might be added that Coombe Bridge is a point outside 
of the story which serves Reid also as a touchstone in 
space whereby the present story may turn back from the 
fantasy of the boy Philip to the original fantasy of 
Uncle Stephen. 
In the end, Uncle Stephen agrees to take Tom on 
a trip to southern Europe and the Italian coast. As 
Tom stands before Mr. !illox at the post office, "in 
imagination he was standing besid e Uncle Stephen gazing 
at the ruins of the Parthenon, sitting beside him on 
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the shore of the Sicilian sea, far far away from all 
this, under a bluer sky and a hotter sun ••• " (p. 265). 
Thus, although Tom agrees to make a break with the 
past, his imagination returns to the country he loves 
most and to its beauty: "He lay there, his elbows 
digging into the soft turf and his chin supported between 
his hands. The hot sun beat down on him, but that was 
what he liked. The world into which he and Uncle 
Stephen were going he saw as drenched in sunlight. 
He had built up his picture of it much as a child puts 
together a jigsaw puzzle--from the fragments of Theocritus, 
from a walk taken by Socrates and Phaidros along the 
banks of the Illisos, and from deepest impressions of 
his own summer woods" (p. 267). 
The influence of Wordsworth is evident in the 
closing passage of the book where Uncle Stephen's joy in 
reminiscence is heightened by the anticipated pleasure of 
traveling with Tom. The "prospect of revisiting old 
scenes and reviving old memories evidently attracted 
him, though it was not so much the thought of the 
direct renewal of impressions as the thought of re-
newing them through the eyes and the intelligence of 
the boy beside him that lay behind all he said. In _ 
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that seemed to be his pleasure. They were as companions. 
Objects which he had loved before were dearer now. From 
the boy there came feelings and emanations--things which 
were light to the sun and music to the wind: and the 
old man's heart seemed born again" (p. 270). 
Uncle Stephen is a unique literary experiment in 
time, where the mind is able to project itself into a 
past which comes alive as a present world, and also to 
project itself into the future. In each case such a 
method would seem to imply a dissatisfaction with a 
present limiting to one's desires. Psychologically, 
Reid is playing upon the relation of desire to will as 
it is used in mental telepathy and thought transference. 
His approach is most original insofar as Tom projects 
his desires to Uncle Stephen, at the same time Uncle 
Stephen was thinking about Tom. Hence the two worlds 
of psychic energy meet and become one present, where 
both characters achieve the happiness each seeks, 
through their relationships to one another. 
Uncle Stephen represents a rare fusion of real-
istic and romantic elements which serve to set the 
mood of the story. The opening scene at the cemetery 
is presented by a conscious concern for the finest 
detail; the symbolism of the butterfly in Tom's mind, 
the ruins of the old grey Abbey, the friendship between 
Tom and Jane, Tom's room with the flowered chintz 
counterpane, the image of the solitary urn-b~arer in 
the pond, the night journey to Coombe Bridge--each 
scene is painted simply yet with enough sensuous detail 
to evoke feeling. What is even more artistic is the 
dream mood and dream quality which permeates the novel. 
It is a world of sunshine in the beginning and at the 
end--in between are the complexities of Tom's world, 
portrayed beautifully and lyrically. 
Reid demands from the reader not only a belief 
in the supernatural but a willing acceptance of the 
unusual. The dream atmosphere of this novel is a stroke 
of genius. After Uncle Stephen's appearance, however, 
the problem of time relationships and metamorphosis 
becomes so involved that it is difficult to separate 
the various levels of action. Mr. Burlingham states 
that when 11 Tom wakes in the other house to find Stephen 
beside him11 the incident seems to be "invented, not 
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imagined" (p. 112). In view of the fact that Reid 
was concerned with the problem of a dream within a 
dream, however, the experience throws further light 
on Tom's character and seems not merely related, but 
necessary to the story. 
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The sensitive, lyrical relationship of Tom and 
Philip is one of the most successful aspects of this 
story. The emotion Reid treats in Uncle Stephen, within 
the dream, is not unlike that portrayed in The Garden God 
except that it is more dreamlike and sensual here. Reid's 
explicit intention was to recapture the lyrical movement 
of feeling. As in most of his stories, the emotion is 
grounded in experience. Of this work he writes: "What 
was real was the emotion of which the story was a symbol. 
The imagination of Tom was the focus, and Tom was ab-
solutely real, even if a rather special little boy, 
who 'felt through all this earthly dress bright shoots 
of everlastingness'" (Private Road, p. 235). The strange 
and haunting beauty of such a story is sensed at first 
reading. 
When Reid wrote his next novel Brian Westby (1934), 
he abandoned the dream world of Uncle Stephen to write 
about experiences with which he had deep sympathy. No 
other novel comes so close to being a self-portrait of 
Reid as a grown man, lonely and unfulfilled, with a 
vision of life which only be shared with his readers. 
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It is a very moving story of human relationships in a 
modern world of conflicting values where two individuals, 
involved in a religious dilemma, cannot come to a practical 
solution of their marital difficulties. 
The background of the story is the summer resort 
of Ballycastle, as it is in Pender Among the Residents. 
Here Martin Linton, a fifty-year old novelist recovering 
from a recent operation, returns to the scene of his 
marriage twenty years before. As he reflects on his 
past life, with its unhappiness and failures, he suddenly 
comes to realize that the only important aspect of life 
is human affection. While vacationing here Linton 
discovers the nineteen year old Brian Westby, whose 
personal beauty and eager interest in writing a novel 
immediately attract him. During the course of their 
friendship, Lin ton discovers that Brian is his own son, 
and that his wife Stella has married again. 
The th·eme of the story is the recovery of Martin 
Linton from sickness to health, from aridity to 
creativity, through the influence of his affection 
for Brian. The story reaches its climax when Brian, 
having promised to go away with his father, leaves 
him waiting at the hotel with not even a note of 
explanation. As the story ends, Martin sinks back 
into his former loneliness and the ebbing tide along 
the shore reflects the sombre sadness of his mood. 
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Because this story treats the problem of the 
novelist, his values, philosophy, religion, and personal 
life through the figure of Martin Linton, and because 
Linton is really Reid, the whole work is infused with 
Greek references which explain the author's ideal and 
vision. 
The opening quotation by a non-existent writer, 
"Yakovin," presents the problem of the story in terms 
of a real-life conflict between Linton and his wife, 
Stella, over religious prefe·rence and values: "But 
sometimes the problem is more difficult of solution, 
when the voice of duty seems to call in opposite 
directions, and sympathy and inclination themselves are 
divided. In such cases it is well to consider the 
claims of the past, for that at least is known, like an 
old friend; whereas the present is still untried, and 
the future may be an illusion. 11 These lines further 
underscore the importance which Reid attributed to 
the past, as compared to his evaluation of the future. 
Several sections of the novel are introduced by 
quotations, a device which by now has become a pattern 
of Reid's thinldng about the relationship of poetry to 
prose. From the Book of ProV,erbs the quotation, "As 
in water face answereth to face, so the heart of man 
to man," relates to the picture of Linton's loneliness 
as the story opens. 
Linton's wife, Stella, had separated from him 
because of their difference in creed and the antagonism 
which arose between them because of opposing creeds. 
After the publication of his book, Hippolytus, her 
aversion increased until he finally granted her a 
divorce. Later, unlrnown to him, his son was born. When 
Stella later married, Brian was given the name Westby. 
By means of the unresolved differences between Stella 
and Linton, Reid obviously suggests the conflict between 
paganism and Christianity and, as the theme emerges 
throughout the book, makes Linton superior to Stella by 
virtue of his spiritual vision as compared with her 
limited, narrow attitude toward life. 
Linton is presented to us as an artist whose prime 
concern is to capture the stream of beauty around him. 
This he feels himself unable to do because of his state 
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of aridity and spiritual stagnation. When he finds the 
fair-haired boy, Brian, sitting in a hollow between the 
sand dunes and the sea, reading his own first novel, 
Linton becomes strangely awakened to the beauty of earth 
and life. Stirred by the beauty of the boy, he recognizes 
a spiritual kinship between himself and Brian and thrills 
to his new discovery. 
While they are discussing Hippolytus, Linton studies 
the boy and is further moved by the nobility of Irish 
features (p. 24). In their talk he suggests to Brian 
that the author's books should be read in the sequence 
in which they were written, in order to see the "·ideal" 
which each in turn is an attempt to express. He tells 
the boy that the writer's one desire is to produce his 
ideal "naked and complete" (p. 25). The title of the 
work und er discussion was apparently drawn from Pater's 
" Hippolytus Unveiled,'' a chapter in his Greek Studies, 
since Linton bears a strong resemblance to Pater, with 
Greek myth as the subject of the novel and the phrase 
"naked and complete" to characterize the style of it 
in accordance with the Greek ideal. Any reader wi th a 
knowledge of Reid's background sees at once how completely 
Reid is describing his own intentions and his o~1 ideal. 
Linton becomes increasingly impressed by Brian's 
beauty which seems almost an impersonal thing like the 
beauty of "sea and sky and shore" (p. 27). Suddenly 
the image of the "young men on the Parthenon frieze, 
riding by in proud humility" comes to him (p. 27). The 
boy reminds him of "the world he lo.r ed best, the spirit 
he loved best, the beauty he loved best" (p. 27). He 
feels he has discovered a bit of that "ancient world in 
the world of the present" (pp. 27-28). 
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As Brian and Linton discuss the problem of writing 
a novel, Linton imagines the opening lines of Brian's 
manuscript to be similar in tone to the speeches of 
Socrates to Phaidros (p. 30). He realizes, however, 
when Brian reads from his work that it is more like 
The Way of All Flesh and less like "the Parthenon 
fr.eize." Reid depicts Linton as an artist and a lover 
of beauty on all levels of life, but the beauty of youth 
discovered in living form suddenly has more meaning for 
him than all the pictures ever painted. In his own 
writings, he tells Brian, he had always tried to express 
a "spiritual reality" of which his books were but symbols. 
An American reviewer referred to his writing as "unusually 
personal," Linton reflected, but it was "too much to 
expect even the most sensitive readers to grasp what you 
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were after (p. 73). In the author's communings with 
himself it would seem that he is suffering from delusions 
of grandeur in his attempt to imply the occultism and 
hidden meanings of his books. 
As the friendship between Brian and Linton develops 
it seems to have sprung "from a spiritual affinity which 
existed below the wide difference of age and exp erien ce" 
(p. 104). One sees here the likeness between Bennett 
Allingham and Brian Grimshaw in The Gentle Lover, and 
Linton and Brian Westby in this later novel. Around the 
image of the boy, and against the background of the 
sea, Linton builds a hope for a new life compounded of 
threads of poetry and music, making it "mysteriously 
lovely and intimate, as if they had known each other 
for years" (p. 104). The sea symbolizes the ebb and 
flow of Lin ton's feelin g s which are as primitive as they 
are poetic. Some intuitive power draws him to the boy, 
and he soon discovers that Brian is his son. 
After Linton has adjusted to the discovery, the 
two agree to write a story together. Linton tells the 
boy that "a work of imagination isn't a p lace to write 
about religion," yet Brian knows that Linton writes about 
"a kind of religion" (p. 149). Brian was often moody 
and Linton rea lized that his friendshi p had taken hold 
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of him nmore emotionally than reasonably" (p. 123). 
In his mind, as he makes plans for Brian's future, their 
relationship will be that of master to pupil as it had 
been in the Italian Renaissance. 
In one of their discussions on the art of writing, 
Linton explains to Brian the concept of vision as a 
spiritual atmosphere informing all works of art when 
art is more than ttlife in the raw." Art "is a selection 
from life; it is a vision:--life seen through a tempera-
ment, as Zola said. And its quality depends on the 
quality of that temperament far more than on the material 
out of which it is woven" (pp. 165-166). Thus Linton 
conveys the impression that his own books are visionary 
and dominated by an idea, although Brian's mother sees 
them only as "definitely and agressively anti-Christian 
books which seek to cover their true teaching under a 
kind of beauty" (p. 184). It is because of this, she 
believes, that their "influence is so dangerous--their 
weakness" (p. 184). To Stella, Linton's writings appear 
dangerous because "the whole aim and purpose • • • is 
to extol and inculcate a lcind of paganism--Pantheism, 
he would call it" (p. 184). 
When Brian goes to church on Sunday, Linton follows 
him, although he himself has been away from church for 
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some twenty-five years. While seated there, he examines 
his own position with. relation to religion and sees 
himself as a nature worshipper whose belief in an ideal 
is "itself a prayer and to remain constant to it is a 
faith" (p. 190). The peace which he has found he 
attributes to his faith in the Greek ideal of beauty and 
goodness and the spirituality of nature. In his happiness 
he prays to "the unknown God." His final prayer is the 
plea of the artist to share the beauty which he has 
discovered in all things: 
Surely if there were any spiritual reality at all, 
an emotion which aroused and encouraged all that was 
best and least selfish in him could not be wasted? 
And it would be wasted if, to the object of it, 
it might as well never have been; if it awakened no 
response, if it did no good, if it lived and died 
only in itself. For it was primarily an impulse 
to give, an impulse to share--not only material 
things, but the beauty of this summer day for 
instance--the beauty that has been achieved by the 
spirit and genius of mankind working on, age by 
age, in poetry and stone and music--the beauty that 
is goodness. And it was an impulse to protect--to 
protect from what is hurtful and unclean and evil. 
And it was an impulse to strengthen and encourage 
and arm, to implant wisdom and independence, to 
quicken generosity, admiration, and compassion 
••• (p. 192). 
The irony of the story lies in the fact that as Linton 
recognizes his own faith and is able to pray again, Brian 
walks out of his life as Stella had done earlier. 
Between Brian Westby and Uncle Stephen there is a 
vast difference both in the approach to reality and in 
the technique employed. Brian Westby is a novel which 
is classic in its simplicity and style. The entire 
action occurs within a period of two weeks. As a 
realistic study of the emotions of Martin Linton it is 
most successful because it is well-organized, carefully 
constructed, and direct in its approach. As presented 
by the author, Martin Linton is not bas·ically different 
in sensitivity, in pattern of thinking or feeling, from 
Bennett Allingham in The Gentle Lover. Both are lonely 
men in middle-age, disappointed artists, and awaken to 
the beauty of youth at a crucial point in their lives. 
But Allingham's future contains a hint of happiness 
whereas Linton is driven further in on himself. In his 
loneliness and melancholia, Linton is a more pathetic 
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type than Bennett Allingham. Even after he learns that 
Brian is his son, his attitude toward him is substantially 
unchanged--the boy is his friend before he is his son. 
Although this attitude may seem strange, one must remember 
that Linton had not known of Brian's existence; hence 
his feeling would require time to become paternal. That 
Reid has the ability to enter into the feelings of his 
characters and create them intensely and realistically 
is most evident here. Scarcely any reader could fail to 
be moved by Linton's loneliness. 
The technique of interior monologue which Reid 
uses to enter into the mind and feeling of both Brian 
and Linton is masterfully controlled throughout the 
whole novel. It is an excellent study in point of 
view which interprets sensations and emotions after 
they have been experienced as Linton or Brian reflect 
upon them. Linton's thoughts are projected into the 
future, but Brian, being more realistic, is deeply 
rooted in the present. For the revelation of the 
intensity of Linton's feelings when he meets Brian, and 
the emotionally aggressive form his conversation takes 
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to hold Brian's interest, coupled with Brian's initial 
hesitancy to respond to the older man's attempts at 
friendship, this method is most effective. When treating 
the emotions of Linton and Brian, Reid shows his deep 
understanding of psychology. When he turns to women, 
however, he runs into difficulty. 
Mr. Burlingham writes that Reid's grasp of the 
aspects of feminine psychology in this situation is 
accurate and deep (p. 12.2). There is no doubt that it 
is firmly rooted in Reid's psyche, but to this reader, 
Stella is seen so completely through Martin's eyes as 
limited, narrow, and unintelligent, that one feels 
Reid's antagonism toward her goes beyond his character-
ization. Every line or phrase used to describe Stella 
points out the deficiencies and faults of her character. 
The author even pursues her to her prayers and shows 
her on her knees praying to God to keep Brian from 
Linton. This scene loses the emotional quality which 
it should possess and becomes strained and unconvincing. 
The whole treatment of Stella is u~natural, and so 
completely unsympathetic as to· be bitter. 
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Although the device of a novel within a novel here 
is functional and interesting as a process, it seems, 
after reading Reid's other works, somewhat monotonous 
as a defense of his own devotion to the Greek ideal and 
paganism as a way of life. The problems involved in 
writing and the techniques of good fiction which are 
discussed, reveal Reid's preoccupation with his own 
creative processes. Since the purpose is so obviously 
to instruct the reader, the result is, at times, 
labored. In the final analysis it is a writer's novel, 
written for a limited audience, rather than a novel for 
the general reading public. 
I In his review of Brian Westby, Bonamy Dobree 
says that Reid fails to use words to evoke ''the reality 
Of actual 11. fe. " 5 P h tl · · 1 t d t th f ct er aps 11S 1S r e a e o e a 
that Reid was trying to write a literary novel about 
himself in which he failed to portray convincingly 
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a relationship of ~ich he had both inadequate knowledge 
and experience. Yet there are scenes where the reality 
of life comes through to the reader in all its poignancy. 
One such scene is the opening one where Linton 
meets Brian between the sand dunes and the sea and tries 
to establish contact with him; another scene close to 
the end of the novel where Linton stands in the rain 
watching the light in Brian's window, and the final 
scene when Linton is left alone as he waits for Brian--
each in turn evokes the deepest feelings while conveying 
the pathos of the situation. 
Why Brian Westby has not met with a wide reading 
audience is difficult to explain. Although the emotional 
experience which it treats is perhaps limited, nevertheless 
it is a classic of its kind. For those who feel the 
lyrical quality and the pulse of the emotion captured it 
will always be a delicately beautiful story, haunting 
in a strange, inexplicable way. This novel reveals 
more expressively than any other Reid's concern with the 
5 / Bonamy Dobree, "Brian Westby," Spectator, 
CLII (March 9, 1934), 384. 
tragic predicament of types like Linton--the lonely, 
middle-aged artist whose search for the reality of 
beauty seems destined never to be realized or attained. 
The Retreat or The Machinations of Henry (1936), 
written five years after Uncle Stephen, is actually a 
prelude to the earlier novel although the two stories 
are independent of each other. Its title is derived 
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from Henry Vaughan's poem of that name which Reid had 
employed earlier in Pender Among the Residents to describe 
the original state of innocence in childhood. Henry, 
Tom Barber's black cat, is Reid's most original symbol 
to convey the sensitive and strang e sensations accompany-
ing the dawn of puberty in the boy. Vaughan's lines 
in which he refers to 11 a black art to dispense/ A several 
sin to every sense," pertain as much to the machinations 
of the wonderful Henry as they do to Tom's experiences 
of life. 
The opening scene is "the exact transcription of 
a dream" (Private Road, p. 239), which begins in terror 
and ends in happiness with the appearance of a lovely, 
graceful faun. In this novel Reid is again writing about 
the world he loves best, when "meadow, grove and stream, 
the earth, and every common sight," had "the glory and 
the freshness of a dream." 
This novel, according to its author, has a kind 
of symbolism, "a pledge of the alliance I had formed 
from the beginning with the animal world," he writes 
(Private Road, p. 239). 
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Although Tom is five years younger in this novel 
than he was in Uncle Stephen, he is no different in 
character. He is an imaginative, sensitive boy who 
dreams, believes in fairy tales, loves to sing, collects 
stamps, races caterpillars, walks in his sleep, and is 
very close to nature. He is an only child who plays 
with his blaclc cat, but is lonesome for a sympathetic 
companion. Although he has Pascoe, his "too scientific" 
school chum, Tom's longing for a friend is so strong that 
by its very intensity Gamelyn, an angel, is born and 
appears to him in visions. 
Tom, whose imagination creates naiads and undines, 
is in sharp contrast to his very "factual" father; to 
Pascoe, a natural botanist, and to Henry, the myster i ous 
trickster whose antics symbolize the black arts. His 
mind wanders from his lessons when spring comes; he 
sees the Bible stories as tales from the Arabian Nights, 
and experiences the animist's thrill to the real and 
living presence in nature. When Tom becomes ill, Pascoe 
brings him wine gums which help his spirit more than 
his stomach. Together they read in one of his father's 
books strange tales of black and white magic; they enjoy 
picnics in the Glenagivney hills, swim in the lake, and 
build a magnificent bonfire wh ich hypnotizes Tom. In 
one of Tom's strange adventures he is taken by Gamelyn 
on a flight through space to Eden where Tom speaks 
to the serp ent. One night he has a dreadful nightmare 
in which a cat like a large black lynx is about to 
attack him. He is saved by a young man passing by who 
tells him that "in itself it was nothing, • only 
the imag e of your fear" (p. 287). Sometime later as 
Tom grows closer to an understanding of himself, the 
angel discloses his identity to him. He says, "I am 
you; the beast that is gone was you; do not think about 
it, but go to sleep" (p. 288). 
It is impossible to capt~re the lyrical beauty of 
this novel in words; such grace and loveliness of 
expression are beyond description. Each scene reveals 
the growth and t h e subsequent mastery of the adolescent 
conflicts in Tom's soul. It is a tale of innocence 
yielding gradually to experience in the normal life 
p rocess of maturation and development. 
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The beauty of nature which plays such a significant 
part in The Retreat is what gives to the story its 
special mood and unique feeling. It is the beauty 
of sunshine on a long summer's day as well as the 
beauty of loveliness and innocence in Tom and Pascoe. 
The animism which is integral to Reid's thinldng has 
become the controlling force in this story. Latent 
in the book is an undertone of nature mysticism which 
is at once the animist's creed and the expression of 
Tom's faith in the earth. Tom's keen sensitivity to 
nature is demonstrated early in the story. His retreat 
to nature first takes place at school during the spring 
term when "Pemby" the schoolmaster, is giving a droning 
lecture on the Elizabethan theatre. To escape the 
monotony, Tom races caterpillars whom he has organized 
as an army of the Stuarts. When the lesson changes 
and algebraic complications set in, he begins to feel 
tired and drowsy: 
Sleepy far-off sounds reached him through the open 
windows, and he couldn't help trying to disentangle 
them. The motionless s-hadow of a tree, silhouetted 
on the pale lemon-coloured wall beside him, made 
him think of trees. Slowly and unresistingly, as 
if drawn by an invisible thread, his spirit floated 
out through the window and over the tops of elms 
and beeches. Only the avenue did not come to an 
end at the school gates as it ought to have done, 
but stretched on and on till at last it reached 
the river (p. 70)·. 
His mind is "as easily stirred as the river-sedges, a..a.J.d 
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when ••• deeply stirred his bodily activities were 
sometimes temporarily suspended" (p. 92). 
With a naturalist's sympathy for animal and lower 
forms of life, Tom is easily upset by the evil necessity 
of one form of life subsisting on the other: 
A greenish translucent glow still lit up the sky, 
and against this a few small birds were wheeling 
in delicate noiseless curves and patterns, as they 
chased the moths. Tom's first impression was of 
something extremely graceful and pleasing, till 
all at once it struck him as horrible. "They're 
catching them P' he exclaimed in a shocked voice. 
"They're eating them1l" And he began to clap his 
hands to frighten the birds away. 
"Insects are their natural food," Mother observed 
calmly. "They're not being cruel." 
"But it's awful!" Tom cried in anguish. "They're 
swallowing them alive!" 
Mother put her hand on his shoulder and gave it a 
little squeeze. "You mustn't think of things in that 
way,''' she said. "You're far too sensitive, and you 
must try to get over it. That isn't the way to look 
at things. I don't suppose the moths even know that 
it's happening." 
"It's our fault," Tom went on, unconsoled by 
Mother's philosophy. "We oughtn't to put nets over 
the fruit. Then they wouldn't want mothsu. (p. 110). 
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Tom is also troubled by stories from Scripture which seem 
to him extremely difficult to understand. He believes 
that in the Garden of Eden "everybody must have lived 
on vegetables," because he himself likes them so much. 
The Garden of Eden is most perplexing to his mind. He 
wonders about its location, whether it still exists in 
space, and if the Bible is true. Stories from the 
Old Testament have a particular fascination for him. 
"The Flood, and Jacob's ladder, and the ~'Vitch of Endor, 
and Lot's wife, and Balaam•s ass, and Jonah in the 
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whale, and Moses turning his rod into a serpent--they're 
just like the Arabian Nights," he tells his mother (p. 113). 
Mother, both amazed and disturbed at Tom's knowledge, 
sets out to correct his impressions and put him on the 
right path. The resulting conversation gives Reid the 
opportunity to work an idea which has fascinated him 
all his life--the basic similarity. existing between 
stories from the Bible, Greek mythology, and the Arabian 
Nights as they inspire in the reader a sense of wonder 
and awe in the mystery of nature. Tom's mother is 
unable to enter sympathetically into Tom's magic world 
when matters such as religion or the Biblical stories are 
concerned: 
"They're not in the least like the Arabian Nights," 
Mother contradicted, "and it's very wrong to talk 
in that way." 
" Wrong!" exclaimed Tom in surprise. uno you mean 
wicked?" 
"Yes," Mother said. "You know the Arabian Nights 
stories are fairy tales, and that the Bible is God 1s 
word." 
''But I only said it was like them, n Tom protested. 
"And I say it isn't like them," Mother answered. 
"Nor is that the proper way to read the Bible--
picldng out bits here and there--especially the 
bits you seem to have picked out--just because they 
happen to contain marvels." 
"How ought I to read i t?'t Tom asked. 
"The Bible was written to teach us how to live 
properly," Mother continued, "and to reveal the 
truth. It isn't like any other book." 
"But I didn't really pick out those bits," Tom 
said, after a brief pause. "They just happen to 
be the bits I remember. 11 
"Yes, and that shows they were the bits you 
liked. Otherwise you wouldn't have said that the 
Garden of Eden might be hidden by magic. You said 
that because you wanted to think so. There is very 
little in the Bible about magic, and when it is 
mentioned at all, it is condemned as wicked. If 
the Garden of Eden had been hidden, it would have 
been hidden by God. 11 
"Yes, that's what I meant," Tom hastened to assure 
her. 
"It isn't what you said, then," .Mother told him. 
"God isn't a magician." (pp. 113-114) 
For all her explanation, Tom could not quite grasp the 
"great difference between miracles and magic" (p. 114). 
His sense of magic and the wonderful is clearly related 
to his response to nature. 
At any time of day or night Tom is delicately 
attuned to nature's changing moods: 
Twilight had a quite different effect, Tom noticed, 
from daylight. Daddy, who was always too busy to 
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sit in the dark, or even in the twilight, had turned 
on the light in the study, and it streamed out through 
the uncurtained windows. It had a quite different 
effect, Tom noticed, from dayli ght. The shrubs in 
its immediate radius were vividly and metallically 
green, but they sugg ested the brightness of a 
painted scene in a theatre, and behind this the 
trees assumed dark listening shapes, and the bushes 
were like crouching Sphinxes and Chimeras. Where 
the light fell, it created a superficial illusion, 
a glittering enchantment; but beyond was the great 
world of nature--profound, real, and living (p. 116). 
So close is Tom to nature that, as the moon rises higher 
in the heavens, he is aware of its magnetic pull: 
He had the impression of drifting up to meet it, of 
drifting above the tree-tops. And looking down-
ward thence he could see the shadowy garden and the 
house, and a small human figure wi th a white face 
sitting on a bench. rligher still, so that now he 
could see the silent coils of the river and the 
foaming whiteness where it rushed over the weir, 
and the dark tangle of woodland on the farther bank. 
The sense of actual levitation was much more real, 
much less dream-like, than it . had been that 
morning when he had sat half asleep in school 
(pp . 116-117). 
The moon episode is s;~bolic of the changing tides of 
feeling within Tom's nature as he passes from childhood 
to adolescence. Although he does not quite understand 
the sensation of changing temperatures in his body, 
these "symptoms" as he calls them, strike him as 
"remarkable and most likely dangerous (p. 117). 
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Reid always sets his most important scenes against 
the background of nature as if he were painting a picture. 
The picnic during which Gamelyn appears and disappears 
is set against a backdrop of the woods and the sea. To 
Tom, 
the place was as lonely as he had imagined it 
would be. Perhaps even lonelier, for it seemed 
to him almost like an undiscovered world. • • • 
And it was the most fascinating shore he had 
ever seen. Below the unbroken stretch of sand, 
the lower, ridged sand was strewn with rocks of 
many colours--bluish, pink, and every shade 
between light ~1d dark grey. It was as if in 
some remote past these rocks had been thrown up 
by an earthquake; and the water churned between 
them, and ran up the beach in foam. There were 
glittering pools and delicate seaweeds--seaweeds 
moss-green, and seaweeds more brightly green than 
grass; seaweeds branching like coral and coral-
pink; seaweeds brown and purple. There was very 
little of what he knew as wrack, but there were 
seaweeds, clinging to the lower flatter rocks, 
with long smooth slippery blades that were exactly 
like the razor-strop hanging up on the door of 
Daddy's and Mother's bathroom (pp. 161-163). 
Tom has the artist's eye for nature's color, its varied 
shapes and forms, its symbolism: 
Many of the rocks were stained and patterned curious-
ly with beds of minute mussels, purple and black. 
The colours were clear and beautiful. He stood 
watching all this vivid sea-washed beauty and 
listening to the waves. He could have listened to 
the waves for hours without tiring. Their sound 
was like no other sound, though the wind in a 
wood might sometimes remind you of it. He thoug ht 
he liked the sea better than anything, but it was 
really the sea running up the sand or breaking 
against the rocks, really the music of the sea that 
he liked; for when he was out in a boat he didn't 
much like it--in fact it soon bored him. But when 
you were on the shore it was different, and the 
sound hid away everything else, and was like an 
endless lullaby ••• (p. 163). 
His greatest desire is to be friends with all animals, 
especially with the seals he sings to. " Vvhat I'd like 
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most of all," Tom decides, "would be for all animals 
and all birds, and even all fishes and insects, to want 
to be friends with me. And they would too, ••• if 
they only knew" (p. 165). 
Not only Miss Pascoe's garden, but the natural 
beauty of Glenagivney and the sea beneath him move him 
to a feeling of oneness with nature which is almost 
mystical. The clouds and the hills "were outlined in 
dark slate-blue against a paler sky," and "cloud upon 
cloud, the sky was strewn with them, loose and floating, 
those underneath tinged to gold, those nearer earth 
grey or faint mauve, with deep translucent wells between 
them of pale pea-green and silver-blue. But on the 
farther shore darkness was descending like a curtain, 
blotting out the pattern of the hills; and a peculiar 
mystical happiness had descended upon Tom--dreamily 
peaceful--almost ecstatic--for it was only remotely 
related to this world" (p. 172). In nature's harmony 
and peace Tom finds his ideal world, a fact which he 
realizes more and more as days pass in t heir sunshine 
of pleasure. One day in a lazy mood, he "stretched 
himself on his back in the smoky clouded purple of the 
heather and listened to the slow lazy tal~' of men 
cutting turf: 
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Pascoe had produced a pocket-lens and with his 
penknife was performing some kind of botanical 
dissection; Chrysanthemum was searching for 
rabbits; Blossom and Welcome continued to nose 
about for provender; while Kerrigan and the turf-
cutters smoked and pursued a desultory conversa-
tion interlarded with humorous yarns. Everyone 
was doing exactly what he wanted to do, Tom 
reflected, and not interfering with anybody else; 
and this seemed to him to be exactly the way life 
ought to be conducted (p. 194.). 
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Life lived against a background of nature, life 
unconditioned by the pace and demands of a modern world, 
becomes the only real way for Tom. It is not so much 
an escape as it is predetermined for him by nature 
itself, for he has a sense of belonging to nature as 
much as the birds and the animals about him. Therefore, 
in the dream in which he is transported to Eden, it is 
not surprising to him to find there the friendliest of 
animals and all his creature friends: 
But if it was a garden, it was a garden grown 
wild, and was far more like a wood, though there 
were plenty of flowers. And birds and butterflies 
and bees. Animals, too, for that was a giraffe 
over there, nibbling the tops of some shrubs. Tom 
sat down to collect his thoughts, and it was not 
till he felt his seat gently rising and sinking 
beneath him that he found he had sat down on a 
hippopotamus. The hippopotamus was reclining on 
his side in a bed of purple irises, and seemed so 
comfortable that though Tom scratched him under 
his ear--always the best place--and scratched his 
hardest--he only opened one small eye and closed 
it again. 
So this was where Adam had lived! 
to take stock of his surroundings. 
Tom stood up 
But here on the 
river bank, even when he stood on the hippopota-
mus, he -was too low down to see much. - The tight 
spot - would- be that hill, ot- mourid, about two 
hundred yards away--and there was something else 
about the mound which caught and riveted Tom's 
attention. 
It rose in grassy smoothness to a height of some 
fifty fe~t~~gr~en swird all the way up till you 
reached the very top; but on the top~ in conspicuous 
isolation stood a tree (pp. 205-206). 
As he looks at the tree Tom instantly resolves, "If 
there are any a pples on that tree, I'm going to have 
one.'' Then the serpent speaks to Tom, telling him that 
there was no curse on the animals and birds who ate 
of the tree of life, but only on Adam. He further 
explains that there is no invisible world, but rather, 
"there are degrees of perfection in the organs of 
vision--that is all'' (p. 221). Tom asks, ''You mean 
that all that has happened is still there?'' And the 
serpent replies, ''Yes; all that has been;. all that is; 
all that will be. Time is an illusion. Shut your 
eyes and loolt."" Tom shut his eyes, and as he did so, 
he felt the air filling with the serpent's peculiar 
odour, felt the serpent's coils twining about his 
naked body like a climbing plant, felt the serpent's 
face pressing, smooth cheek by cheek, against his own. 
There was a minute of dizziness--a blanku. (p. 222). 
After this experience and another frightening 
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one with a big black cat, the angel Gamelyn appears 
again and calms Tom's fears. The last scene of the 
novel leaves Tom questioning his father about his 
mysterious Uncle Stephen and planning to go on a trip 
to Kilbarron. 
The dominating influence in The Retreat is 
animism which is so integral a part of Reid's way of 
thinking that it controls and suffuses every page of 
the novel. To Tom nature has an inner and esoteric 
meaning which no one can share. He is extremely 
sensitive to the earth beneath him and the sky above, 
to the leaves on the trees and the worms in the ground. 
On one occasion Tom purposely avoids snails rather 
than walk on them; he sees a migrant bee as wearing 
an air of importance that reminds him of "a member of 
Parliament, or a City Councillor 11 (p. 34). Tom is 
unable to think of external things as having external 
existence. He communes with nature but never sees it 
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as apart from himself. So intense is his communication 
that he loses all sense of the world around him and 
experiences a trance-like state in which he is oblivious 
both to Pascoe and to his surroundings. It is because 
of the state of Tom's mind as it wanders between two 
worlds that these mystical trances occur. He thrills 
to the magic of nature in all her moods--so keen are 
his ears that he can hear "a leaf falling or a 
butterfly passing behind him" (p. 46). As he plays 
with Henry before going to school, he loses all sense 
of time. In school when he races his caterpillar he 
sees it as "a. champion and in the pink of condition" 
(p. 64); when he gets lost in the ink pot Tom thinks 
of him as Narcissus. When he visits the hayloft at 
home, and lies on his stomach gazing out from the 
window, his mind becomes blank for long intervals of 
time during which he simply seems to be "away." When 
Tom goes on a walking trip to the hills of Glenagivney, 
he watch es the clouds descending on the hills "and a. 
peculiar mystical happiness" descends upon him, 
"dreamily peaceful--almost ecstatic--for it was only 
remotely related to this world" (p. 172). 
Tom's vivid sense of the spirit in matter is 
not unlilte Demophon' s. Owing to the power of Reid's 
imagination and to his experiences of the countryside 
of Belfast, he communicates his own beliefs to his 
characters with a dynamic realism. Because Reid 
believed, as did Coleridge and Emerson, in the "unity 
of all," his animism is a vital, instinctive faith. 
In The Retreat, even more naturally than in any 
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other work of Reid's, one can see the natural working 
of the mythopoeic imagination. Tom, like primitive 
man, responds to the mystery of nature--to the sun, 
and the moon, and to natural forces at work. He is 
fascinated by a small cyclonic disturbance which takes 
place during a lecture in school, regarding it as 
full of mystery and magic. The dark mountains, the 
deep sea, the myriad seaweeds, seem alive to Tom, 
and communicate their spirit in differing ways according 
to the time of day or night. 
In one sense Tom is father of the man. As such 
he is the antithesis of his own father and Dr. Macrory 
who are scientif i c in their approach to life and 
completely lacking in imagination. Because of Tom's 
imagination, living is a joy for him and every minute 
a distinct experience. He is never bored because nature 
opens up for him her innermost secrets. Tom does not 
theorize about nature; rather he feels it, and his 
sense impressions are vividly portrayed by Reid. In a 
way he is like Anta.eus whos·e strength and vitality is 
retained as long as he is in touch with earth. Like 
Wordsworth, Tom has an "inner eye" which is the bliss 
of his solitude among the hills and by the sea. 
Despite Tom's problems in growing up, he is drawn 
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as a naturally good boy whose understanding of 
nature's harmony yields him a rich happiness. 
The Retreat is one of Reid's most successful 
studies of the dawning of adolescence in a. sensitive, 
imaginative, normal boy. The psychological truth of 
Tom's growth coupled with the lyrical beauty of 
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treatment give this novel the status of a modern cla.ssic. 
By the use of fantasy, Reid has translated a delicate 
situation into the realms of pure poetry. While 
The Retreat does not have the passion or intensity of 
U~cle Stephen, it reflects a deep insight into the 
operative emotions of the child. What is revealed is 
not so important as what emerges obliquely. 
As objectified fantasy the story is unique, 
because the thoughts and desires in Tom's mind come to 
life most vividly. The symbolism of Henry, and the 
black arts of which this cat is the key, imagina.tively 
convey the impression of the temptations of the world 
invading the territory of innocence. Each of the three 
appearances of the angel Gamelyn mark the phases of 
growth and struggle within Tom's adolescent soul. No 
other book of Reid's has conveyed so sensitively and 
symbolically the adolescent change, the magic of boyhood, 
and the shadows of eternity. In The Retreat, Reid has 
manifested his ability to portray the conflicts in 
the normal boy with accuracy, fidelity, understanding, 
and sympathy. 
Not only does this novel achieve a high point 
in its symbolism and narrative, but it also marks the 
highest point in Reid's style. The simplicity, 
directness, and lucidity of his prose, his economy 
of phrase and concreteness in description reveal his 
attainment of the Greek ideal toward which he con-
tinually strove. By virtue of this novel, The Retreat, 
Reid deserves to rank among important English stylists. 
What call'st thou solitude? Is not the Earth 
With various living creatures, and the Air, 
Replenished, and all these at thy command 
To come and play before thee? Knowest thou not 
Their language and their ways? ••• With these 
Find pastime. 
With the above quotation from Paradise Lost, Reid 
introduces the last book in his trilogy: Young Tom 
or Very Mixed Company (1944), a novel which, in view of 
Tom's age, should have been the first in the series. 
Reid seems to have devised no formal plot for Young Tom, 
but records a succession of episodes which fall into a 
pattern of their own and constitute the adventures of 
the youthful dreamer. 
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Tom is an unusual boy who lives in a world of 
his own and meets with many remarkable adventures, as 
well as several quite ordinary ones. Because he is an 
only child he frequently experiences a very real 
loneliness, and turns to animals as his chosen friends 
in whom he can confide his secrets. His dogs, Barker, 
Roger, and Pincher, each affectionate in his own 
fashion, accompany Tom in his rambles along the river 
bank, fishing for stones, and basking in the warm sun-
light. The boy's earnest study in Sunday School wins 
for him the prize of two treasured books--Nat the 
Naturalist, and The Curiosities of Natural History--
which he much prefers to the Lays of Ancient Rome. Tom 
is very much attached to Miss Sabine, his Sunday School 
t~acher, but considers her daughter Althea a giggler 
and a tease. He prefers her, however, to her brother 
Max, who is known to be deceitful and treacherous. 
The imaginative qualities of Tom's mind bring 
him into constant conflict with his father, who chides 
him for his belief in nymphs and undines. His mother 
shares his faith in the actual existence of spirits, 
although she and Tom are never able to prove their 
convictions either to Father or to Dr. McGrory. On 
one occasion, when Tom visits the church near his home, 
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he gazes upward at the huge bells in the old belfry 
and sees them as great, dreaming bats which literally 
come alive to the rhythmic music of Poe's poem. For 
almost one-half hour he stands lost in contemplation 
of their movement. Thereafter he notices a stained-
glass window, which has been given to the church in 
memory of Ralph Seaford, who had died at the early 
age of ten. From that moment onward Tom is haunted by 
the figure of this boy, who comes to him one night when 
he is visiting his grandmother and sleeping alone in 
her big spare bedroom. The next day even Phemie, the 
superstitious Irish maid, knows that a strange little 
boy has been in the house during the night. 
Tom's eager interest in all forms of life leads 
him to occupy his spare time by building a magnificent 
aquarium in the back yard of his home. His botanical 
young friend, Pascoe, assists him, but whenever Tom 
tires of this new and interesting diversion, he always 
returns to the vaster expanses of the shining, changing 
river. Here he keeps a small sailboat, a treasured 
possession which he almost loses one day. Had it not 
been for the intervention of his friend, James McArthur, 
who rescues it and thereby becomes a hero in Tom's 
eyes, the tiny craft would have been swept away. Tom 
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and James spend many happy moments together, and 
when James must be busy about his work and Tom grows 
lonely, he visits his squirrel friend, whom he has 
named Edward, and chats with him about his problems. 
Another animal friend of his, called Squeaker, the 
rat, comes out of the water to converse with him, and 
tells him on one occasion that he is "a most agreeable 
little boy--much above the average" (p. 31). Perhaps 
because of Tom's extremely active imagination, he is 
visited by nightmares of frightening intensity. He 
walks in his sleep and is so deeply moved by the books 
he reads that strange figures pursue him along the 
corridors and up steep flights of stairs. 
While Tom is vacationing at his grandmother's 
Pascoe comes to visit him. The two boys roam the 
countryside and picnic in the woods, where Tom makes 
friends with the bees, the beetles, an orange-hued 
butterfly, and a mouse who, Tom feels sure, has a 
large family of children at home. The boy's life in 
nature is one great hymn of joy, until sorrow enters 
with the shooting of his squirrel-friend Edward by 
the obnoxious Max Sabine. Tom flings Max's new gun 
into the swift-flowing river, but he knows that 
nothing can ever bring Edward back. At night, as he 
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lies in bed listening to the splash of the waves, he. 
allows his thoughts to dwell on Ralph Seaford, and 
in memory goes back to a golden shore "where children 
were playing in the sunlight at the edge of a timeless 
sea" (p. 169). 
As we might expect, Reid once more calls upon 
the ancient Greek world, its beliefs, its customs and 
its imagery, to amplify Tom's character and to emphasize 
the closeness of his spirit to the great life principle 
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in nature. The young boy is strikingly akin to primitive 
man. He is natural, spontaneous and uninhibited, with 
the animist's reverence for the spirit of all living 
things, and a true mythopoeic imagination. In Chapter I 
as Tom watches William in the garden, he 
could imagine some thoughtless young green shoot, 
filled with an ardent zest of life, wriggling 
excitedly up through the brown soil, catching 
one glimpse of William's sour countenance, and 
hastily retreating underground again. 
The strange thing was that nothing of the kind 
happened. If anywhere, it was in Tom's own 
private garden that plants exhibited signs of 
nervousness. The struggle for life there was 
bitter in the extreme, and not a few had given 
it up as hopeless; while the survivors hung limp 
and melancholy heads. Turning to this question-
able oasis now, he could not help feeling that 
last night's attentions had only increased its 
resemblance to a violated grave, and he stooped 
to pull out a weed, and to press down the earth 
round a recently transplanted orange lily (p. 5). 
So keen is Tom's feeling for nature that he takes a 
daily trip to the river, ~1ere he and Barker fish for 
stones and communicate with the throbbing life of 
the natural world: 
The myriad voices of Nature were calling--whis-
pering in the trees that overhung and cast deep 
pools of shadow on the sunlit road--calling more 
loudly and imperatively from bird and beast and 
insect. · Everywhere was life and the eager joy 
of life. The very air seemed alive, and from the 
earth a living strength was pushing upwards and 
outwards--visible in each separate blade of grass 
and delicate meadow flower no less than in the 
great chestnut-tree standing at the corner where 
the road turned (p. 9). 
In his everyday living, nature is always close to Tom, 
and in his reading he prefers books dealing with nature 
and the wide outdoors--the four volume edition of 
Nat the Naturalist testifies to this predilection. 
Although reading develops his imagination, he 
has a natural habit of mind which attributes life to 
inanimate objects. The iron bells in the church tower 
which rhythmically toll a magic song intoxicate him 
until the bell "slowly began to take life--the life 
of a great sleeping, dreaming bat" (p. 17), and "he 
saw distinctly a queer little ancient face surmounted 
by a pointed cap peeping down at him" (p. 18). This 
tendency resembles the inclination of James-Arthur to 
see in the solitary oak tree the image of a giant, 
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feared when the world was young. James-Arthur himself 
belongs to nature, 11in fact James-Arthur, merely by 
divesting himself of his c+othes, had instantly become 
part of the natural scene, like the grass and the 
trees and the river and the sky, and the dragon-fly 
asleep upon his water-lily. Tom told him how nice 
he looked, and, while James-Arthur only smiled and 
said he was a queer wee lad, it was easy to see that 
secretly he was not displeased" (pp . 33-34). Dr. 
Macrory hopes that Tom will study Greek at school 
while cultivating his taste for natural history. "If 
you're interested in natural history, 11 he tells Tom, 
"it's only because like the Greeks, you're fond of 
animals--which is a spiritual quality and has nothing 
whatever to do with science" (p. 56). Tom expresses 
a wish to read Uncle Stephen's book, and the doctor 
admonishes him that "like dogs and other animals, we're 
all made up of bits of our ancestors11 (p. 57). Tom 
asks if his Uncle's books contain any referenced to 
Orpheus, but learns that on the contrary they contain 
"a good deal about Hermes" (p. 57). 
Everywhere in nature, Tom invests the lowliest 
forms of life with sentience and personality. The 
bumble bee was a 11 good-natured person,'' the beetle 
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affectionate, the mouse had a family to whom he would 
tell the tale of his adventures. The smallest ant 
knew what to do in an emergency, frogs spawned in the 
pond where they were born as tadpoles, and every year 
the swallows returned home. In school, Miss Sabine 
explained the process as instinct, or inherited 
memory, but Tom remembered that ushe had been unable 
to tell him why swallows ha d inherited a memory so 
good that it could guide them all the way from Egypt 
to the exact spot in Ballysheen where their nests 
were. He didn't believe that it was memory at all • 
. Mother's view that they had simply been created by 
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God with a special gift, seemed far more satisfactory, 
though it didn't explain how the gift worlced •• ~' (p. 93). 
The Greek world also attracts Tom's dogs, and 
when they engage in choral singing at Tom's instigation, 
they sing "a religious hymn to some invisible spirit--
universal Pan" (p. 98). As he lies in the shade of 
an ancient oak on the river bank, the sound of the huge 
water-wheel has a tranquillizing effect on him, yet 
sends young Tom's imagination soaring on flights of 
fancy for "in his imagination, it became a living and 
benevolent monster, guardian of the river and of this 
green shade. Why were animals--even fabulous and 
imaginary ones--so much closer to him than human 
beings?'' (p. 109) From Tom's observation of nature 
he concludes that the great Earth Mother has no 
favorites and is, in fact, rather impartial; "a 
hippopotamous, a blackbird, a boy were equally pleasing 
to her, equally provided for, equally her sons" (p. 120). 
Tom's father explains that his son's idea of equality 
is based on "an ethical conception of the greater 
democracy. It means, ••• a social community in which 
you and I and Tom, and squirrels and hedgehogs and 
dogs and mice, all have precisely equal rights to 
freedom an d. happiness--the communist ideal, in short; 
with this important difference, that it is to be ex-
tended to the non-human races. • • • Therefore, no 
more animal circuses and shows; no more shutting up 
in zoos; and if we are to be absolutely consistent, 
I'm afraid no more----" (p. 121). To Tom this meant 
the end of his aquarium. 
When Pascoe went to Dougal for a fortnight's 
vacation, Dr. Macrory lent Tom The Library of Apollodorus 
and Sir James Fraser's The Golden Bough. Tom liked 
the tales of the Greek gods and heroes much better than 
those of Grimm or Asbjornsen. The books were un-
embellished in their texts, but Tom supplies the 
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imaginative treatment himself, for "though separated 
in time by nearly two thousand years, he and the 
Greek mythologist became collaborators" (p. 133). 
Just as he is reading the story of Glaucus in 
which a boy chasing a mouse falls into a jar of jelly, 
James-Arthur appears with Edward, Tom's favorite 
squirrel, dead at the hands of the evil Max. Though 
the river has given him rest and solace before, it 
cannot bring Edward back and in his grief and anger the 
tears come to his eyes. Tom's sense of loss is even 
more poignant when he realizes that Ralph is also 
lost to him and that he will never come again: 
Tom listened, but somehow Ralph was no longer 
there; and far, far away he could hear the sound 
of waves breaking, and surely he had heard that 
low distant plash before--many times perhaps, 
though when and where he had forgotten. Next 
moment the darkness vanished, and he had a vision 
of a wide, curving beach of yellow sand, where 
children were playing in the sunlight at the 
edge of a timeless sea. They were building .. castles 
on the sand, and their happy voices reached him--
gay, innocent, laughing. Vision or memory, the 
scene brought with it no feeling of strangeness, 
only the sense of returning to a lovely and 
familiar place, which would always be there, though 
at times it might be hidden from him •••• 
That happy shore he knew--and it was drawing 
closer, it seemed very near, already less dream 
than reality (pp. 168-169). 
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Such a vision of happiness at the end of Young Tom 
is an evocation - of the "golden isles" already part of 
Tom's life in the earlier novel, Uncle Stephen. 
Reid's literary genius was finally recognized 
in 1944 when he was awarded the James Tait Black 
Memorial Prize for Young Tom. There is no doubt that 
Young Tom is in the classic tradition of books about 
boys. No character portrayed by Reid previously has 
Tom's naturalness, normality, and closeness to earth. 
Not only has Reid drawn Tom naturally, but the language 
of the book is the language of the best English prose, 
conversational in quality, having the rhythm of human 
speech. Because the action of the story is narrated 
completely through Tom's consc i ousness, with scarcely 
any intrusion by the author, its effect is complete 
verisimilitude. 
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Each character in the book is life-like, including 
the dogs and the mixed animal friends of Tom's world. 
Mother is drawn with complete sympathy and understanding, 
which is most unusual for Reid. Father, of course, 
symbolizes the rational, scientific point of view, bound 
to conflict with the more imaginative Tom, yet in a 
humorous, genial way. Miss Jimpson's attraction to the 
music master, Mr. Holbrook, is sensitively portrayed, as 
is Tom's gradual realization of their relationship. 
Granny, her garden at Tramore, her Oriental prints and 
china, her complete independence in her own world, 
Phemie and Mary, the maids who are superstitious to 
the core, are homespun, yet completely real. Even 
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the gardener William, with his natural grouchiness, green 
thumb, and his magic pipe which never needs refilling, 
is a touch of the earth itself. Doctor Macrory, the 
good-natured bachelor doctor, with his love for Greek, 
and admiration of Tom; the young Pascoe, amateur 
botanist, and his lovely aunt whom Tom admires, are very 
human characters, imaginatively conceived and realisti-
cally presented. The strength of Miss Sabine's character, 
the meanness of Max, and the laughter of Althea, though 
not dwelt on in any detail, are the material of which 
life is made, and Reid makes the reader feel just this 
quality. Even Ralph Seaford actually appears every bit 
as much as he appeared to Tom or Phemie, so convincingly 
is his presence suggested. The individuality of each 
portrait is painted with the greatest care for minute 
detail. 
In Young Tom, Reid has achieved the directness and 
simplicity which was evident in Brian Westby and The 
Retreat. No word is superfluous, no scene extraneous; 
there is magnificent economy visible throughout. He 
has cleverly managed his episodic narrative so that 
Tom's character develops in relation to the pattern 
of his experiences. Each chapter closes with such 
finesse and expert craftsmanship that every ending 
adds to the anticipation of what is to follow. 
Tom 1 s world is built of both reality and dream; 
yet each is so artistically fused that the two worlds 
become one. His world is also a garden--a re-creation 
of the natural beauty of the countryside of Northern 
Ireland. 
It is difficult to understand why Virginia Woolf 
should have objected to the Tom Barber series since 
both writers were concerned with the problem of time 
and interior states of feeling. E. M. Forster writes: 
"I remember Virginia Woolf's giving him[Rei<i] a trial 
6 
and turning him down.'' Jessamyn West perhaps comes 
closest to explaining Mrs. Woolf's position when she 
says that it was perhaps because "Tom, like his 
creator 'was not interested in maturity.'"7 
Reid's books on boyhood and adolescence, aspects 
of life which he knew and loved best, achieve a depth 
and a richness because he imaginatively lived each 
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6uintroduction, '' Tom Barber (New York, 1955), p. 9. 
7
';Triple Tom," Spectator, CLXXXI (Oct. 29, 1955), 
1050w. 
novel as he wrote it. Like other great works of the 
imagination, the Tom Barber series give to the reader 
whatever he is capable of deriving from them. As Tom 
grows up and sees the world in relation to good and 
evil, the reader becomes aware that each story brings 
a deeper understanding of the problems of human life 
although they have been envisioned through the sensitive 




Forrest Reid, a minor Irish novelist of the 
twentieth century, is an English prose stylist and 
a Hellenist of some significance. Although he wrote 
from 1904 to 1947, he did not belong to any literary 
movement or move in a literary circle. By nature and 
temperament he was a complete individualist whose 
own "private road" led him to abandon Christianity 
for the Grecian way of life as he imaginatively re-
constructed it. From a literary standpoint Reid may 
be regarded as a romantic Hellenist whose purpose was 
to achieve "the Greek ideal" as he understood it. 
When Reid's two spiritual autobiographies are 
looked at closely, each in turn reveals Reid the boy 
and Reid the man. His early life is portrayed symboli-
cally in Apostate (1926); his later life together with 
the intention and reception of his novels is discussed 
in Private Road (1940). In Apostate he has consciously 
imposed a Greek pattern on his childhood experiences 
to explain his affinity for the Greek world and its 
ideals. When he explicitly adopts Greece as the symbol 
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of his own beliefs and values as seen in Private Road, 
it would app ear that he has achieved an inner harmony. 
When this study was first undertaken the writer 
believed that Reid's appropriation of Greece was an 
artistic absorption only--a belief in the spiritual 
reality of beauty which Reid found in Greek sculpture 
and literature. As the study grew it became more 
evident that the author's aesthetic could not be 
studied in isolation. Rather it was found to be 
related to the deeply-rooted psychological and religious 
problems which appear throughout his autobio graphies 
as well as in his novels. It thus became obvious that 
Reid's Hellenism was more than a literary or artistic 
convention and conviction. His love of Greece and 
Greek antiquity was found to be integral to his 
philosophy and values. Hence Reid's Hellenism is many-
sided. In religion he is an animist, in philosophy a 
Platonist, and in aesthetics a lover of Greek beauty 
in which he discovered the reality of spirit. As a 
novelist he selected, interpreted, and treated his 
subjects so that spiritual values emerge in accordance 
with the Greek ideal. 
Each of his novels treats the problem of boyhood 
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and adolescence, although it is the sensitive, imaginative, 
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not quite "normal" boy who dominates his pages for the 
most p art. Within these novels Reid uses Greek material--
myth, animism, P·latonism, sculpture, and literature--
in different ways and in varying degrees to shape his 
vision. To ignore the pervading atmosphere of the 
"Greek ideal" as he calls it is to lose the deeper 
meaning of the novels. 
For purposes of this study Reid's novels have 
been divided into three periods. Each period shows 
his use of Greek material to a greater or lesser extent 
according to the demands of his subject. The early 
novels from The Kingdom of Twilight (1904) through 
Following Darkness (1912) represent his first period, 
in which the Greek influence is strong, and his prose 
is testing its wings. The second period from The Gentle 
Lover (1913) through Pender Among the Residents (1922.) 
is a comparatively arid period wherein Reid's use of 
Greek material is less in evidence beaause he attempted 
to reach a wide-reading public. After writing Apostate 
(1926), however, his dedication to Greece was permanent. 
Therefore, from Demophon (1927) to Denis Bracknel (1947), 
at the same time that his treatment of many Greek themes 
becomes more noticeable, his style gains in directness, 
simplicity, and lucidity because of his continued efforts 
to perfect his craftsmanship. 
Hellenism may be seen in each of Reid's novels, 
sustaining and shaping his vision. In The !ingdom of 
Twili ght, Reid establishes "his other landscape" as 
that of Greece and portrays Willy Trevelyan's values 
as they rooted in his absorption in Greek literature 
and antiquity. In The Garden God, Reid treats the Greek 
friendship theme as it is related to a typical boarding 
school friendship. The Bracknels and Denis Bracknel, 
although ostensibly a family chronicle, are controlled 
by the theme of a moon-worshipper, and also the friend-
ship theme. Following Darkness, revised as Peter Waring, 
is set against a background which enables Reid to 
employ the Greek concept of fate, animism, and mythology. 
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In The Gentle Lover, Reid contrasts humanism and asceticism, 
using Greek myth and the friendship theme to assert his 
inner meaning. Greek and Christian mythology are 
employed in At the Door of the Gate to establish religious 
and psychological values, while animism is asserted in 
preference to Christianity. In The Spring Song, animism 
controls the narrative, while in Pirates of the Spring, 
Reid again returns to the friendship t h eme. The motif 
of the Fatal Woman coupled with the Philoctetes myth 
organizes Pender Among the Residents. Demophon is a 
Greek myth in itself. Uncle Stephen was inspired by the 
Greek go d Hermes; in this novel Reid employs extensive 
Greek allusions and the friendship theme once again. 
Brian Westby is a paradoxical treatment of the friendship 
theme and paganism versus Christianity as ways of life. 
In The Retreat or The Machinations of Henry, animism 
and friendship for animals are treated; and in Young Tom 
or Very Mixed Company, Tom's affinity with the Greek 
world is also established, especially in his love for 
animals and nature. 
In no one novel does Reid fail to employ Greek 
material in some way. One notices a gradual growth in 
his treatment of Greek themes or allusions from a 
conscious statement of them as in The Kingdom of Twilight 
to complete immersion in them as in his later novels. 
This study of Reid's novels reveals his importance as 
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a modern psychological novelist whose treatment of the 
adolescent turmoil, with its complex emotional disturbances, 
is a significant artistic contribution to twentieth 
century literature. 
Of Reid it may be said that the dream world was 
the real world, and the creation of beauty the artist's 
main concern. Like Keats, Reid was dedicated to this 
spirit of beauty which he found not only in nature but 
also in the dynamic living characters of Denis, Grif, 
Peter, Brian, and Tom. If he seems to play a symphony 
on the same theme of youth, it is only because the 
spirit of youth was for him the most significant aspect 
of life. The words of Keats may aptly be applied to 
Reid, who if he could speak would seem to say, "·I am 
certain of nothing but ••• the holiness of the Heart's 
1 
affections and the truth of Imagination." 
1 Forman, The Letters of john Keats, p. 67. 
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ABSTRACT 
FORREST REID AND THE GREEK WORLD 
A STUDY OF HIS NOVELS 
Mary Catherine Bryan 
Boston University Graduate School, 1959 
Major Professor: Professor Edward Wagenknecht 
Forrest Reid (1876-1947), an Anglo-Irish novelist 
from Belfast, cri tic of art and literature, and 
translator of poems from th e Greek Anthology, is one 
of the most i maginative and significant minor modern 
novelists, although he has remained comparatively 
unappreciated in America. 
Because of his complete individualism, his 
dedication to his art, and his personal visi on of 
reality, he cannot be identified with any literary 
movement or school. Rei d is essentially a romantic 
and a vis i onary who was so inspired by the Greeks that 
his Hellenism became a personal conviction as well as 
a literary convention. 
By affinity, temperament, and interest Reid 
was attracted to Greece from his early schooldays. 
Through his reading in Greelc mythology and Greek 
literature in the orig inal, as well as in French and 
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English translations, and through Anatole France whose 
works influenced Reid to pursue the Greek ideal and 
to write in "a more naked and Grecian manner, 11 he 
became a Hellenist. So absorbed was he in the Greek 
way of life as he imaginatively reconstructed it that 
it became integral to his novels. Because of his 
recollections of a world from which he believed he 
came, more ideal than the present, Reid was led to 
adopt the Greeks and Greek idealism as his way of 
life in preference to Christianity. 
In each novel Reid treats the problem of boyhood 
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and adolescence, although it is the sensitive, imaginative, 
not quite normal boy who dominates his pages. Within 
these novels Reid uses Greek material such as myth, 
animism, Platonism, sculp ture, and literature in 
different ways and in varying degrees to shap e his 
vision. To ignore the prevailing atmosphere of the 
1
'Greek ideal 11 as he calls it, is to lose the deeper 
meaning of the novels. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to show the 
extent to which these varied aspects of Greek antiquity 
influenced , shaped, and colored the vision of each 
novel. 
This study is divided into six chapters and a 
conclusion. Ghapter I deals with a portrait of the 
novelist as he reveals himself through his two 
spiritual autobiographies, Apostate (1926), and 
Private Road (1940). Since a subjective element 
is evident in his novels, Reid's life is of importance 
to an understanding of the values he asserts. Chapter II 
establishes Reid's literary background and indicates 
his relationship to his contemporaries and his times. 
Chapter III discusses Forrest Reid's mythopoeic 
imag ination; it sketches the backgrounds of Hellenism in 
France, Germany, and England in order to place him in 
this tradition; and it further discusses the general 
concep t of Hellenism in order to relate it to Reid's 
novels. 
For purposes of this study Reid's fifteen novels 
have been divided into three periods following a 
chronological order, in order to show the emerg ence 
of the "Greek ideal" and his use of Greek material to a 
greater or lesser degree according to the demands of his 
subject. 
Chapter IV includes the early novels from 
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The Kingdom of Twilight (1904) to Following Darkness (1912) 
in which t h e Greek influence is strong and his style 
is testing its wings. Chap ter V treats the middle years 
from The Gentle Lover (1913) throug h Pender Among the 
Residents (1922), a period in which Reid's use of 
Greek material is less pronounced because he was 
attempting to write a more popular type of novel and 
thus reach a wider reading public. After writing 
Apostate (1926), however, Reid's dedication to Greece 
became permanent. Chapter VI discusses the novels 
from Demophon (1927) to Denis Bracknel (1947). This 
later period reveals Reid's return to Greek themes 
and a correspond ing g rowth stylistically in directness, 
simplicity, and lucidity because of his continued 
efforts to perfect his craftsmanship. 
Each of the novels is analyzed in some detail 
with reference to subject matter, form, point of view, 
imag ery, style, symbolism, recurrent image, thematic 
idea, and the influence of Greek antiquity on Reid's 
vision of life. In the discussion of the novels an 
attemp t has been ma:de to evaluate their artistic 
qualities and merits. Critical reviews of these novels 
are also examined to show the reception which they 
received upon publication. 
The conclusion arrived at is that Forrest Reid 
is a significant minor psychological novelist and 
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prose stylist whose imaginative treatment of the 
adolescent turmoil with its complex emotional 
disturbances is an important artistic contribution 
to twentieth century literature and that his Hellenism 
is integral to his vision of life. Forrest Reid's 
novels are highly imagina tive, intensely human, and 
especially significant for the "matter of truth11 
which they convey. It is hop·ed that this attempt to 
see his . novels as a whole, and the Greek influence 
reflected in them in particular, will contribute in 
some way to the recogni t 'ion of Forrest Reid as a 
significant Anglo-Irish novelist. 
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